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ABSTRACT
A model system that has been the subject of many anatomical, developmental,
functional, and theoretical studies over the last 30 years is the cercal sensory system
of the cricket. This system is composed of two antenna-like appendages covered
with hundreds of filiform mechanosensory hairs, and encodes information about the
direction and dynamics of low-velocity air currents. The encoding is determined
by the biomechanical properties of the mechanosensory hairs. These properties are
poorly understood, primarily because accurate experimental measurements of the
air-current-driven movements of the hairs are difficult to obtain, and adequate mathematical tools for modeling arbitrarily complex hair-to-hair interactions within the
canopy have been absent. The study presented here solves fundamental problems in
both of these areas.
Previous studies have characterized the biomechanics of the filiform hairs, but only
one study considered the fluid-mediated interaction of closely-packed hairs. A major
goal of our work was to model the motion of a dense patch of thin filaments driven
by bulk fluid flow, in a context that is immediately relevant to the cercal system.
To understand the function of the sensory epithelium as a whole, we developed a
numerical model based on a novel mathematical tool: the method of regularized
unsteady Stokeslets. This method is generally applicable to low Reynolds number
fluid flow in domains that are subject to periodic forcing along the boundary. The
numerical scheme associated with our mathematical model is fast, scalable, accounts
for the interaction between arbitrary arrangements of hairs.
We measured the biomechanical stimulus-response properties of 19 filiform hairs,
and used that data to fit parameters to our mathematical model. We demonstrate for
the first time that one of the mechanical parameters controlling filiform hair motion
depends on the frequency of the air stimulus. Our numerical simulations demonstrate
that damped and synergistic hair interactions can occur between closely-packed hairs.
Low frequency signals (< 50 Hz) are damped, and higher frequency signals (50 − 200
Hz) are amplified. We hypothesize that the characteristic dense patch of hairs at
the proximal end of the cercus acts as a noise cancellation filter that removes low
frequency components of ambient environmental stimuli.
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NEAR-FIELD PARTICLE VELOCITY MECHANORECEPTORS

Introduction

A great deal of important scientific research has been done on simple “model”
biological preparations, which offer advantages of enhanced experimental tractability
over more complex systems. Typical examples that come to mind are the guinea
pig, the fruit fly, and E. coli bacteria: all have been used for studies that, ultimately, increase our understanding of biological process in higher animals, including
ourselves. One simple model system that has been the subject of many anatomical,
developmental, functional and theoretical studies over the last 30 years is the cercal
sensory system of the cricket. In this work, we report the results of theoretical and
experimental studies using this model system. As well as advancing our knowledge
about this important model system, the biological principles learned from our work
are of general significance within the context of sensory system structure and function
and optimality of biological systems. We also present a novel applied mathematical
approach that will be of general utility within the field of fluid dynamics.
When people use the word “fluid”, they usually mean some kind of liquid, like
water, milk, or gasoline. In physics, a fluid is defined to be a substance that continuously deforms (or flows) under shear stress, which means that all gases, some
liquids, and many types of complex viscoelastic materials are called fluids. Using
this definition, all animals exist in a fluid environment, whether it is air, seawater, or
the biological fluid inside another organism. Animals obtain information about their
fluid environment through biological sensory systems that transduce fluid energy into
internal signals in the nervous system. In general these sensory systems fall into
two broad categories, those that obtain information from fluid pressure gradients and
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those that sense fluid particle motion. These two sensory modalities are often referred
to as far-field flow sensors and near-field flow sensors respectively. Near-field and farfield flow are the in-phase and the π/2-phase offset velocity fields that arise from a
monopole sound source [49]. Within one wavelength of the monopole source, nearfield flow dominates far-field flow, so organisms that operate within that length scale
have sensory systems devoted to sensing particle velocity. These organisms include
arthropods and fish, but not most large terrestrial animals, which rely on hearing farfield flow. Although humans are among the animals that do not sense fluid particle
velocity, there are many engineering applications in which near-field flow sensors are
important [41].
Examples of biological near-field flow sensors include the cercal system in insects
[20, 21, 53], trichobothria in arachnids [2], and free neuromasts in fish [8]. These
three types of particle motion sensors are morphologically distinct, and yet they all
consist of arrays of small structures that are easily deflected by incident fluid flow.
Free neuromasts consist of a gelatinous cupula enclosing a group of hair cells that
detect the deformation of the cupula in fluid flow [8]. Arachnid trichobothria are thin,
sometimes feathered hairs arranged along legs or other body parts that detect air flow
caused by both flying and crawling prey [3, 4] and by intraspecific communication [60].
The insect cercal system consists of a (frequently large) array of very thin, thread-like
hairs called filiform hairs that are distributed along two shallowly tapering appendages
called cerci at the rear of the abdomen. This sensory system is important in predator
avoidance strategies [11, 24, 53], courtship and mating [26, 57, 59, 65] and aggressive
intraspecific encounters [26].
We are specifically interested in studying the cercal system of the common house
cricket Acheta domesticus. The cercal sensory system functions as a low-frequency,
near-field extension of the animals auditory system, and encodes information about
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the direction and dynamic properties of low-velocity air currents with great accuracy
and precision. In a normal adult cricket, each cercus is approximately 1 cm long and is
covered with hundreds of filiform mechanosensory hairs. Different filiform hairs have
different directional and frequency sensitivities, which are known to be determined
by the biomechanical properties of the hairs: their length, spring stiffness, damping,
and proximity to other hairs in the surrounding area. However, despite the fact that
these biomechanical properties are known to be of crucial importance in this first
stage of the sensory transduction process, and despite the fact that this system has
been used extensively as a model system for studying the mechanisms underlying
neural coding at the cellular and system levels, the biomechanics of this first layer
of the cercal system is still poorly understood. The two primary barriers to an
adequate understanding have been that accurate experimental measurements of the
air-current-driven movements of the hairs are difficult to obtain, and that adequate
mathematical tools for modeling arbitrarily complex hair-to-hair interactions within
the canopy have been absent. The study presented here solves fundamental problems
in both of these areas.
There are three immediate purposes for developing a mathematical model that
accurately captures the biomechanics of the cricket cercal system. The common theme
of an array of small mechanosensors jointly filtering and measuring near-field acoustic
flow is now informing the engineering design of small-scale fluid sensors [41]. Hence
a computational model capable of predicting the filtering properties of an arbitrary
array of thin structures could help identify desirable design properties for particular
sensing tasks. Additionally, the neural architecture underlying the hair array of the
cercal system is easily accessible since the cerci are physically large with respect to the
body size of the animal, and it consists of relatively simple neural connections; one
afferent neuron is associated with each filiform hair and connects it to the terminal
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abdominal ganglion near the distal end of the abdomen. This structure makes the
cercal system an excellent model for attempting to characterize the peripheral neural
code. In order to decode the spike trains in the nervous system, it is necessary to know
exactly what stimulus the sensory neuron or afferent neuron “sees”. The hairs absorb
energy from the input air currents, which is translated into motion. The filtering
properties of the hairs affect the amount and timing of mechanical energy available
to depolarize the afferent neuron attached to the socket at the base of the hair. By
knowing the transfer function between the air and the hair array, and then between
the hair and its connecting neuron, we begin to trace the causal pathway between
sensory input and behavioral output. Lastly, by building a mechanistic model of the
cercal system, we may explore aspects of the biological optimality of the structure.
It is often assumed a priori that a sensory system has been optimized to have either
the greatest gain or greatest sensitivity at the most relevant biological signals. Thus
by discovering these signals, we may learn what environmental pressures an organism
faced over evolutionary time. If biological optimality is not achieved for a high-priority
stimulus known from behavioral studies, then we may learn about developmental
constraints imposed on the organism or about an ongoing evolutionary arms race.
The primary goal of this dissertation is the derivation of a mathematical model
that accurately captures the motion of a group of thin structures in air flow, while
encoding all the relevant features of the hair canopy on the cricket cercal system.
In the remainder of this chapter, we provide biological information about the cercal
sensory system and discuss previous research efforts that are germane to the development of our mathematical work in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. Chapter 5 describes
the data collection protocol we used to measure the motion of 19 filiform hairs in
order to fit parameters to our model. The results from our data analysis (using
the MIEN software package, http://mien.msu.montana.edu) are discussed in detail
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Figure 1: A female Acheta domesticus. The cerci are the thin, light colored appendages on either side of the darker and longer ovipositor located at the rear of the
animal. From the head to the tip of the ovipositor is about 2.5 cm. Picture supplied
from www.insectimages.org/images/768x512/1386022.jpg.
therein. Chapter 6 contains the results of our parameter fitting and simulations of
the motion of small hair patches generated by our numerical scheme (implemented
R
in MATLAB!
2007b, 2009a, The Mathworks, Natick, MA). We discuss our results

in the context of cercal system function Chapter 7, as well as possible extensions of
this project.
The Cercal System in Acheta domesticus

As discussed above, the cricket cercal system is a rather large and simple sensory
system that lends itself well to basic neuroscience research exploring the pathway
from environmental stimuli to neural signals to behavioral response. Along with
Acheta domesticus (pictured in Figure 1), the field cricket Gryllus bimaculatus and
the wood cricket Nemobius sylvestris are the subjects of study in other neuroscience
laboratories. Both of the genera Acheta and Gryllus are in the subfamily Gryllinae
and are quite closely related. Some of the physiological results that we cite for Acheta
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Figure 2: A scanning electron micrograph of the juncture of a cercus and the cricket
abdomen. The hairs that are based in large oval sockets are the filiform hairs, the
short, tilted hairs that do not have sockets are the bristle hairs, and the club-shaped
hairs are clavate hairs. This figure appeared in [49].
are actually results obtained from Gryllus. Nemobius is in another subfamily and is
much less closely related, so we will always mention the species or genus when citing
results obtained from this organism.
The cerci (cercus singular) are two elongated appendages at the rear of the abdomen flanking the ovipositor in the female, as seen in Figure 1. The outer surface of
the cerci is part of the chitinous exoskeleton or cuticle, which is shed with stereotypical
timing as the cricket matures through nine instars until the final adult molt. Several
different types of sensors are embedded in or emerge from the cuticular surface of
the cerci, including three different types of hair sensors. Trichoid or bristle hairs are
very short, stiff hairs strongly tilted toward the cercal tip that are touch-sensitive.
Clavate hairs are short club-shaped hairs that function as accelerometers [21]. Both
of these hair types are visible in the scanning electron micrograph pictured in Figure
2, along with the particle velocity sensing filiform hairs. The filiform hairs number
750−1000 per cercus [36, 47] and range from 50 µm to nearly 2 mm in length (5×10−5
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Figure 3: A close-up of the cercal system with the ovipositor removed. Each cercus
is approximately 1 to 1.5 cm long (0.01 - 0.015 m).
to 2 × 10−3 m) [49] and from 1 to 10 µm in diameter [49]. Figure 3 shows a close-up
of both cerci with the ovipositor removed, backlit so that the filiform hairs stand out.
A first instar cricket starts out with about 50 filiform hairs [36] and new sensory hairs
are inserted on the cerci with each molt. Already existing hairs are shed and regrown
longer and thicker [37]. The hairs are partially hollowed out due to the way that they
grow, but the space may be filled with biological fluid or hemolymph [49].
Each filiform hair is firmly rooted in a viscoelastic socket that restricts hair motion
mostly to one plane and within a small angle of excursion [25]. The sockets are oval
in shape and it has been known for some time that their orientation determines the
preferred plane of motion of the hair [38]. Recently, John Miller determined the
hair prefers to oscillate in the direction of the short axis of the oval socket (personal
communication). The sockets are visible in Figure 2 and help distinguish between
short filiform hairs and the touch-sensitive bristle hairs that lack sockets. Figure 4
shows a section of stained, magnified cercus with the hairs plucked so that the sockets
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Figure 4: Close-up of filiform hair sockets from which the hairs have been plucked
(thanks to John Miller and Mark Dublois). The inset is a scanning electron micrograph of the base of a hair and the surrounding cuticular ring that rises above the
socket.
are readily visible. Touching the outer edge of the filiform hair sockets are several tiny
round campaniform sensilla. These sensors gauge the deformation of the cuticle, and
are postulated to increase the sensory range of the filiform hairs when they are driven
hard enough to contact the socket ring [35]. The cuticular socket ring is pictured in
the inset; it rises above the cercal surface and surrounds the hair for a short distance.
Filiform hairs have stereotypical arrangements and response properties. Hairs with
the same preferred direction of motion occur in rows that extend along the length
of the cercus with similar directions of motion in adjacent rows [45]. Hairs that are
sensitive to axial flow are on the sides of the cercus, hairs sensitive to perpendicular
flow are on the top, and thin rows of skew hairs separate the two [45]. Moreover,
hairs of different lengths fractionate the stimulus frequency range [49, 61]. Longer
hairs are more sensitive to low frequencies because they extend beyond the layer of
slow moving air close to cercus (the boundary layer; see the next section for details)
and so are exposed to higher velocities. At higher frequencies, their inertia overcomes
the driving force and they do not react as strongly. On the other hand, short hairs
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become more active at higher frequencies since the boundary layer decreases in height.
Additionally, the hairs behave like over-damped oscillators, slowly returning to rest
position after a stimulus without overshooting, but also without achieving critical
damping [49, 63].
For modeling purposes, the most important characteristics of the cricket cercal
system and the filiform hairs have to do with shape, length scale, and movement
properties. Each cercus is a very elongated cone with a shallow angle of taper, about
2◦ [49], which means that relatively large portions of the cercus are roughly cylindrical
in shape. The ratio of hair diameter to cercus is 10−3 to 10−2 , based on a cercal
diameter of about 1 mm [49]. Also, the hair length to cercal diameter ratio ranges
from about 10−1 to 1, making the hairs approximately one dimensional rods with
respect to the size of the cercus. These hairs are nearly solid, since any interstitial
space is likely to be filled with fluid of similar density to chitin. Tautz [71] averages
the density of chitin (1.2 × 103 kg/m3 ) with that of hemolymph (1.05 × 103 kg/m3 )
to find the approximate density of a filiform hair (1.1 × 103 kg/m3 ) in the caterpillar
Barathra brassicae. We and other researchers [30, 49, 63] use this average density to
model filiform hairs in cricket species.
As mentioned above, hair motion is constrained by a viscoelastic socket in which
the elliptically flared hair base is embedded. The hair can only move about 5◦ before
contacting the socket ring, at which point the cuticle deforms [35]. Hair motion
in sinusoidal flow that is gentle enough to ensure an excursion of less than 5◦ is
approximately linear in both amplitude and frequency (personal observations and
[61]), as well as strongly directionalized. Under these flow conditions, hair bending
is negligible [79] and the hairs may be thought of as rigid rods. We also assume
that hair motion is symmetric about its rest position. This is not actually true, and
the hair’s asymmetry of motion can be observed by examining high-speed video data
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(personal observation). However, the angles are so small that such an assumption
should not introduce much error. Lastly, filiform hairs are passive sensors; they do
not actively change their properties based on characteristics of the fluid flow. There is
limited evidence that viscoelastic sockets may exhibit frequency-dependence at large
hair excursions (Tautz [71], in the caterpillar Barathra brassicae), but so far this
phenomenon has not been observed in Acheta or Gryllus [49, 61]. This may be due
to the maximal cricket hair excursion of 5◦ , which is much smaller than that observed
in trichobothria [4] or caterpillars [71].
We rely on all of these observations to create a simplified model of the filiform
hair array. The same assumptions have been made by previous researchers, whose
work we now review.
History of Filiform Hair Modeling
Hairs as Linear Oscillators
In 1977, Tautz [71] experimentally investigated the motion of the eight thoracic
filiform hairs on the caterpillar of the cabbage moth, Barathra brassicae. The experiments consisted of mounting a caterpillar thorax preparation on an arm that inserted
into a slit in a tube, and then vibrating the tube and recording tube motion using
an accelerometer. The accelerometer output was used along with the tube geometry
to calculate the air velocity at points within the tube. Hair motion was recorded
optically under stroboscopic lighting conditions.
According to Humphrey et al. [30], Tautz was the first person to recognize that
the linearity of filiform hair response and their relative rigidity allows them to be
approximated as forced, damped harmonic oscillators in angular displacement, θ(t):
I θ̈(t) + Rθ̇(t) + Sθ(t) = τ (t),

(1)
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where I is the moment of inertia of a hair, R is the torsional resistance due to the
viscoelastic socket, S is a spring force or restoring force also due to the socket, and τ (t)
is the driving torque acting on the hair. The dots above θ(t) denote time derivatives,
so that θ̇(t) is angular velocity and θ̈(t) is angular acceleration. Tautz used a small
angle approximation to rewrite this equation in terms of hair tip displacement, and
then analyzed the model assuming a sinusoidal force of unspecified amplitude on the
right-hand side. He noted that if the hair is forced primarily by inertial (far-field)
forces, then the magnitude of the forcing should be proportional to air acceleration,
whereas it should be proportional to air velocity if viscous (near-field) forces dominate.
He did not attempt to find the precise form of this force.
Fletcher [22] and Shimozawa and Kanou [61] were the next researchers to model
filiform hairs, Fletcher using Tautz’s data on Barathra brassicae and Shimozawa and
Kanou modeling the cercal filiform hairs in the cricket Gryllus bimaculatus. They
both introduced explicit fluid forces to find the form of τ (t) assuming that only nearfield effects matter. Fletcher justified ignoring far-field forces based on the fact that
the length scales in Tautz’ experimental setup imply that the far-field forces acting
on the hair were negligible. The fluid forces introduced by these researchers will be
discussed in detail in the next section.
Both Fletcher and Shimozawa and Kanou neglected the viscous damping due to
the hair socket (R = 0). Fletcher ignored socket damping because he believed it
should be negligible compared to the damping provided by the air. Shimozawa and
Kanou did so because they had no way of estimating the parameter R from the
physical structure of the hair and socket. Both studies calculated the moment of
inertia by assuming that the hairs are solid cones with the averaged density of chitin
and hemolymph, ρc = 1.1 × 103 kg/m3 . Shimozawa and Kanou estimated the spring
constant S under static conditions by carefully measuring the hair displacement θ0
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under a known amount of torque N applied by a small resin bead and corrected for
the effect of gravity acting on the hair alone: S = N/θ0 . In 1993, Humphrey et al.
[30] observed that the parameters R and S can be fit from data. They suggested
using the measured phase shift between sinusoidal air signals and hair displacement
θ(t) to find R and S. Subsequently, two sets of researchers followed this parameterfitting advice using different methodologies. Osborne [49] numerically fit values of R
and S from amplitude data instead of phase data using an error minimization search
routine. Shimozawa et al. [63] performed least square fits of I, R, and S using a
large data set. The results of Shimozawa et al. showed that the static estimation of
S in [61] was an underestimate of the actual spring stiffness. Additionally, the least
squares fit exhibited a power-law relationship between hair length and R and S that
has since been used in several modeling studies [6, 14, 15, 47]. Both Osborne [49]
and Shimozawa et al. [63] were able to fit socket parameters independent of air flow
frequency, which implies that the sockets have negligible frequency dependence.
At the same time, there was a question of how to model the shape of the hair.
Fletcher [22] and Shimozawa and Kanou [61] computed moment of inertia as though
the hairs were cone-shaped, but calculated drag force as though they were cylinders.
Humphrey et al. [30] argued that this was a modeling inconsistency and that the
hair should be represented as a cylinder for the calculation of moment of inertia.
Kumagai et al. [43] made a scanning electron micrograph study of hair shape in
Gryllus bimaculatus and in the cockroach Periplaneta americana expecting to find
approximately cone-shaped hairs. Instead, they found elongated paraboloid hairs in
both species. For the purposes of calculating moment of inertia, a cylinder with an
appropriately adjusted diameter may be used. But Kumagai et al. argue that the
hair shape cannot be ignored since the drag force acting on the hair depends on the
diameter of the hair, and so decreases with position along the hair. This decreases
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the impact of forces acting near the hair tip, which provide the bulk of the torque
driving hair motion. Since then, researchers making analytical calculations of drag
force have either adopted a cylindrical hair model to calculate both force and moment
of inertia [6, 47], or they have used paraboloids to calculate moment of inertia and
stacks of cylinders approximating paraboloids to calculate drag force [63].
Overview of Fluid Flow Models
After Tautz, fluid forces were introduced to compute the particular form of τ (t) in
(1). These forces were calculated according to various simplifications of the canonical
Navier-Stokes (N.S.) equations, which are commonly used to model fluid flows:
ρ

!

∂u
+ (u · ∇) u
∂t

"

= −∇p + µ∆u, ∇ · u = 0,

(2)

where u(x, t) is the velocity vector field describing fluid motion in space and time, p
is the scalar pressure field, ρ is the density of the fluid, and µ is the dynamic viscosity
of the fluid.

∂
∂t

is the partial derivative operator with respect to time, ∇ is the spatial

gradient, ∇· is the divergence operator, and ∆ is the second derivative Laplacian
operator. The first term on the left is the inertial term; it is the portion of fluid
flow due to inertial acceleration. The second term on the left is the convection (or
advection) term. It describes how the fluid is carried along by its own currents and
is the only nonlinear term in the equation. On the right, ∇p is the pressure gradient
forcing the flow, and the last term is the diffusion (or viscous) term. It describes
how much the velocity field is damped due to internal friction of the fluid particles.
The second equation is called the continuity equation, and represents conservation
of mass in a constant density fluid. The N.S. equations are derived from the laws
of conservation of angular momentum and mass and a constitutive equation stating
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that stress is proportional to the rate of strain. The details of the derivation can be
found in many textbooks on fluid dynamics (see e.g. [5, 51, 55]).
In order to solve for a specific fluid flow, boundary conditions are needed for the
N.S. equations. Boundary conditions are constraints on the velocity field u(x, t) or
its derivatives at particular locations within the fluid, usually at external or internal
boundaries of the fluid flow or at infinity if no solid boundaries exist. There are
three types of boundary conditions that are particularly relevant to this discussion.
The first is a prescribed velocity at infinity, u(x, t) = u∞ (t), also called a Dirichlet
boundary condition at infinity. This boundary condition is used when there is an
approximately uniform flow in the region of interest that originates far away, or when
the flow decays with distance from the region of interest. To illustrate the other
two types of boundary conditions of interest, imagine that there is a solid, immobile
boundary somewhere in the fluid. Since the boundary is solid, fluid may not pass
through it. This requirement enforces that the normal component of the velocity must
be set equal to 0 at the surface. If the other velocity components are left free to vary,
this is called a “slip” condition since the fluid slips tangentially over the surface. If
instead it is required that u(x, t) = 0 at the solid boundary, this is called a “no-slip”
condition because the fluid is arrested at the boundary surface. The slip condition for
a moving solid boundary requires that the normal component of the relative velocity
between boundary and fluid must vanish. A no-slip condition at a moving surface is
a velocity-matching condition; the fluid particles immediately adjacent to the surface
must move at the same velocity as the surface itself. See Panton [51] for more detail.
Fletcher [22] was the first researcher to consider the effect of fluid forces on filiform
hairs. He calculated the drag force on a hair using a Stokes approximation of fluid
flow. A Stokes approximation is one that ignores the nonlinear term in the N.S.
equations (2). There are two Stokes approximations; one in which the time derivative
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of velocity is also ignored and an one in which it is included. Both approximations will
be discussed in this work, and we will differentiate between the two by calling them
the “steady” and “unsteady” Stokes equations respectively. These approximations
arise out of dimensional analysis of the N.S. equations and in Chapter 2 we present
this analysis in detail (see equations (11) and (12)). In general, these approximations
are appropriate under an assumption of low Reynolds number fluid flow, Re % 1.
The Reynolds number is a unitless ratio of the inertial to viscous forces in the fluid, so
a small Reynolds number corresponds to relatively large viscous forces. The Reynolds
number is given by the formula Re = U (/ν where U is a characteristic velocity of
the fluid, ( is a characteristic length scale associated with the fluid flow, and ν is
the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Slow flow around a single thin hair of diameter
5 × 10−6 m results in a Reynolds number on the order of 10−4 to 10−2 for air velocities
from 0.001 to 0.1 m/s [15] using the kinematic viscosity of air at 27◦ C, 1.5680 × 10−5
m2 /s.
Fletcher’s estimate of the drag force on a section of cylinder is based on the
unsteady Stokes approximation describing an infinite cylinder in an infinite oscillating
fluid. Stokes [68] solved the inverse problem in 1851, for an infinite cylinder oscillating
perpendicular to its long axis in an infinite still fluid. With a change of variables,
the two problems become the same, and the drag forces acting on the cylinder are
identical. The drag force has two components; one component oscillates 180◦ out-ofphase with the cylinder velocity and acts to dampen the hair motion and the other
component is 90◦ out-of-phase with the cylinder velocity and has the same effect as
adding mass to the cylinder. The first component is due to friction with the air and
the second term is due to the mass of the air accelerating along with the cylinder.
Fletcher notes that both of these terms are large compared to hair inertia and socket
damping. Once the drag force per unit length is known, the total torque on the hair
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is calculated by integrating the product of force and distance from the hair’s pivot
point along the length of the hair.
Fletcher used the infinite cylinder approximation with caution, and noted that the
edge effects due to a finite hair could be considerable, particularly at low frequencies.
He also noted that a boundary layer should form over the substrate in which the hair
is embedded that would effect the drag force on the hair and have consequences for
the hair’s best frequency – the frequency at which it has the highest gain.
Boundary layers develop as a consequence of the no-slip condition mentioned
earlier. Since the fluid is required to stagnate immediately adjacent to an immobile
surface like a caterpillar body or cercus, a velocity gradient must form close to the
surface that smoothly varies from zero to the full magnitude of the bulk flow far
from the object. The height of the boundary layer is usually defined to be point
above the surface where the fluid is moving at 99% of the free stream velocity. Stokes
[68] showed that the height of the boundary layer that forms over an infinite flat
√
plate varies as 1/ f with f denoting the frequency of the oscillating plate. Again
using a change in variables, this can be shown to be the same case as an infinite
plate immersed in oscillating flow of frequency f . Thus higher frequency flows have
smaller boundary layers. Also, higher magnitude (faster) fluid flows corresponding to
higher Reynolds numbers have smaller boundary layers. The heights of the boundary
layers at biologically relevant frequencies (1 − 500 Hz) and velocities (0.1 mm/s to
30 cm/s) are on order the lengths of filiform hairs [4, 30, 61], making the boundary
layer velocity profile critical to the calculation of drag forces on the hairs.
The first researchers to include the effects of the boundary layer in drag force
calculations were Shimozawa and Kanou [61]. However instead of modeling forces
using the unsteady Stokes equations, they used a quasi-steady Oseen approximation
to compute the drag force. The Oseen approximation to the N.S. equations ignores
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the fluid acceleration and linearizes the convection term:
ρ (U∞ · ∇) u = −∇p + µ∆u, ∇ · u = 0,

(3)

where U∞ is the steady free stream flow at infinity. Shimozawa and Kanou found the
drag forces arising from (3) where the relative velocity between the hair and fluid is
determined by the oscillatory boundary layer arising over an infinite flat substrate.
These drag forces were recalculated at every time step in a numerical solution of the
second order ordinary differential equation (1) with R = 0. Using a steady state
approximation within a time solver is valid only so long as the transient associated
with the formation of the steady process is small compared to the length of the
time step. This called a quasi-steady approximation, and in oscillatory flows the
assumption causes greater errors for higher frequencies.
There are other errors that arise from this choice of a model. Both of the steady
and unsteady Stokes approximations result in velocity fields that are valid close an
object of small length scale in an infinite fluid, but the Oseen approximation operates
in a different spatial regime. Panton [51] has a nice discussion on the Oseen linearization of the N.S. equations for an infinite cylinder moving perpendicularly to its axis
through an infinite fluid. Oseen pointed out in 1910 that for flow over a sphere, the
solution to steady Stokes equations is invalid far from the sphere, because the convective term in the N.S. equations dominates the viscous term in that regime. Stokes did
not notice this error because in R3 the boundary condition at infinity can be satisfied
using the steady Stokes equations by coincidence. It turns out that for flow around a
object in two dimensions (such as would be obtained by looking at the cross-section
of an infinite cylinder moving uniformly through fluid) any solution to the steady
Stokes equations cannot satisfy both a no-slip boundary condition on the cylinder
and free stream velocity condition at infinity. Oseen proposed the linearization in (3)
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to approximate flow far from the object. It is valid at the object surface only to within
the order of the Reynolds number, O(Re), whereas the steady Stokes equations are
valid close to the cylinder. The solutions to these equations are combined through
asymptotic matching to model the fluid flow throughout the domain (see Cheer and
Koehl [10] and the references therein). Thus Shimozawa and Kanou [61] accrued error
in their drag force calculations not only from the infinite cylinder approximation as
mentioned in Fletcher, but also from the quasi-steady approximation, and from the
inaccuracy of the Oseen equation near the hair.
Humphrey et al. [30], the next researchers to tackle the filiform hair modeling
problem, supported the drag force calculation using the unsteady Stokes equations as
in Fletcher. However, they also included boundary layer formation in their analysis.
Their paper contains an extensive comparison of the boundary layers that form over
an infinite plate in oscillating flow as used by Shimozawa and Kanou, over an infinite
cylinder in axially-aligned oscillating flow, and over an infinite cylinder in perpendicularly oscillating flow. Humphrey et al. found that except at low frequencies, the
case of axial flow along a cylinder and flow over a flat plate produce nearly identical
boundary layers. Flow perpendicular to the cylinder axis was significantly faster and
the boundary layer thicker. They provided analytical solutions for all three boundary
layers. The solution for the flat plate was provided by Stokes in 1851 [68], the solution
for axial flow can be calculated using separation of variables (see Chapter 2), and the
solution for perpendicular flow is calculated using asymptotic matching [10].
Several other model refinements and verifications are worth briefly mentioning.
Various studies have looked at the match between theoretical boundary layer prediction and the actual velocity profiles that occur over biological appendages in sinusoidal
flow, such as spider legs [4] and cricket cerci (Nemobius sylvestris) [19]. Although
these particle-imaging velocimetry (PIV) studies show reasonable similarity to the
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predicted flow, they have only looked at the appendage excised from the body and
have not quantified the effect of the rest of the organism on the fluid flow and hence the
hair motion. It remains an open question what effects other body structures have on
hair motion. Osborne [49] pointed out that the boundary layer height over the cricket
cercus will vary based on the changing diameter of the cercus, ultimately experiencing
the same edge effects as mentioned in Fletcher [22]. This means that the position
of hair insertion on the cercus may be a non-negligible factor when considering the
response properties of a hair, particularly at low frequencies (see Figure 10 in [30]).
Shimozawa et al. [63] performed extensive comparisons between theoretical predictions involving the boundary layer over a flat plate and measured hair mobilities [42],
which did not account for cercal diameter at the point of hair insertion. Shimozawa
et al. were nonetheless able to find a relationship between hair length and other
hair mechanical parameters, suggesting that position on the cercus may not be a
significant factor in hair response. Additionally, they confirmed the validity of the
Stokes versus Oseen approximations and suggested a more comprehensive model of
data fitting than proposed by Humphrey et al. [30].
After this point, many researchers turned their attention to modeling the activity
of groups of hairs or to modeling more realistic stimuli. In the next section we discuss
the work on group response and motivate our own work in that context. In Chapter
6, we discuss the issue of modeling flows other than simple sine waves.
Assessing Total Canopy Response

Groups of hairs may have an effect on the fluid velocity profile other than what is
predicted by simply summing the effects of independent hairs. Because the fluid flow
has a low Reynolds number, as discussed in the previous section, the air acts as a much
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“stickier” medium around a hair, so that hair movement can be propagated through
the air to affect close neighbors [56]. We refer to interaction between hairs mediated
by the fluid as “coupling”. Coupling can either cause damping in the motion of near
neighbors [6] or it can cause amplified motion (synergistic coupling) [10], depending
on the orientation of the air flow.
When filiform hairs are sparsely distributed, viscosity-mediated coupling through
the air is negligible, and the filtering effect of a hair array may be approximated as the
sum of independently interacting hairs. Such an arrangement occurs in the first instar
of the cockroach Periplaneta americana (two hairs per cercus [16]), the caterpillar of
the cabbage moth Barathra brassicae (eight hairs [72]), and most orb-weaving spiders
(on the metatarsal leg segment, one to a few hairs [4]). Applying this assumption to
cricket cerci, Magal et al. [47] developed a model of total cercal canopy response for
the wood cricket Nemobius sylvestris. Briefly, they modeled each hair based on the
work of Humphrey et al. [30] and Shimozawa et al. [63] as an independent linear
oscillator in the boundary layer that forms over a flat substrate. They completely
characterized the number of hairs and their lengths over Nemobius cerci and used
hair directionality data for Acheta domesticus [45] to estimate the number of hairs
sensitive to axial flow from the rear of the cricket. These hairs were assumed to
cause an afferent response only at threshold velocities that depend on hair length
and stimulus frequency, based on results obtained for Gryllus bimaculatus [62]. By
assuming that afferent spiking rate is proportional to maximum hair deflection, Magal
et al. estimated total canopy response to axial sinusoidal air stimuli as the sum of
afferent spiking rates for all activated hairs. This model has been used by Dangles
et al. to compare the cercal canopy response of different Nemobius instars [18] and
of wild Nemobius populations in distinct environments that are exposed to different
types of predation pressure [17].
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These studies by Dangles et al. comparing cercal functionality under different
circumstances exemplify the types of studies that must occur in order to understand
the evolutionary history, developmental constraints, and phenotypic plasticity of the
cercal system. However, the assumption of independent hairs may not be valid over
the whole length of the cerci. There is empirical evidence and theoretical analysis that
suggests hair coupling does occur on cricket cerci, at least in the densely-packed region
near the cricket body [6, 42, 49]. Since afferent response in the model of Magal et al.
is proportional to maximal hair excursion, and hair coupling manifests as changes in
that hair excursion, significant coupling may shift total canopy response properties
from those estimated under an assumption of independence. It thus makes sense to
try and quantify the amount of coupling that occurs in a given hair arrangement on
the cerci.
Several studies have attempted to either quantify or qualitatively describe the
coupling between thin, closely spaced biological hair arrays. Cheer and Koehl in 1987
[10] examined the functional shift that occurs in the bristled feeding appendages of
tiny crustaceans called copepods. The bristles, or setae, are linear arrays of roughly
cylindrical shapes that are actively moved through the water for the purpose of gathering food particles. There was a long-standing debate about whether or not the setae
acted as filters that sieved food out of the water or as scoops that pushed food toward
the animal. Cheer and Koehl analyzed a mathematical model of two cylinders with
varied spacing in steady low Reynolds number flow perpendicular to the long axis of
the cylinders. For two cylinders of a fixed diameter in fluid flow of low velocity, they
found that decreasing the spacing between the cylinders causes synergistic coupling
after they are sufficiently close together. So the cylinders act more like a “paddle”
than a “rake” at small spacings and low Reynolds numbers, and change functionality
as either of these parameters increases. The paddle-like activity occurs because in
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low Reynolds number flow, the boundary layers around each cylinder overlap at close
enough spacings and create a pocket of slower moving fluid between them. Cheer and
Koehl suggest that the amount of coupling between cylinders depends on the Reynolds
number of the fluid-structure interaction, the ratio of hair diameter to spacing between the cylinders, and the width of the cylinder array. The last condition arises
because previous researchers modeling infinite rows of cylinders found that the fluid
flow increases between cylinders as they approach each other, since the flow cannot
go around the array [70]. Therefore, Cheer and Koehl postulate that their results
underestimate fluid flow between cylinders in the middle of a finite array. On cricket
cerci, there are hairs sensitive to perpendicular flow arranged linearly as in crustacean
setae. They are an order of magnitude larger in diameter than the cylinders analyzed
by Cheer and Koehl, and they are immersed in a substrate-induced boundary layer,
unlike the setae model. In Chapter 6, we show numerical simulations that predict
the presence of small amounts of synergistic coupling between radially arranged hairs
facing axial air flow.
Humphrey et al. [30] originally proposed in 1993 that between-hair coupling is
negligible if the nondimensional spacing between hairs α/d is larger than the smaller
of the ratio of hair length to hair diameter and the inverse of the Reynolds number,
α/d > min{L/d, Re−1 }. However, this criterion does not include either air frequency
or hair mechanical parameter dependence, both of which may impact the width of the
boundary layer that forms around the hair. In 2005 a group of researchers including
Humphrey, Bathellier et al. [6], revisited the issue of coupling and developed an
intricate model capable of calculating the coupling between hairs arranged linearly,
as well as performing some elegant experiments with two isolated trichobothria from
the wandering spider Cupiennius salei. This model depends on the distance between
hairs, the diameter and mechanical properties I, R, and S of the perturbed hair,
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the angular velocity of the perturbing hair, and the magnitude and frequency of
the free stream air flow. As in previous hair models, this work depends on Stokes
mechanical impedance – the transfer function between fluid velocity and drag force
emerging from the unsteady Stokes equations – for an infinite cylinder in infinite
oscillating fluid. Bathellier et al. find that coupling between hairs of similar lengths
appears to be suppressed at the maximal response of the hairs, and that coupling is
most dramatic between hairs of greatly varying lengths.
Bathellier et al. present a very interesting approach, but they neglect to consider
the boundary layer caused by the presence of an insect appendage. This substrate
boundary layer will affect the formation of the boundary layer around a hair. Since the
hair boundary layer is wider in slower flow, we suspect that the method in Bathellier
et al. is an underestimate of the coupling between linearly arranged hairs in fluid
flowing parallel to the insect appendage, since this causes stagnating flow around the
hairs. In flow perpendicular to the appendage, the hairs are exposed to faster flow,
and so the coupling may be over-estimated. The disadvantage of including a substrate
boundary layer in the derivation is that the coupling between linearly arranged hairs
can no longer be expressed in a nice closed form that is easily evaluated; numerical
quadrature would be required. And as will be shown later on, our own model does
not permit a closed form expression for the coupling between hairs. So the coupling
estimate supplied by Bathellier et al. is the current best analytical criterion for
deciding if a model incorporating fluid-mediated hair interaction is appropriate in a
given situation.
Our research project is based on the fact that evidence for coupling in the cercal
system has been observed (see Osborne [49] for clear evidence based on hair plucking
experiments), and yet no satisfactory methodology for modeling the coupling of arbitrary hair arrangements and assessing its contribution to cercal functioning has been
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developed. We have employed a two-pronged approach to solving this problem. One
approach, spear-headed by Jeff Heys, is to model the system in an immersed boundary
framework that does not require simplifications to the N.S. equations or to the cercal
geometry [27]. This is a substantial benefit; any flow regime may be modeled over any
surface, including a realistically shaped appendage, an arbitrarily arranged group of
non-rigid filiform hairs, and parts of the insect body if desired. Any coupling between
the hairs will be automatically accounted for, through the calculation of the velocity
field that arises around the irregular hairy surface. The disadvantage of this approach
is that it is computationally expensive, in practice requiring a lot of computing time
and a coarse discretization scheme.
The focus of this work is to develop a computationally fast and easily scalable
model based on approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations that captures the
effects of viscosity-mediated coupling reasonably well. It does not share the flexibility
in geometry or flow type that an immersed boundary method approach does, but
it allows for a more comprehensive exploration of possible hair arrangements over
the cercus. With the help of our collaborators, we have developed two models that
incorporate hair coupling. The first model failed to meet the speed and scalability
requirements, so we developed a second model that does. In Chapter 2, we present
the elements common to both models. Chapter 3 is a reproduction of two papers that
were published on the first model, and Chapter 4 introduces the second model. The
results and discussion in Chapters 6 and 7 are based solely on the second model.
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GENERAL FLUID-STRUCTURE MODEL

In this chapter, we discuss some of the preliminary mathematical ideas that are
used in modeling the cricket cercal system. Some of these ideas were introduced
briefly in the literature review in Chapter 1. These ideas are redeveloped in full here
for clarity, making use of simplifications justified by the biological characteristics
listed before the literature review in Chapter 1.
Linear Oscillator Model

We model the movement of hairs in slow, sinusoidal air flow that is aligned with the
long axis of the cercus using a system of torque balance equations that are coupled
through the equations of fluid motion. We assume each hair is a one-dimensional
rigid rod rotating symmetrically in a fixed plane of motion with its base seated on
the surface of a finite cylinder the size of a section of the cercus. This allows us to
write a system of vector equations based on the conservation of angular momentum
(or torque balance):
#

$
Ik θ̈k (t) + Rk θ̇k (t) + Sk θk (t) nk = τ k (t),

where the subscript k = 1, . . . , N denotes hair identity, Ik is the moment of inertia of
the hair (N m s2 /rad), Rk is a torsional resistance coefficient (N m s/rad) that arises
from the viscous properties of the hair socket, and Sk is a spring constant (N m/rad)
arising from the elastic properties of the socket. θk (t) is the angular position of the
hair in its preferred plane of motion as a function of time. The dots above θk (t)
denote first and second time derivatives, so that θ̇k (t) is angular velocity and θ̈k (t) is
angular acceleration of the hair. τ k (t) is the torque imposed on the k-th hair by the
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presence of a driving air flow around the cercal structures. nk is the normal to the
hair’s plane of motion. Since the hair is limited to motion within this plane, nk is also
the direction of the torque acting on the hair. We may rewrite the torque balance
equations as scalar equations by taking the dot product with the normal vector:
Ik θ̈k (t) + Rk θ̇k (t) + Sk θk (t) = τ k (t) · nk .
Any torque τ k (t) imposed on the hair may be expressed in terms of a force distribution acting along the hair length. Suppose each hair is parameterized along its
length Lk by the variable s ∈ [0, Lk ]. Then the position of a point s units along the
k-th hair in R3 is expressed as sr(θk (t), nk ) + bk , where bk is a 3-vector denoting
the fixed location of the base of the k-th hair on the cylinder and r(θk (t), nk ) is a
unit vector in the direction of the hair at time t. The unit vector describing hair
position in time depends on both the angular position of the hair θk (t) and on the
hair’s direction of motion nk . For brevity, we will write r(θk ) := r(θk (t), nk ). Figure
5 shows the positions of nk and r(θk ) with respect to each other for a hair based at
the origin. Given a force distribution acting along a hair, −f (sr(θk ) + bk , t), we may
calculate the total torque on the hair by taking the cross product of lever-arm and
force and then integrating over the length of the hair:
Ik θ̈k (t) + Rk θ̇k (t) + Sk θk (t) = −

%

0

Lk

(sr(θk ) × f (sr(θk ) + bk , t)) · nk ds.

(4)

It will be seen later that we need to consider both the positive force distribution f
and the negative force distribution −f in different contexts. Choosing to call the force
distribution acting on the hair −f instead of f is merely a convenience.
Aside from the unknown hair motion θk (t), there are eight other quantities requiring consideration in (4), the force distribution −f and seven hair parameters: Ik , Rk ,
Sk , Lk , nk , bk , and the resting position of the hair, rk := r(θk (0), nk ). The resting
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Figure 5: Schematic of unit vectors important in the model of hair motion. n is the
(constant) normal to the hair’s plane of motion. r is a unit vector in the direction of
the hair at each moment in time and h is a unit vector in the hair’s plane of motion
that is perpendicular to the hair. Both of these vectors depend on θ(t) and on the
normal vector n. The equation n × r = h relates these three vectors.
position is needed since it is the neutral position about which the hair rotates. It may
be recovered from a microscope image by measuring the hair’s resting angle to the
cercus, which is the deviation from perfectly radial to the cercal surface. Most of the
hairs on Acheta domesticus are embedded in the cercus such that they have a slight
tilt (≤ 15◦ ) toward the tip of the cercus (personal observations by Bree Cummins,
Sep Mulder-Rosi, and Andrew Larson). The length of a hair Lk and its position
on the cercus bk may also be measured under a microscope. The hair’s preferred
direction of motion nk may be intuited from its position on the cercus [45]. This
leaves hair parameters Ik , Rk , and Sk to be estimated, and the force distribution to
be determined.
Ik is the moment of inertia and may be calculated from hair length, hair shape, and
the average density of chitin and hemolymph (ρc = 1.1 × 103 kg/m3 [71]). Kumagai
et al. [43] report that the shape of a Gryllus bimaculatus cricket hair and also that
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of a cockroach Periplaneta americana most closely match an elongated paraboloid.
To summarize their findings, suppose that the base diameter of the hair is d0 and
the diameter of the hair at height s is d(s). Then d(s) = d0 (1 − s/Lk )1/m , which
states that d(s) → d0 as s → 0 and d(s) → 0 as s → Lk . The rate at which the
convergence takes place depends on the shape index m. If m = ∞, then d(s) = d0
for all values of s and the result is a cylinder. If m = 1, then the result is a cone.
The experimental data of Kumagai et al. [43] show that the shape index of cricket
hairs is m ≈ 1.91, which is close to the paraboloid shape index of m = 2. Shimozawa
and Kanou [61] calculated a power relationship between hair length and hair base
diameter, d0 = 8.34 × 10−4 Lk0.67 m. Using this fact, we may estimate the moment of
inertia of a hair given only its length using the following formula:
Ik =

%

Lk

s2 dM,

0

where dM = ρc πr2 (s) ds is an infinitesimal mass unit and r(s) is the radius of a
cross-section of the solid at height s, r(s) = (d0 /2) (1 − s/Lk )1/m . After a coordinate
change and integration (see Appendix A), the formula for moment of inertia is
Ik =

L3k ρπd20
m3
.
4
(3m + 2)(m + 2)(m + 1)

Shimozawa et al. [63] confirmed that this geometric estimation of the moment of
inertia was nearly identical to that recovered by parameter estimation from data
using the Stokes drag force model discussed in Chapter 1.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the compelling argument for paying attention to hair
shape is that it effects the calculation of drag forces where the leverarm is greatest.
In our modeling schema, we ignore hair shape in the calculation of drag force since
the hairs are approximated as one dimensional rods. Additionally, Shimozawa et
al. [63] show that the moment of inertia is about three orders of magnitude smaller
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than the damping constant R, and about five to six orders smaller than the spring
constant S. Under these conditions, one might think that we should ignore the
inertial term in (4) altogether. However, it turns out that the inertial term is not
always negligible. Consider the case of sinusoidal flow at 200 Hz, at the upper edge
of long hair frequency response and in the middle of the short hair response. Since
we postulate that the hair is a linear system, it follows that θ(t) = A sin(400πt + φ)
for some amplitude A and phase shift φ. Thus |I θ̈/Rθ̇| = 400π(I/R) ≈ 103 (I/R)
and |I θ̈/Sθ| = (400π)2 (I/S) ≈ 106 (I/S), which means that the inertial term is of
the same order as the damping and restoring terms. So at high frequencies, it is
important to retain the inertial term. We choose to explicitly calculate the moment
of inertia according to Kumagai et al. [43] rather than to fit it from data.
The remaining hair parameters Rk and Sk we fit from data (see Chapter 5), which
leaves only the force distribution to consider from (4). The force distribution −f
along each hair will be determined by the air flow impinging on the hair, which itself
is affected the presence of the hairs and cylinder comprising the cercal system. In
order to find an explicit form for −f , we must introduce a model of the fluid velocity
field surrounding the hairs.
Modeling Fluid Flow

The Navier-Stokes (N.S.) equations were introduced in Chapter 1 in equation (2).
The version presented there was the unforced version of the N.S. equations. More
generally,
ρ

!

∂u
+ (u · ∇) u
∂t

"

= −∇p + µ∆u + F(x, t)

∇ · u = 0,

(5)
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where F is an additional force per unit volume acting on the fluid. Often it is a
gravitational force, expressed as F = ρg, where g is the acceleration due to gravity.
Because of the small scale of this problem, we assume that the effect of gravity on the
air flow is negligible, but we retain the forcing due to the presence of filiform hairs.
By Newton’s third law the forces acting from the hairs to the air must be equal
and opposite to the forces acting from the air to the hairs. Since we denote the airto-hair force distribution as −f (sr(θk ) + bk , t) as in (4), the reciprocal force acting on
the air from the point s units along the k-th hair is f (sr(θk ) + bk , t). We may express
the forcing on the air as a function over all of R3 by introducing the three-dimensional
Dirac-δ function:
F(x, t) :=

N %
&
k=1

0

Lk

f (sr(θk ) + bk , t)δ(|x − sr(θk ) − bk |) ds,

(6)

recalling that N is the number of hairs being modeled. Implicit in this formulation
is the assumption that each hair is a one-dimensional rod, otherwise we would have
to account for differential forces occurring on opposite sides of the hair shaft.
Equation (6) is the forcing on the velocity field caused by the presence of the
filiform hairs. We substitute it into (5) to model the fluid flow, but this does not
specify a solution since we also must have boundary conditions. We assume that
the cercal system is immersed in a bulk sinusoidal air flow that is of large spatial
extent compared to the size of the cricket and is aligned with the long axis of the
cercus. We approximate this condition as a sinusoidal boundary condition at infinity.
Additionally we require a no-slip boundary condition along all of the surfaces in
the cercal system; the air velocity should vanish along the cylinder approximating
the cercus and it should match the linear velocity at each point along each hair.
Combining all of these choices and including the hair motion equation (4), we have
a system of equations capable of describing the fluid flow over the complex structure
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of the cercal system:
%

Lk

Ik θ̈k (t) + Rk θ̇k (t) + Sk θk (t) = −
(sr(θk ) × f (sr(θk ) + bk , t)) · nk ds
0
"
!
∂u
+ (u · ∇) u
= −∇p + µ∆u
ρ
∂t
N % Lk
&
+
f (sr(θk ) + bk , t)δ(|x − sr(θk ) − bk |) ds
k=1

0

∇·u = 0

u(x, t) → U0 eiωt as |x| → ∞
u(x, t) = 0 on the cercus
u(sr(θk ) + bk , t) = sθ̇k (t)h(θk ), ∀ k = 1, . . . , N, s ∈ [0, Lk ],

(7)

where u(x, t) is the air velocity field, p is pressure, ρ is the density of air at 27◦ C
(1.1774 kg/m3 ), µ is the dynamic viscosity of air also at 27◦ C (1.8462×10−5 kg/(m s))
[30], and the vector h(θk ) = nk × r(θk ) is a unit normal to the k-th hair in the hair’s
plane of motion (see Figure 5). The right hand side of the last equation in (7) is the
linear velocity of the point s units along hair k. The infinite boundary condition with
angular frequency ω is taken to be complex for computational reasons. To find the
solution to our system we ultimately take the real or imaginary part as needed for a
given situation. U0 is a constant vector in R3 that is coaxial with the long axis of
the cercus.
We would now like to treat the velocity field u as a superposition of two different
velocity fields, one that is due to the bulk driving flow over the cercus and one that
describes the perturbation to the bulk flow caused by the filiform hairs. However,
this assumption requires linearity. Equation (7) is clearly nonlinear in u and an
examination of the unit vectors r(θk ) and h(θk ) show that they are nonlinear in θk .
The next two sections are devoted to a discussion of the possible linearizations of (7)
and a decomposition of the velocity field u into a superposition of two velocity fields.
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Decomposition of the Velocity Field

For the moment, assume we have a smooth, finite cylinder in R3 that represents a
cercus without any hairs. If the cylinder is long with respect to its diameter, then the
boundary layer that forms over the middle of the cylinder can be approximated by
the boundary layer that occurs over an infinite cylinder immersed in the same flow.
This boundary layer, called ub , can be found by solving
!
"
∂ub
ρ
+ (ub · ∇) ub
= µ∆ub − ∇pb
∂t
∇ · ub = 0

ub (x, t) → U0 eiωt as |x| →∞
ub (x, t) = 0 on an infinite cylinder.
The solution to this equation is


ub (x, t) = U0 eiωt 1 −

K0

#√

)
*$ 
iβ̂ D2 + y
,
#√
$
K0
iβ̂ D2

(8)

where K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind, D is the diameter of
the cylinder, y is the cylindrical radial distance beyond the cylinder surface, and
β̂ = ων is an inverse length scale that shows up in the dimensional analysis of the
N.S. equations that will be presented shortly.

ub (x, t) is a complex-valued, cylindrically radially symmetric function that is sinusoidal with angular frequency ω, since the ratio of Bessel functions changes only the
phase of the bulk flow (the Bessel functions do not depend on time t). This means
that ub is linear with respect to the free-stream flow. This is an unexpected result
from a nonlinear equation. It turns out that the geometric symmetries of the infinite
cylinder assumption cause the nonlinear terms in the N.S. equations to vanish. See
Appendix B for the details of the derivation of (8).
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We can now characterize a second fluid flow that is the difference between the total
velocity field and the linear driving flow ub . Let u = ub +v, where we consider v to be
a perturbation of the bulk flow ub . Substituting this sum into (7) (and momentarily
omitting the hair motion equation for clarity) we find the following:
ρ

!

"
∂v
+ (ub · ∇) v + (v · ∇) ub + (v · ∇) v = µ∆v − ∇pv
∂t
N % Lk
&
+
f (sr(θk ) + bk , t)δ(|x − sr(θk ) − bk |) ds
k=1

0

∇·v =0
v(sr(θk ) + bk , t) = sθ̇k (t)h(θk ) − ub (sr(θk ) + bk , t)
v(x, t) → 0 as |x| →∞
v(x, t) = 0 on the finite cylinder,

(9)

where pv = p − pb is the pressure associated with the velocity field v and the cylinder
is once again finite. In order to make these equations linear in v, and indeed to
remove the mixed terms involving both ub and v in the first equation in the above
system, we turn to dimensional analysis and exploit the low Reynolds number of the
hair-air system.
Linearization of the Fluid-Structure Model
Dimensional Analysis
The purpose of dimensional analysis is to discover which terms in an equation are
the most relevant or have the most effect on the solution under various conditions.
Quite often a comparison of the dimensionless numbers that arise from this analysis
show that it is reasonable to neglect one or more terms in an equation. In the
best case these include nonlinear or otherwise problematical terms that result in a
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significantly simplified problem after they are removed. One such example is the
steady Stokes approximation to the N.S. equations, which occurs in the limiting case
of a low Reynolds number. The steady Stokes approximation lacks the nonlinear
convective term as well the linear inertial term that appear in the N.S. equations (5).
The purpose of this exposition is to explore conditions under which the inertial term
should be retained. Pozrikidis [55] is the source material for this derivation.
We choose characteristic dimensional quantities U0 for velocity, T for time, ( for
length, P0 for pressure, and F0 for forcing per unit volume and define dimensionless
variables û = u/U0 , p̂ = p/P0 , t̂ = t/T , x̂ = x/(, and F̂ = F/F0 . Then we rewrite
the N.S. equations (5) in terms of these quantities:
$
ρU0 ∂ û ρU02 #
ˆ û = − P0 ∇p̂
ˆ + µU0 ∆û
ˆ + F0 F̂
+
û · ∇
T ∂ t̂
(
(
(2
ˆ · û = 0,
∇
where the “hatted” derivatives are taken with respect to dimensionless spatial variables. At this point we shall ignore the continuity equation, since it remains essentially
unchanged. We will also drop the “hats” for the sake of clarity, keeping in mind
that the equation is in terms of dimensionless variables. Dividing by the diffusion
coefficient, we have
(2 ∂u U0 (
P0 (
F0 (2
+
(u · ∇) u = −
∇p + ∆u +
F.
νT ∂t
ν
µU0
µU0

(10)

If no information about the magnitude of the pressure field or forcing is known, we
may as well take P0 = µU0 /( and F0 = µU0 /(2 . Additionally if no information about
the characteristic time scale of the flow is known, we may as well take T = (/U0 .
Under these conditions, (10) becomes
Re

!

∂u
+ (u · ∇) u
∂t

"

= −∇p + ∆u + F.
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If the Reynolds number is small, Re = U0 (/ν % 1, then the left-hand side makes a
negligible contribution to the velocity field u and may be taken to be 0. That is the
steady Stokes approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations. However, suppose additional information about the time scale of the velocity field is known. For example,
say the largest angular frequency component of the flow is ω. Then a reasonable time
scale is T = 1/ω, which is independent of the flow magnitude U0 and of the length
scale of the flow (, which is usually defined by obstacle or boundary affecting the path
of the flow (e.g. the diameter of a pipe around the flow or the diameter of a sphere
immersed in the flow). In this case, (10) becomes
β

∂u
+ Re (u · ∇) u = −∇p + ∆u + F.
∂t

For low frequencies and small length scales, the unsteadiness parameter β = (2 ω/ν
will be equivalent or smaller in magnitude than Re and the inertial term may therefore
be ignored. But in the case of higher frequencies and longer length scales, β can be
large even when Re is still small. In this case, the inertial term should be retained
and only the nonlinear terms removed, giving rise to the unsteady Stokes equations.
In summary, there are two possibilities for linearizing the N.S. equations under a
low Reynolds number assumption provided one is close to a surface within the flow
(see the discussion of the Oseen approximation for far-field flow in Chapter 1). The
steady Stokes equations are appropriate for low Reynolds number flow under the
additional conditions of very small length scales and low frequency air flow:
µ∆u = ∇p − F(x, t), ∇ · u = 0.

(11)

The unsteady Stokes equations should be used under low Reynolds number conditions
when the frequency range is higher or when the lengths under consideration are larger:

ρ

∂u
− µ∆u = −∇p + F(x, t), ∇ · u = 0.
∂t

(12)
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There are some conditions under which the solutions to these two equations are
approximately equal. The unsteadiness parameter β is the square of a ratio of lengths,
the length scale ( associated with the embedded structure in the system and the length
scale Lν = ω/ν, which is a measure of the distance that vorticity diffuses in the

fluid. As long as the greatest lengths of interest in the problem are much less than
the viscous penetration length Lν , then the solution to the steady Stokes equations
approximates that of the unsteady Stokes equations.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the Reynolds number for the air flow around a single
hair is quite low. So for a given frequency and distance between hairs, either the
steady or unsteady Stokes equations will apply. We have constructed two models of
the biomechanics of the cercal system; the first one uses the steady Stokes equations,
and the second (and current) model employs the unsteady Stokes equations. We
discuss the pros and cons of each of these choices later in the chapter. Regardless of
which approximation we choose, all of the convection terms in the fluid equation in
(9) vanish, including the linear convective terms that contain the cross-talk between
the driving flow field ub and the perturbation field v.
Linearizing in θ(t)
Although the velocity equation (9) is now linear in v, the forcing (6), the no slip
condition along the hairs in (9), and the torque equations (4) are all nonlinear in θk (t).
The nonlinearity occurs solely through the unit vectors r(θk ) and h(θk ) representing
the direction of motion of the hair and the normal to the hair in its plane of motion,
respectively. These vectors depend on sin(θk ) in the horizontal direction (y-axis in
Figure 5) and on cos(2θk ) in the vertical direction (z-axis in Figure 5). Since the hair
excursion does not exceed 5◦ under the conditions that we are studying, we invoke a
small angle approximation: cos(2θk ) ≈ 1 and sin(θk ) ≈ 0. In essence, this means we
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are approximating r(θk ) and h(θk ) by fixed unit vectors rk and hk associated with
the resting position of the hair. As previously mentioned, the resting position of the
hair is given by rk := r(θk (0), nk ), which means hk := nk × rk . The linearizations in
v and θk transform (9) into
Ik θ̈k (t) + Rk θ̇k (t) + Sk θk (t) = −
ρ

∂v
∂t

%

Lk

(srk × f (srk + bk , t)) · nk ds

0

= µ∆v − ∇pv
N % Lk
&
+
f (srk + bk , t)δ(|x − srk − bk |) ds
k=1

0

∇·v = 0

v(srk + bk , t) = sθ̇k (t)hk − ub (srk + bk , t)

(13)

v(x, t) → 0 as |x| →∞
v(x, t) = 0 on the cylinder.
Regularizing the Forcing Term

Equation (13) is linear with respect to the unknowns θk and v. These two quantities are coupled through a force distribution f that exists only along the hairs.
Because the hairs are modeled as line segments, the forcing is quite discontinuous on
the domain R3 . The following section explains how to smooth out the discontinuity to
allow for an easier solution by regularizing the Dirac-δ distribution. This particular
form of regularization was first introduced in 2001 by Ricardo Cortez [12] and a major
part of the original research reported in this work is the extension of his technique.
The Method of Stokeslets
We can think of the forcing in (13) as a collection of line integrals, or we may think
of them as an (infinite) collection of point forces. A well-known solution method in
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fluid dynamics called the method of Stokeslets encompasses both of these contexts.
This solution method provides the template for almost all of the mathematical work
in this dissertation, so we will cover it thoroughly. We begin by thinking of a single
applied point force in low Reynolds number fluid flow.
Consider the steady Stokes equations (11) in R3 along with the boundary condition
u → 0 as |x| →∞ . Suppose that the forcing F(x, t) acts only at a single point
x0 ∈ R3 , which we will refer to as the “pole”. This means that F(x, t) ≡ Fδ(x − x0 ),
where F is a constant vector and the δ distribution is centered at the pole. A solution
to any equation that is acted on by an external force at a single point is called a
fundamental solution, and in the case of the steady Stokes equations it is called a
“steady Stokeslet”. The steady Stokeslet has a closed form that is found by using
the fundamental solution of Laplace’s equation. We derive this closed form following
the presentation of Pozrikidis [54]. In R3 , it can be shown that the solution of ∆w =
δ(x − x0 ) with vanishing boundary conditions at infinity is the radially symmetric
function w = −1/(4πr), where r is the spherical radial coordinate centered at the
pole: r = |x − x0 |. Using ∆w to replace δ in the steady Stokes equations, we have
µ∆u = ∇p + F ∆

1
, ∇ · u = 0.
4πr

(14)

By taking the divergence of the first equation and applying the continuity equation,
we can express the pressure as an explicit function of the forcing:
!
"
1
∆p = −∇ · F∆
4πr
!
"
1
= −∆ F · ∇
4πr
1
⇒ p = −F · ∇
.
4πr

(15)

In the last line, notice that we stripped the Laplacian operators off of the left- and
right-hand sides of the equation and claimed that the resulting functions are equal.
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In general, the solution for p on the last line will be a sum of the right-hand side
and an affine function. Since we have imposed that the velocity vanishes at infinity,
the pressure gradient must vanish also since there is no forcing at infinity to balance
it. Thus any linear terms in the expression for pressure must have zero coefficients.
There could still be an extra constant added on to the pressure, which would be
equivalent to saying that there is a baseline pressure everywhere, like being on an
isobaric contour in the ocean or atmosphere. In this case, we assume that pressure
has been detrended; i.e. p = pr − p0 where pr is the “real” pressure and p0 is the
baseline or reference pressure.
The pressure gradient is given by the expression
∇p = −F · ∇∇

1
,
4πr

where ∇∇ is the Hessian matrix. Substituting this back into (14) yields
µ∆u = −F · (∇∇ − ∆I)

1
,
4πr

where I is the identity matrix, not to be confused with the moment of inertia of a
filiform hair Ik , and the operator ∇∇ − ∆I is the Hessian matrix less the diagonal.
The continuity equation has been dropped since the representation for pressure in
(15) ensures a divergence-free flow.
Now consider ∆B = −1/(4πr), also with a vanishing boundary condition at infinity. The solution to this equation is the fundamental solution to the biharmonic
equation ∇4 B = δ(x − x0 ) and is given by B = −r/(8π). By matching the functions
behind the Laplacians as we did for the pressure, we may write an expression for the
velocity:
u=−

1
F · (∇∇ − ∆I) r.
8πµ

(16)
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We now find (∇∇ − ∆I) r as an explicit function of Cartesian variables. First we
calculate some useful derivatives:
∂
xk
r =
∂xk
r
∂ 1
−1 ∂
=
r
∂xk r
r2 ∂xk
−xk
,
=
r3

(17)

where xk is the k-th Cartesian coordinate with origin at the pole x0 . Then using
matrix index notation,
∂ xk
∂xj r
δjk xj xk
=
− 3 ,
r
r

(∇∇r)jk =

where δjk is the Kronecker δ, which is another way of writing the identity matrix I
that is more convenient in matrix notation. Since r is a radially symmetric function
in spherical coordinates, the Laplacian reduces to
!
"
1 d
2δjk
2 d
∆r = 2
r
r =
.
r dr
dr
r
In total,
δjk xj xk 2δjk
− 3 −
r
r
r
δjk xj xk
= −
− 3
r
r

((∇∇ − ∆I) r)jk =

so that using (16), the j-th element of the vector u is given by
!
"
1
δjk xj xk
uj =
Fk
+ 3
8πµ
r
r

(18)

where summation over repeated indices is assumed. This convention is called Einstein
summation notation and an example in expanded notation is
Fk

& δjk
δjk
:=
Fk ;
r
r
k
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i.e., Einstein summation notation simply elides the summation symbol in the case
where indices are repeated. Equation (18) is the steady Stokeslet, and

δjk
r

+

xj xk
r3

is

also called the free-space Green’s function [54].
The analogous solution can be computed for the unsteady Stokes equations with a
few modifications. First assume that the point force is periodic in time Feiωt , implying
that the pressure is ω-periodic (see equation (15)) and that the velocity is ω-periodic
by the linearity of the equations. (An alternative approach is to take a Laplace or
Fourier transform). The assumption of ω-periodicity transforms the unsteady Stokes
equations (12) into
ρiωu − µ∆u = −∇p + Fδ(x − x0 ), ∇ · u = 0
after dividing by eiωt . This equation may be rewritten as
)

*
1
1
∆ − α2 I u = ∇p − Fδ(x − x0 ), ∇ · u = 0,
(19)
µ
µ
where α = iωρ/µ = iω/ν. This equation is the Fourier transform of the unsteady

Stokes equations (12) with a point force of a single frequency. We may occasionally
refer to (19) as the unsteady Stokes equations even though that name correctly applies
to the untransformed equations with general forcing.
Equation (19) may be solved exactly as in the steady case, except that the biharmonic function B is the solution to the equation (∆ − α2 ) B = −1/(4πr). The
unsteady Stokeslet resulting from this process is
!
"
1
δjk
xj xk
uj =
Fk A(R)
+ B(R) 3
,
8πµ
r
r
where R = αr and

"
1
1
2
A(R) = 2e
1+ + 2 − 2
R R
R
!
"
3
3
6
B(R) = −2e−R 1 + + 2 + 2 .
R R
R
−R

!
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The free-space Green’s function in the unsteady case is A(R)

δjk
r

+ B(R)

xj xk
.
r3

If there were many point forces Fn at different poles xn on the right-hand side
of the steady or unsteady Stokes equations, then the Stokeslet resulting from these
forces would have the form
uj =

1 &
Fn,k Sn,jk ,
8πµ n

where Sn,jk is the jk-th component of the free-space Green’s function associated with
the n-th pole. In the limit of forces infinitesimally close together the summation would
become an integral. The steady Stokeslet is of order 1/r, so the velocity field resulting
from steady Stokeslets distributed over a finite surface in R3 is integrable. However,
scattered point forces or point forces that occur along a line result in nonintegrable
kernels that represent singular velocity fields – velocity fields that increase without
bound near any of the poles xn . For the unsteady Stokeslets, the case is even more
dire, since an order 1/r3 kernel is not integrable even over surfaces in R3 .
Regularized Steady Stokeslets
In 2001, Ricardo Cortez introduced the method of regularized steady Stokeslets
to model bacterial flagellar motion [12, 13]. Bacterial flagella are extremely small
structures that operate at very low Reynolds numbers, so it is reasonable to model
fluid flow in their immediate vicinity using the steady Stokes equations. Since a
flagellum is a thin filament, it is easily represented as a line segment and so produces a
singular velocity field using the steady Stokeslet method. Using the Stokeslet method
is desirable because the method only cares about fluid conditions at boundaries and
so it is not necessary to calculate the velocity field in the bulk fluid. This allows
finer discretization schemes and faster calculations within time steps. In order to
use the Stokeslet method and still produce a biologically reasonable fluid flow near a
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thin filament, Cortez follows the derivation of Pozrikidis in the previous section but
replaces the δ distribution with a “blob” or “bump” function φ! that is a smooth
approximation depending on a small parameter .. In particular, he requires that φ!
be radially symmetric in a spherical coordinate system, have an integral of 1, and
have the mass of the integral located close to zero in a manner determined by the
choice of ..
Recall from the previous section that the first step in deriving the Stokeslet was
to substitute ∆w = δ into the forced steady Stokes equations. We now consider
µ∆u = ∇p − F φ! , ∇ · u = 0,
and we seek the solution to ∆G! = φ! under the assumption G! → 0 as r → ∞. The
analogous expression for pressure in (15) is given by
p = F · ∇G! ,
so that
∆u =

1
F · (∇∇ − ∆I) G! .
µ

As before, we solve ∆B! = G! with a vanishing boundary condition at infinity to
develop the final solution
u=

1
F · (∇∇ − ∆I) B! .
µ

(20)

For particular choices of the blob function φ! the functions G! and B! may be analytically calculated, and the velocity field u may be written solely in terms of the
derivatives of B! . Cortez et al. [13] thoroughly analyze this method for the specific
blob function
φ! (x − x0 ) =

15.4
.
8π(r2 + .2 )7/2

(21)
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Figure 6: A plot of the viscous penetration length Lν in microns versus frequency of
the airflow. Beneath the curve is the region where the solution to the steady Stokes
equations approximates that of the unsteady Stokes equations.
We used this blob function in our first model of the cercal system to approximate
the mechanical impedance of the hair-air system, the transfer function between air
velocity and the force distribution acting along the hair [14, 15]. Because the steady
Stokes equations are the basis of this method, any results are valid only so long
as the unsteadiness parameter β introduced in the section on dimensional analysis
is sufficiently small. This condition is met if the length scale ( is taken to be hair
diameter. But the length scale that is of more relevance is half the distance separating
hairs, since that is how far the air must travel for coupling to occur. The minimum
distances between long hairs in the dense region near the proximal end of the cercus
vary between about 1 × 10−4 and 3 × 10−4 m depending on the hairs’ planes of motion
(John Miller and Holly Munson, unpublished data). However, the viscous penetration
length Lν is decreasing rapidly with distance and is less than 1.5 × 10−4 m for all
frequencies above about 100 Hz (see Figure 6). Thus this technique is limited to short
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hairs within relatively small distances. This method also makes a quasi-steady approximation; it assumes that the air equilibrates quickly with respect to the time step
of an ODE solver. This is an increasingly poor assumption with higher frequencies, so
this method is limited in frequency range as well as spatial scope. Lastly, this model
involves an iterative process within each time step, so it is computationally slow and
scales poorly with increasing numbers of hairs. For all of these reasons, this first
model does not meet the primary goal of this project, which is to accurately model
large portions of the cercus over a wide range of biologically relevant stimuli. This
motivated the development of the method of regularized unsteady Stokeslets and a
second implementation of the fluid-structure model.
Chapter 3 contains reprints of the two articles published on the first model. These
articles have only been reformatted, not edited, so there is a fair amount of repetition
and some notational discrepancies between Chapters 2 and 3. We encourage interested
readers to peruse Chapter 3, but it can be skipped by those who are more concerned
with the current modeling efforts. Chapter 4 continues where this chapter leaves off,
by first presenting the development of regularized unsteady Stokeslets and then the
derivation of the current model.
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REGULARIZED STEADY STOKESLET MODEL

Publication in the Journal of Theoretical Biology, 2007
Introduction
Many terrestrial arthropods, including crickets, cockroaches, caterpillars, spiders
and scorpions, use filiform hairs as mechanoreceptors to detect the direction and
magnitude of air flow. In the common house cricket (Acheta domesticus) the receptor
organs for this modality are two antenna-like appendages called cerci at the rear of
the abdomen, see Figure 7. Each cercus is covered with approximately 1000 filiform
mechanosensory hairs, ranging in length from less than 50 µm to almost 2 mm [46].
Each hair is innervated by a single spike-generating mechanosensory receptor neuron.
Deflection of a hair by air currents changes the spiking activity of the associated
receptor neuron at the base of the hair.

Figure 7: A typical cercus of Acheta domesticus. Total length = 1 cm.
The cercal system encodes information about the direction and dynamic properties
of air currents with great accuracy and precision, and represents that information
internally as a neural map [1, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 48, 50, 52, 61, 62, 74, 73]. The
interneurons that read out the information from the cercal afferent map mediate
the detection, localization, discrimination and identification of signals generated by
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predators, mates and competitors [7, 9, 23, 26, 29, 35, 66, 69]. The cercal system
is crucial for the cricket’s survival: on the basis of the information captured by this
sensory system, the animal must make decisions rapidly and reliably. The cercal
system has been shown to be of critical importance for a variety of behaviors including
oriented escape responses [7, 9] and jumping [28]. However, it is a considerable
oversimplification to class this system as an ‘escape system’, just as it would be an
oversimplification to categorize our own visual system that way.
The functional characteristics of the cercal receptor array are determined by its
structural features. The extremely low degree of inter-animal variability of all observable structural aspects of the cerci is remarkable. It has even been suggested
(though not demonstrated conclusively) that every single filiform hair may be reidentifiable [45, 46, 80], i.e., that every adult cricket with undamaged cerci has the
same number of filiform hairs, and that each hair can be catalogued with a specific relative length, position and directional movement axis differing by at most 5%
across different animals. These biophysical parameters are of substantial functional
importance: the mechanical filtering of stimulus information in the cercal system is
determined solely by the lengths and orientations of the hairs, and by the interactions
between the hairs in the array [39, 42, 49, 62, 61, 63]. The importance of the cerci
for the animal’s survival, the coupling between cercal structure and function, and
the extremely low inter-animal variability of cercal receptor array structure are all
consistent with the conjecture that these structural attributes have been subject to
selective pressure.
The main goal of this paper is to provide a computationally efficient framework
to model the interaction of the cercal system with the air. This is a necessary step
toward understanding the functional significance of the cercal system and the evolutionary constraints imposed by the physics of air flow at a low Reynolds number.
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Computational efficiency is crucial, since each cercus contains about 1000 hairs of
different lengths whose movements affect the air flow and, hence, the movement of
other hairs. Previous work in this area was concerned with modeling the response of
a single hair to the motion of the air and only recently has the focus shifted to the
analysis of the viscosity-mediated coupling between hairs [6] and characterization of
a total canopy response [47].
One of the first models of single hair motion was introduced by Shimozawa and
Kanou [61], which assumed periodic air flow and modeled the hair as an inverted
pendulum. This work has been extended by Humphrey et al. [30], Shimozawa et al.
[63] and Osborne [49]. More recently Bathellier et al. [6] studied viscosity-mediated
coupling between pairs of hairs aligned with the direction of air motion on the leg of
the spider Cupiennius salei. Their experimental results indicate limited interaction
between these hairs, but, as the authors note, their results do not preclude significant
hair interactions in other arthropods. In another recent article Magal et al. [47]
attempts to characterize the response of the entire collection of hairs on the cerci
of the sand cricket Gryllus bimaculatus. The response characteristic and position of
each cercal hair is combined to form the canopy response. The viscosity-mediated
interaction between the hairs is not taken into account.
Our work builds upon these previous investigations and continues to model the
hair motion using equations describing the motion of a linear oscillator. However,
our model allows the simulation of an arbitrary configuration of a group of hairs. We
present a significant extension to these earlier studies by enabling the computation
of the mutual interaction between hairs mediated through their interaction with the
surrounding air.
In this paper we concentrate on the description of our model and numerical procedures being used, and leave the investigation of a biologically realistic model to a
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future paper. Section 2 contains a model of the driving air flow that stimulates the
cercus. Section 3 describes the inverted pendulum model of the filiform hairs and
how the hairs resist the driving air flow presented in Section 2. Section 4 contains the
full system of equations that determines the motion of a population of hairs given a
particular stimulus. More technical aspects of the derivation in Section 4 are located
in Appendices A and B. In Section 5, we compare the performance of this model to
the work of other researchers and present numerical simulations of multiple hairs.
Conclusions are in Section 6.
Model of the Air Flow
We assume that the cercal system is driven by a periodic far-field air flow with
amplitude U0 and angular frequency ω. The no-slip condition at the cercal surface
causes a boundary layer to form that has a smaller amplitude than the oscillatory
far-field flow and is phase shifted with respect to the flow. The height of the boundary
layer is on order of the lengths of the filiform hairs and thus has a non-negligible effect
on hair motion. We compute the boundary layer, which we denote ub , for axial flow
along an infinite cylinder using the work of Humphrey et al. [30].
We model the total air velocity v as a sum of the boundary layer velocity ub and
a perturbation velocity u,
v = u + ub .

(22)

The velocity u is caused by the resistance of the hairs to the air motion ub and can
be thought of as a disturbance of the boundary layer due to the presence of the hairs.
The perturbation velocity u is modeled by the Stokes equations, which we take as
a good approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations, since the Reynolds number
ranges from 10−4 to 10−2 (see Section 3).
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The Boundary Layer Flow:

The Navier-Stokes equations can be solved explic-

itly both for a periodically driven flow over an infinite plane [68] and axial flow over
a bi-infinite cylinder [30]. Since each cercus is approximately a long finite cone, Shimozawa and collaborators [61, 62, 63] argued that both infinite planar and cylindrical
approximations can be used successfully. This assumption is reasonable for hairs distributed in a line along the long axis of the cercus. However, we are interested in
modeling groups of hairs with lateral as well as longitudinal spread. In the case of
lateral spread, the curvature of the cercus effectively increases the distance between
hairs and decreases viscous coupling between them. In order to capture this effect,
we choose to model the cercus as a cylinder.
In this section, following Humphrey et al. [30] and Osborne [49], we solve the
Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates for axial flow over a bi-infinite
cylinder, and assume that this is a reasonable approximation to the boundary layer
.
/
over a finite cylinder. First allow ub = ur uθ uz to be the representation of

the boundary layer in cylindrical coordinates, where the z-axis extends length-wise

through the center of the cylinder. Since the far-field air flow is axial along a bi-infinite
cylinder, we expect that ub is radially symmetric and independent of the variable z
.
/
at all points in space. Thus ub = 0 0 uz (t, r) and the Navier-Stokes equations
simplify to

.
!
"/
∂uz ∂p
1 ∂
∂uz
ρ
+
=µ
r
∂t
∂z
r ∂r
∂r

(23)

where ρ is the density and µ is the dynamic viscosity of air, p is the fluid pressure,
and t is time. The boundary conditions are uz = 0 at the surface of the cylinder and
uz → U0 sin ωt as r → ∞, which is the far-field flow.
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Now we are able to convert (23) into a dimensionless equation using the following
factors: D is the diameter of the cylinder, U0 is the peak far-field air velocity, ω is the
angular frequency of the air motion, Re is the Reynolds number, and St is analogous
to the Strouhal number. We set
r=

DR
2

p=

t=

τ
ω

1
Re

ρU02 P
2

=

uz = U0 U

2µ
DU0 ρ

St =

z=

DZ
2

ωD
2U0

Then, through a substitution and a short computation (see [30, 49]) equation (23)
becomes

.
!
"/
∂U
1 ∂P
1 1 ∂
∂U
St
+
=
R
∂τ
2 ∂Z
Re R ∂R
∂R

(24)

U = 0 at R = 1
U → sin τ as R → ∞
The solution of (24) involves a modified Bessel function of the second kind, K0 :
0
0
) 2r * 11
K
0 λD
uz = U0 Bc (t, r) = U0 sin ωt + / ieiωt
(25)
K0 (λ)
2
where λ = i(Re)(St) = 2i βD, β =
.
/
and ub = 0 0 uz .
The Perturbation Velocity:

3

ω
µ
, ν = is the kinematic viscosity of air,
2ν
ρ

The Reynolds number of a fluid dynamical system

gives the ratio between inertial and viscous forces in that system, and is defined as
Re =

|U|d
,
ν

where d is a typical length scale of the problem, |U| is the magnitude of a typical
velocity of the air flow, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. If Re % 1,
then the inertial forces in the system are negligible and the Navier-Stokes equations
can be simplified to the Stokes equations [44]. When considering the Re of air flow
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around cercal hairs, we take d to be a typical hair diameter, which is approximately
5 × 10−6 m and we let ν = 1.568 × 10−5 m2 /s, which is the kinematic viscosity of air
at 27◦ C. If we limit the amplitude of the far-field flow to fall between 0.001 m/s and
0.1 m/s, which are speeds of biological relevance, then Re ranges between 3.2 × 10−4
and 3.2 × 10−2 .
Although a small Reynolds number is necessary to justify modeling fluid flow using
the Stokes approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations, it is not always sufficient.
In the case of oscillatory flow, there are independent time and velocity scales, which
require the application of the unsteady Stokes equations. Methods needed to apply
the unsteady Stokes equations to our model system have not yet been developed,
so we approximate the perturbation velocity u using the Stokes equations. We can
define a viscous penetration length Lv = ν/2πf where f is the frequency of the

far-field air flow. Lv is the distance over which viscosity dominates on the time scale
of the driving frequency f . As long as the distance between points of interest is less
than Lv then the solutions given by the steady Stokes equations are a reasonable
approximation to those of the unsteady Stokes equations [55]. For larger distances,
unsteady effects may be significant.
We compute the perturbation velocity u of the boundary layer ub by solving
the Stokes equations using the method of regularized Stokeslets [12]. We follow an
exposition by Cortez [12] and refer the reader to the original paper for details. The
3-D Stokes flow equations take the form
∆u = ∇p − G,

∇·u=0

(26)

with applied force G(x). One special but useful example of G is that of a concentrated
point force G(x) = Fδ(x − x0 ) at location x0 , where F is the applied force amplitude.
The flow generated by such a force is called a Stokeslet [5]. By superimposing Stokeslet
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velocity fields for a distribution of point forces, it is possible to find the flow generated by the forcing of more complicated structures, e.g. one dimensional filaments.
However, Stokeslet velocity fields are singular at points where concentrated forces are
applied. Cortez [12] developed a method to avoid this singularity by applying a force
in a δ-neighborhood of a singularity by using a radially symmetric blob function φδ .
Then equations (26) take the form
∆u = ∇p − Fφδ ,

∇·u=0

(27)

where F is a constant vector (for derivations of the forces F that we use in equations
(27), see Sections 3, 3, and 3). The blob function that we use to calculate the
regularized Stokeslets in our model is
φδ (r) =

15δ 4
8π(r2 + δ 2 )7/2

from [13]. To solve equations (27), we take the divergence of the first equation and
use the second equation to obtain
∆p = ∇ · Fφδ = [φδ (∇ · F) + ∇φδ · F] = ∇φδ · F,
where the last equality follows from the fact that F is a vector of constants implying
∇ · F = 0. Let Gδ be the solution to ∆Gδ = φδ . Then through an easy calculation
we have that
p = ∇Gδ · F
Now put p back into the first equation in (27) to obtain
∆u = [(F · ∇) ∇Gδ − Fφδ ] .
Let Bδ be the solution to ∆Bδ = Gδ . A straightforward calculation yields the solution
u = [(F · ∇) ∇Bδ − FGδ ] .
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Notice that this equation is linear in applied force F. The linearity allows us to
compute the velocity at any point x resulting from a force applied at any point y,
where the points x and y may coincide. If we fix a discretized set of points at which
we compute the velocity, and a set of points where we apply the force, then we can
represent the linear solution map by a matrix M
u = M F.
In the cercal model, we represent the velocity induced at the i-th hair by forces at
the j-th hair by the following notation
u(i) = M (i,j) F(j) ,

(28)

where u(i) and F(j) represent concatenations of three dimensional vectors, since the
cercal hairs are discretized (see Section 3). This concept of concatenating vectors, one
row vector for each point on a hair, is used heavily in this paper. We will attempt to
distinguish between 3-vectors and concatenations of vectors whenever the notation is
ambiguous.
If the matrix M is invertible and we have a predetermined set of velocities at some
collection of points, then we can compute the forces at another (possibly identical) set
of points that produce those velocities. We denote the calculation of such an inverse
problem by
F := M −1 u.

Boundary Conditions:

(29)

The boundary layer ub is zero at the surface of the cercus,

but the perturbation velocity u can cause nonzero velocities at the surface. We enforce
the no-slip condition on the cercus by imposing a discretization scheme and using the
inverse computation for regularized Stokeslets (29) derived in the last section.
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We discretize a portion of the cylinder representing the cercal surface and let P
be the collection of all discretization points p on the cylinder. At each point p we
(p)

wish to impose a force Fbc that will cause the velocity of the air to be zero at each
(p)

(P)

point p ∈ P. We denote the collection of boundary forces Fbc by Fbc and we denote
a perturbation velocity at a point p by u(p) . Let u(P) := (u(p1 ) , u(p2 ) , . . . , u(pn ) ) be a
concatenation of the perturbation velocities at all points pi ∈ P. We want the total
(P)

resulting velocity on the cercus to be zero, so we want to know what forces Fbc will
induce velocities of −u(P) . Thus we solve
(P)

Fbc := (M (P,P) )−1 (−u(P) ) = −(M (P,P) )−1 u(P) .

(30)

(P)

The forces Fbc calculated in this manner are then used to compute a further perturbation of the boundary layer.
Model of the Hair
Each filiform hair is supported at its base by a viscoelastic socket membrane
that enables the hair to pivot within its socket, rather than bending along its
shaft [75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. Therefore, we model each hair as a rigid rod that swings
in its socket as a linear, inverted pendulum [30, 61, 62, 42, 43, 49]. The trajectory
of each hair is described by the angle θ(t) that the hair makes with its resting position as it moves in response to the driving flow. The primary determinants of each
hair’s response properties, and hence its motion θ(t), are its length, mass and the
viscoelastic properties of its socket. These properties in turn determine the linear
oscillator parameters of the hair: the moment of inertia I, the spring stiffness S and
the torsional resistance coefficient R. In addition, each hair has a preferred plane
of motion determined by the properties of its cuticular socket and defined by a unit
normal n. The four parameters I, R, S, and n modulate how each hair resists the
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flow through the effects of two forces: Fcon is the force that constrains the hair to
move rigidly in a plane and FIRS is the force that dynamically resists the flow within
the plane of motion. In this section, we describe the calculation of these forces, which
are used in the computation of the perturbation velocity u, equations (27).

Parameter Selection:

The population of hairs is indexed by i = 1, . . . , N and
(i)

each hair is discretized into ni equidistant points, denoted by xj , j = 1, . . . , ni . The
distance between the neighboring points is s,
(i)

(i)

|xj − xj−1 | = s.
These points can be thought of as vectors that start at the base of the i-th hair and
(i)

(i)

(i)

end at xj . We will denote rj = |xj | = js to be the length of this vector.
The length of a hair, L(i) , determines the values of several other hair parameters
through allometric relationships. Shimozawa et al. [63] performed regression analyses
on hair length and the torsional resistance constant R(i) and restoring constant S (i) .
According to their work,
S (i) ≈ 1.90 × 10−11 (L(i) × 103 )1.67

(31)

R(i) ≈ 2.88 × 10−14 (L(i) × 103 )2.77 ,

(32)

where L(i) is the length of the i-th hair in meters. The inertial parameter I (i) is
also related to hair length via mass, which is calculated using the shape and basal
thickness of a hair. Kumagai et al. [43] found the following relationship between the
(i)

base diameter d0 of a hair and its length:
(i)

d0 ≈ 8.34 × 10−4 (L(i) )0.67 ,

(33)
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where L(i) is again in meters. In the same paper, Kumagai et al. [43] describe the
shape of the hair as a paraboloid with a diameter d(i) (l) that is determined at each
height l along hair i by the formula
(i)

d (l) =

!

(i)
d0

l
1 − (i)
L

"0.52

,

(34)

(i)

where d0 is the base radius of hair i and L(i) is the length of hair i.
(i)

(i)

Each point xj on the i-th hair is associated with a mass mj . We assign an
(i)

approximate value to the mass mj by combining (34) with the density of the cuticle,
ρc = 1.1×103 kg m−3 . We suppose that each point on the hair is centered in a cylinder
with radius determined by equation (34) and height s, where s is the distance between
(i)

points on a hair. So the mass of point xj is given by
(i)
mj

=π

0

(i)

dj
2

12

sρc

(i)

(i)

where dj /2 is radius of the i-th hair at a distance rj from the base of the hair. Then
the inertial parameter I (i) can be calculated as follows:
I

(i)

=

ni
&

(i)

(i)

mj (rj )2 .

(35)

j=1

As mentioned earlier, each hair has a preferred plane of motion. For ease of
computation, we make the stricter assumption that each hair is constrained to move
only in its preferred plane. We characterize this plane by a unit normal n(i) . The
(i)

orientation of n(i) is selected in such a way that n(i) × xj gives the positive direction
of the motion of the hair, defined as having a positive z-coordinate. The motion of the
hair will be described by the angle θ(t) with the positive x axis, see Figure 8. More
generally, the rest position of a hair need not be vertical, but for now we consider
only this simplified case.
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Figure 8: The coordinate system is centered at the root of the hair. In this example,
the vector n(i) points in the direction of the negative y axis and thus the hair moves
in the (x, z)-plane. The angle θ is the angle of the hair with the positive x-axis.

Dynamic Resistive Forces:

As in previous studies [6, 30, 47, 63], we assume that

the i-th cricket hair resists the motion of the air with a torque of
τ = −I (i) θ̈(i) (t) − R(i) θ̇(i) (t) − S (i) θ(i) (t)

(36)

where I (i) is the moment of inertia, R(i) is the torsional resistance coefficient, S (i)
is the spring constant, and θ(i) (t) is the angular position of the i-th hair. In this
section, we consider only a single hair, so we will drop the superscript indicating the
identity of the hair. We want to convert the above torque into force. However, since
τ = F × x, we can only recover the magnitude of the force that acts perpendicular to
the hair from (36). We recover the direction of the force when we take into account
the centripetal force necessary for the hair to remain attached to the surface of the
cercus.
It is most convenient to consider each of the three terms on the right hand side
of (36) separately. We can write τ = I(αI + αR + αS ), where each α∗ is the angular
acceleration corresponding to −I θ̈(t), −Rθ̇(t), or −Sθ(t). Let FI,j , FR,j , and FS,j represent the amplitude of the inertial force, of the torsional resistance force, and of the
restoring force at point j of a hair respectively. Then we have that the corresponding
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total torques along the hair are
n
&

FI,j rj = IαI = −I θ̈(t)

(37)

n
&

FR,j rj = IαR = −Rθ̇(t)

(38)

n
&

FS,j rj = IαS = −Sθ(t),

(39)

j=1

j=1

j=1

where rj is the distance from the base of the hair to point xj . Using these formulae,
we can solve for each of α∗ and hence for F∗,j , where ∗ = I, R, S.
First consider the inertial forces FI,j . By equation (37), αI = −θ̈(t), and hence
the force at the j-th point, FI,j , must be mass times linear acceleration or
FI,j = mj rj αI = −mj rj θ̈(t).
Now consider FR,j , the magnitude of the torsional resistance forces along the hair.
From equation (38), we see that αR = (−R/I)θ̇(t). Thus we obtain
FR,j = mj rj αR = −Rθ̇(t)

m j rj
.
I

An analogous argument using equation (39) leads to the formula for the amplitude
of the restoring force
FS,j := −Sθ(t)

m j rj
.
I

So the amplitude of the total force with which a point xj resists the moving air is
Fp,j = FI,j + FR,j + FS,j = −mj rj θ̈(t) − Rθ̇(t)

m j rj
m j rj
− Sθ(t)
.
I
I

Here the subscript p stands for ‘perpendicular’ since direction of this force is
perpendicular to the shaft of the hair and in the direction that opposes the motion of
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Figure 9: The direction h and the computation of the direction of the force Fp,j .
the hair. If r is a unit vector representing the position of the hair, then this direction
can be expressed as h := n × r (see Figure 9). Therefore Fp,j = Fp,j h.
To compute the centripetal force, consider an element at location rj along the
hair. Since the hair is attached to the cercus, the j-th point on the hair moves along
an arc of a circle of radius rj with position (rj cos(θ(t)), rj sin(θ(t))) in the hair’s plane
of motion. The acceleration of the j-th point is therefore
rj θ̈(− sin(θ), cos(θ)) − rj θ̇2 (cos(θ), sin(θ)).
The second term is the centripetal acceleration, therefore the centripetal force acting
on the j-th point is
Fcent,j := −mj rj |θ̇|2 r,
where r is a unit vector along the hair, r = (cos(θ), sin(θ)). The force Fcent,j does not
contribute to the torque τ , since it points along the hair, but it does determine the
final direction of the force at each point on the hair, and therefore affects viscositymediated coupling between hairs.
The total force FIRS,j at the j-th point on the hair is the sum
FIRS,j = FI,j + FS,j + FR,j + Fcent,j
40
1
5
Rθ̇(t) Sθ(t)
+
h + |θ̇|2 r
= −mj rj
θ̈(t) +
I
I

(40)
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In the text we will occasionally refer to FIRS for an entire hair. FIRS is the concatenation of FIRS,j over all points j of the hair.
Constraining Forces:

Each hair is modeled as a collection of points that are

constrained to move as a rigid rod within a particular plane of motion. So the j-th
(i)

point of hair i moves at a linear speed of θ̇(i) rj h(i) , where r and h are defined in
Sections 3 and 3 respectively. To ensure that the effect of this collection of points
on the surrounding fluid mimics that of a rigid rod, we must implement a no-slip
condition about hair i. First we find the difference between the linear velocity of
the point and the perturbed boundary layer at that same point. This difference is
(i)

(i)

(i)

vj − θ̇(i) rj h(i) , where vj

(i)

(i)

= uj + ub,j from equation (22). Then we calculate

(i)

the collection of forces Fcon along the i-th hair required to negate all the velocities
(i)

(i)

(i)

vj − θ̇(i) rj h(i) . For ease of notation, allow rh and v(i) to be the concatenations of
(i)

(i)

rj h(i) and vj along hair i respectively. Then using expression (29), we can write
(i)

(i,i) −1
F(i)
) (v(i) − θ̇(i) rh ),
con := −(M

(41)

where we follow the notation convention mentioned in the discussion of regularized
Stokeslets (28).
(i)

The constraining forces acting along the i-th hair, Fcon , can have an effect on other
hairs through viscosity-mediated coupling. As an example, consider the extreme case
when the plane of motion of the hair is perpendicular to the direction of the ambient
flow. In this case the hair does not move since no component of the driving air lies
in the plane of motion of the hair. All resistive forces (Section 3) will be zero, since
they are derived from θ, θ̇, and θ̈, which are zero when the hair is stationary. If we do
(i)

not take into account the forces Fcon , then this stationary hair would have no effect
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on other hairs. This contradicts the observation that since the hair is a solid obstacle
to the flow, its presence must affect the motion of other hairs in close proximity.
(i)

(i)

(P)

The forces Fcon are summed with the previously calculated forces FIRS and Fbc
to calculate the perturbation velocity u via equations (26).
(i)

µ∆u

= ∇p

(i)

N
N
&
&
(j)
(P)
−(
FIRS +
F(j)
con + Fbc )
j=1

(42)

j=1
j&=i

∇ · u(i) = 0.

(43)

Equations of Motion
Now that we have calculated the perturbed velocity field, v = ub + u, we can
derive the system of differential equations that governs the hair motion, θ(t), from
the relationship between angular velocity and angular momentum.

Angular Velocity:

In this section we compute the angular velocity θ̇(i) of the

i-th hair, i = 1, . . . , N from the total air velocity v(i) along the hair. The angular
momentum Ω(i) imparted to the i-th hair from the moving air is the cross product of
position and momentum summed over all of the points along the hair,
(i)

Ω

=

n
&
j=1

(i)

(i)
xj

×

#

(i)
mj vj

$

(i)

where vj is the velocity of the air at the point xj . In the remaining part of this
section we consider only a single hair, so we drop the superscript indicating the
identity of the hair.
Since we constrain the hair to planar motion perpendicular to unit vector n, the
vector Ω points along n and we obtain
4 n
5
&
Ω=
(xj × (mj vj )) · n n.
j=1
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We assume that the hair is completely rigid. Therefore the angular momentum Ω
imparted by the flow has magnitude
|Ω| = I|θ̇|,
where I is the moment of inertia of the discretized hair (see equation (35)). Thus, we
have that
6
| nj=1 xj × (mj vj ) · n|
|Ω|
|θ̇| =
=
I
I
6n
j=1 (xj × (mj vj )) · n
⇒ θ̇ =
I
The System of Differential Equations:

(44)

The equations (25), (30), (40), (41),

(42), (43), and (44) describe the model cercal system, and are listed below for reference. We rescale these equations (see Appendix C) before solving them.
ub = U0 Bc (t, x)
N
N
&
&
(j)
(P)
(i)
(i)
µ∆u
= ∇p − (
FIRS +
F(j)
con + Fbc )φδ
j=1

∇ · u(i) = 0
(i)

(i) (i)

FIRS,j = −mj rj

j=1
j&=i

40

R(i) θ̇(i) (t) S (i) θ(i) (t)
+
θ̈(i) (t) +
I (i)
I (i)

1

h(i) + |θ̇(i) (t)|2 r(i)

5

(i)

(i,i) −1
F(i)
) (v(i) − θ̇(i) rh )
con = −(M
(P)

Fbc

θ̇(i)

= −(M (P,P) )−1 (u(P) )
6ni
(i)
(i) (i)
(i)
k=1 (xk × mk vk ) · n
=
I (i)

(45)

The core of our computation is the last equation above, equation (45), because we
wish to solve for the angular position of each hair as a function of time. However,
an explicit method of solution based on a straightforward numerical differentiation
θ̈ =

d
θ̇
dθ

exhibits instability. This occurs because the right hand side of (45) depends
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(i)

(i)

on the perturbation velocity u, which in turn depends on the force FIRS . Since FIRS
is calculated from θ̈(j) and θ̇(j) for j = 1, . . . , N , we seek to rewrite equation (45) with
θ̈(j) j = 1, . . . , N on the left hand side and θ̇(j) j = 1, . . . , N on the right hand side.
At every position the velocity v has four components, three of which make up the
perturbation velocity:
v = u + ub = uIRS + ucon + ubc + ub ,

(46)
(i)

where uIRS is the velocity induced by all dynamic resistive forces, FIRS , on all hairs;
ucon is the velocity induced by all forces that ensure a no-slip condition about a rigid
(i)

hair, Fcon ; ubc is the velocity caused by all forces that ensure a no-slip boundary
(P)

condition on the cercus, Fbc ; and ub is the boundary layer or driving velocity. Our
goal is to explicitly compute θ̈(j) for j = 1, . . . , N in the expression of the velocity v
on the right hand side of (45). Note that uIRS depends directly on θ̈(j) since uIRS
(j)

is a function of FIRS , which depends on θ̈(j) (see (40)). Since ubc and ucon depend
on v these velocities depend on θ̈(j) as well. Furthermore, through this dependence
on v, the computation of ubc depends on ucon and vice-versa. In order to be able to
solve for θ̈(j) explicitly, we make an assumption that, in a given time step, Fbc and
Fcon are computed only from uIRS + ub , rather than from v given by equation (46).
With this assumption the fifth and sixth equations above (equations (41) and (30))
take the form
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i,i) −1
F(i)
) (uIRS + ub − θ̇(i) rh ),
con = −(M
(i)

(P)

(P)

Fbc = −(M (P,P) )−1 (uIRS ),

(i)

where uIRS and ub are to be taken as concatenations of velocity vectors along hair i
(P)

and ub

is dropped from the second equation since ub = 0 at all points in P. Since ubc

and ucon are calculated directly from Fbc and Fcon respectively, they too depend only
on uIRS + ub . This imposes an ordering within a time step, where uIRS and ub are
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calculated first, then ubc and ucon are calculated simultaneously from uIRS + ub . The
effects of the neglected velocities in the computations will be transmitted indirectly
by numerically integrating the above system of equations.
After some algebra (see Appendix D for the derivation), we find a linear relationship equivalent to the above system of equations:
Aθ̈ = b,
where θ̈ is a vector containing the angular acceleration for each hair, A is a mass
matrix that depends on (t, θ) and b is a vector that depends on (t, θ, θ̇). By adding
the trivial equations

d (i)
θ
dt

= θ̇(i) we have a system of 2N first order differential

equations in unknown variables θ̇(i) and θ(i) for i = 1, . . . , N . This system is well
behaved numerically and we solve it using the stiff ODE solver ode15s in Matlab to
advance the hair motion.
Results
Comparisons to Previous Work:

To validate our model, we compared our nu-

merical simulations to the work of other researchers. We first tested our model by
simulating the motion of a single hair using the parameter set given in Humphrey et
al. [30], Figure 12 a, b. The purpose of Figure 12 in [30] is to demonstrate the remarkable sensitivity of the hair response on the torsional damping and restoring constants
(R and S) exhibited by the motion of the filiform hair. Three different R and S pairs
are applied to an identical hair and the resultant maximum deflection and angular
velocity are plotted versus frequency. Our results are pictured in Figure 10 for the
same set of parameters: hair length = 500 µm; hair diameter = 7 µm; cercus diameter
= 2 mm; and magnitude of far-field air flow = 5 mm/s. Following the line styles in
Figure 12 of Humphrey et al. [30], the solid lines labeled A in Figure 10 correspond to
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R and S values of 1 × 10−15 N ms/rad and 4 × 10−12 N m/rad respectively, the dashed
lines labeled B correspond to R = 0 and S = 4 × 10−12 N m/rad, and the dotted
lines labeled C correspond to R = 0 and S = 3 × 10−12 N m/rad. The discretization
scheme for the cylindrical section used to model the cercus (see Section 2) is described
in the figure caption. Larger portions of a cylindrical cercus add computation time
without affecting results more than a few percent (results not shown) and also may
add unnecessary error given the assumptions of our model (see Sections 3 and 3).
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Figure 10: Comparison to Figure 12 of Humphrey et al. [30]: hair length = 500 µm;
cercus diameter = 2 mm; and magnitude of driving flow = 5 mm/s. A (solid line):
R = 1 × 10−15 N ms/rad, S = 4 × 10−12 N m/rad, hair diameter = 7 µm; B (dashed
line): R = 0, S = 4 × 10−12 N m/rad, hair diameter = 7 µm; C (dotted line): R = 0,
S = 3 × 10−12 N m/rad, hair diameter = 7 µm; D (dot-dash line): R ≈ 4.2 × 10−15
N ms/rad, S ≈ 6.0 × 10−12 N m/rad, hair diameter ≈ 5 µm. The cercus is modeled
as a 200µm long length of cercus with π/4 radians on either side. The discretization
scheme consists of 15µm spacing between hair points and 28µm spacing between cercal
points. A. Maximum excursion in degrees as a function of frequency. B. Maximum
velocity in radians/second as a function of frequency.
Our results are qualitatively similar to those of Humphrey et al. [30]. The relative
positions of the lines representing the displacement and velocity of the hair with
different R and S pairs are identical to those in Figure 12 of Humphrey et al. [30],
and the shapes of the curves are similar, although the slopes in Figure 10 are less steep
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and the location of the peaks in the graphs disagree by as much as 25 Hz. The largest
differences in amplitude between Figure 10.A and Figure 12 a do not exceed 13% and
these differences are most evident below 100 Hz. Likewise, the largest differences in
amplitude between the curves in Figure 10.B and Figure 12 b are between 10 and 20%
at 50 Hz, with the differences rapidly falling off to well below 5%, allowing for the
peak shift. Given that our model relies on a discretization of the cercal system and
the model of Humphrey et al. [30] does not, we believe that Figure 10 is a reasonable
match to the results presented in Figure 12 of that paper. Additionally, most of
the differences are seen in the lower half of the frequency values examined, which
may be partly explained by the fact that the theoretical analysis in Humphrey et
al. [30] applies to frequencies greater than 80 Hz and the results of our model are
most accurate at lower frequencies (see the next section).
Like Humphrey et al. [30], we see a strong dependence on the parameters R and
S in determining the motion of a filiform hair. Therefore, we use the experimentally
determined values of R and S from Shimozawa et al. [63], which are allometrically
related to hair length (see equations (31) and (32)). We also use an allometric relationship between hair length and base diameter [43] (see equation (33)). This work
from Shimozawa et al. [63] and Kumagai et al. [43] indicates that, on average, a
500 µm hair will have a diameter of 5 µm, an R value of 4.2 × 10−15 , and an S value of
6.0 × 10−12 . Using these changed parameters, our model predicts that a 500 µm hair
on a 2 mm cercus driven by a 5 mm/s oscillating flow exhibits maximum displacement
and velocity as seen in Figure 10, line D. Under these values of R and S, the maximum
displacement and velocity curves are greatly depressed; the maximum displacement
is about 60% of line A in the left half of Figure 10.A, and the maximum velocity is
about 50% of line A when it peaks in Figure 10.B.
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Figure 11: Comparison to data and reconstruction in Shimozawa et al. [63]. Hair
lengths indicated in legend; hair basal diameters estimated by equation (33); R and
S parameters estimated from Figures 4 and 5 of Shimozawa et al. [63]; cercal diameter
500µm; discretization scheme described in text. A. Maximum excursion in degrees as
a function of frequency. B. Phase shift in multiples of π as a function of frequency.
We also compared our model to data collected by Kumagai et al. [42], who studied
the mobility of cricket filiform hairs ranging in length from 160 to 1484µm. Shimozawa
et al. [63] used this data to dynamically fit the pendulum parameters of the hair, I, R,
and S, and then reconstructed the movement of the hairs in Figure 6 of their paper.
Figure 11 below compares to Figure 6.D in Shimozawa et al. [63]. For this figure, we
used the longest set of hairs observed by Kumagai et al. [42]. We assigned basal hair
diameter using equation (33) and calculated the hair inertia I from equation (35).
We estimated R and S values for each hair from Figures 4 and 5 of Shimozawa et
al. [63]. Since the cercal diameter was not provided, we assigned the diameter to be
500 µm based on the work of Osborne [49]. In the discretization scheme, we allowed a
200 µm long section of cercus with π/4 radians to either side, 10 µm spacing between
hair points, and 28 µm spacing between cercal points.
The maximum deflections predicted by our model in Figure 11.A are a good match
to the reconstructions and data in Figure 6.D1 [63] for frequencies below 200 Hz. Most
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of the differences between our model and the reconstructions in this region are below
10%, which means that we also match the data from Kumagai et al. [42] reasonably
well. The slight differences may be caused by our use of a discretized system. The
largest discrepancies occur at frequencies of 200 Hz or higher, where the deflection
from our model is 0.25 to 5 times lower than the reconstructions, and therefore 0.50
to 10 times lower than the data. These differences demonstrate that the assumptions
we have made in our model may limit its utility in a high frequency regime (see the
next section for a discussion).
The phase offsets in Figure 11.B are a good match to the reconstructions and data
in Figure 6.D2 [63]. The variance in our point spread is a little greater and we find
that the longest hairs have a phase offset 10 to 15% higher at 400 and 500 Hz, but
otherwise the graphs are nearly identical.
We simulated all the hair lengths shown in Figure 6.A-C [63] and compared our
results to the reconstructions and data in those figures. The comparisons did not
significantly differ from what we found above (data not shown).

Coupling:

The coupling coefficient κ introduced by Bathellier et al. [6] gives a

measure of how much an isolated hair’s response to a driving air flow changes when
it moves in the presence of other hairs. It is defined as
κ :=

θref − θ
,
θref

(47)

where θref is the maximal excursion of an isolated hair under a given driving velocity
and θ is the maximal excursion when the hair is driven in the presence of one or more
hairs under the same conditions.
Bathellier et al. [6] plot theoretically predicted values of κ for a pair of long
hairs of the same length in their Figure 7B. They vary the distance between the
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hairs and whether or not the second hair is freely moving, mechanically forced, or
stationary. Bathellier et al. [6] found significant coupling between hairs when the
second hair was stationary or mechanically forced in still air up to a normalized
distance (hair spacing/hair diameter = s/d) of 20 or 30, depending on frequency.
However, they found no significant coupling between freely moving hairs of the same
length at any distance from frequencies of 50 to 200 Hz. Freely moving hairs are the
biologically relevant case, and knowing whether or not coupling occurs is fundamental
to understanding the function of the biological sensor.
To compare our model to the results in Figure 7B [6], we performed numerical
simulations at frequencies of 50, 100, and 200 Hz to produce the coupling coefficient
κ for pairs of hairs of lengths 700 and 1400 µm, where the second hair is either freely
moving or stationary. The diameters of the hairs and R and S are calculated as
in equations (31), (32), and (33). The cercus is modeled by a cylindrical section of
length 700 µm and angular extent π/2, and the discretization spacing is 10 µm for the
hairs and 28 µm for the cercus. The reference hair is placed 100 µm from one edge of
the cercus, and the second hair is placed at increasing distances away from it along
the cercal axis.
The results of these coupling simulations are shown in Figure 12.A (700 µm hairs)
and Figure 12.B (1400 µm hairs). As in Bathellier et al. [6], we notice that the effect
of a stationary hair on the reference hair is much stronger than that of freely moving
hair. We also similarly find that the effect of a second freely moving hair decreases
with frequency. However, there are some differences between our Figure 12 and Figure
7B [6]. First, we do find significant coupling between freely moving hairs across all
distances tested. Second, in Figure 7B [6], the tails of the graphs of the effect of the
fixed secondary hair fall off sharply to zero before s/d = 50, but in our Figure 12
remain shallowly sloped and well above zero. Third, the effect of a stationary hair
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Figure 12: Change in hair response when one hair (the reference hair) is simulated
in the presence of another hair of equal length placed at varying distances from the
reference hair. The second hair is either freely moving (blue lines) or fixed in place
(red lines). The x-axis in both graphs is normalized distance, s/d, where s is the
distance between the hairs and d is the diameter of the hairs in the same units. The
y-axis the coupling coefficient κ from equation (47). The hair parameters R and S
and the hair diameter are calculated from the hair length according to allometric
relationships, see equations (31), (32), and (33); the peak air flow is 5 cm/s; the
cercal diameter is 500µm; and the discretization scheme is described in the text. A.
κ vs s/d for two hairs of length 700 µm. B. κ vs s/d for two hairs of length 1400 µm.
increases with frequency, rather than decreases as Bathellier et al. [6] found. The
source of these discrepancies has to do with the differences between our modeling
assumptions and those made by Bathellier et al. [6].
As explained in Section 1, we model the viscosity-mediated coupling between hairs
and the effect of the perturbation velocity at the cercal surface on the hairs using the
steady Stokes approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations. This approximation
is theoretically justified when the distances between points of interest fall within
Lv = ν/2πf m of each other [55]. For example, we expect that hair coupling in an
oscillating flow of 50 Hz is well-specified by our approximation when Lv = 223 µm.

Because of this assumption, we are most confident of our results when we model short
hairs that are closely spaced in a driving air flow of low-to-moderate frequency. For
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some distance beyond the theoretical radius Lv , the approximation may be adequate
as well; for example, we did not notice significant change in the comparison between
our model and the reconstructions and data in Shimozawa et al. [63] when we looked
at isolated long hairs versus isolated short hairs at frequencies below 200 Hz. However,
we do notice a large difference when we compare our simulation of two identical hairs
of medium to long length with the theoretical predictions of Bathellier et al. [6]. This
is likely due to an incompatibility between our simplifying assumptions and those of
Bathellier et al. [6]. We have chosen to explore coupling in a short range, low-tomedium frequency regime, and Bathellier et al. [6] have chosen a long hair, higher
frequency regime. Given these constraints, we choose not to model long hairs at large
distances and instead we model groups of densely packed short hairs.

Interaction Between the Hairs:

As mentioned in the Introduction, many previ-

ous modeling approaches [30, 42, 63, 61, 62] did not include the interaction between
hairs mediated by fluid coupling. Our main objective was to develop a modeling
framework that would allow us to determine the extent of these interactions and
thus extend naturally the results of the motion of a single hair. The model we have
developed allows us to calculate the movement of a number of hairs distributed over
a patch of cercus. Because of the theoretical constraints of our assumptions, we have
chosen to demonstrate the capability of our model on a patch of short hairs with a
density similar to that of hairs near the base of the cercus, where they are closely
packed. Additionally, we look at frequencies no higher than 200 Hz.
We have simulated the movement of a patch of seven hairs with heights from
100 to 400 µm that all have planes of motion aligned with the axial driving air flow.
Figure 13 shows the layout of these hairs as though the cercus is flattened and the
observer is looking down from above. The color coding relates hairs that are in roughly
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Figure 13: The layout of the patch of seven hairs as viewed from above. The numbers
are the heights of the hairs in µm. The color coding identifies hairs of similar height
in symmetric positions with respect to the oscillating hair flow.
symmetric positions with respect to hair length and position within the group. The
air flow is a sinusoid with a peak velocity of 5 cm/s and frequencies varying from 2
to 200 Hz. The inter-hair distance is 40 µm, which is consistent with hair densities at
the basal end of the cercus [49]. The cercus is modeled as a 280 µm long and 23 π wide
portion of a cylinder of diameter 500 µm. The 500 µm diameter is consistent with
cercal measurements [49]. The discretization scheme consists of 10µm between points
representing the hairs and 17.5µm between cercal points. Each of the individual hairs
was simulated alone under the same conditions to quantify the changes produced by
placing the hair in a group.
The results from this simulation are pictured in Figure 14. Figure 14.A plots the
coupling coefficient κ against frequency. We find that hair response to near neighbors
is not linearly related to hair length, since intermediate hairs were the most affected by
the presence of other hairs. The hairs of intermediate length experience an amplitude
change of 75% to nearly 100%, whereas the shortest and longest hairs have their
amplitudes damped by 59% to 70%. One possible explanation is that individual hair
response is more dependent on position within a group of hairs than on hair length.
There is some limited evidence for this hypothesis. The color coding in Figure 13
denotes hairs in symmetric positions within the group that have similar lengths.
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Figure 14: Change in hair response when individual hairs are simulated in a group.
The hair lengths are listed in the legend; other hair parameters are calculated according to allometric relationships, see equations (31), (32), and (33); the peak air flow
is 5 cm/s; the cercal diameter is 500µm; and the discretization scheme is described
in the text. A. The coupling coefficient κ introduced in equation (47) vs frequency.
B. The difference in phase shift (degrees) between isolated and grouped hairs as a
function of frequency.
These “most similar” pairs have roughly parallel, close-set curves in Figure 14.A,
although the trend is not repeated in Figure 14.B except for the longest pair of hairs.
This suggests that position within a group of hairs along with coarsely quantized hair
length may be the best predictor of viscous coupling effects.
Figure 14.B plots the change in phase between the isolated and grouped hairs,
θref − θ. We cannot distinguish phase differences smaller than 4.5◦ because our time
steps are 1/80 of a period apart. Also, phase shifts that differ by only 4.5◦ are likely
numerical artifacts, so the non-smoothness in the phase graphs caused by 4.5◦ jumps
should be ignored. Again, the intermediate length hairs are most affected by the
presence of near neighbors. Interestingly, the 200 µm hair is phase-shifted nearly π
radians at low frequencies, which suggests that a significant stagnation in the air flow
can occur in a dense forest of hairs.
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Conclusions
We have developed a framework that allows us to model and quantify the interaction between filiform hairs, which is mediated by the fluid medium. Our results
demonstrate that the interaction between hairs in a group is substantial at biologically
relevant distances, lengths of hairs and air velocities. In principle, we can extend our
current modeling capability from a small cercal patch to the entire array of hairs
on the cercus in periodic air flow. Modeling the whole cercus is a crucial step in
our investigation of the function of the cercal sensory system of the cricket. We are
interested in how the information about the air currents is represented by the motion
of the filiform hairs, translated into the neural activity of the hair-attached afferent
neurons and processed by the small set of interneurons in the terminal ganglion, before being passed on to higher processing stages. Apart from understanding the entire
information pathway, we are also interested in uncovering operational principles that
may be common with those in the auditory system in humans, or may be applicable
to design of MEMS-based hair flow-sensors [41]. Since the cercal system evolved
under the physical constraints imposed by the interaction with air at a low Reynolds
number, it is likely that its operational characteristics reflect these constraints. We
believe that the modeling framework presented in this paper will allow the simulation
of a significant portion of the cercal sensory system and thus help us uncover these
constraints.
Technical Publication in the Proceedings of IMECE2007

Biological fluid motion sensors are common in nature, and include the filiform hair
arrays on cockroaches, spiders, caterpillars, and crickets. In the case of the common
house cricket, Acheta domesticus, the filiform hairs are arranged on two cone-shaped
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appendages called cerci that project from the rear of the animal. These hairs act
as extremely sensitive mechanoreceptors, and are able to detect air movement down
to the limit of thermal noise [64]. The extremely low inter-animal variability in the
arrangement of the hairs on the cerci [45, 46, 80] and the fact that the cerci mediate
an escape response from predators [7, 9] suggest that the cercal system has undergone
evolution under selective pressures, and hence may be optimally suited for processing
particular air stimuli.
In order to test to what extent the cercal system has evolved in response to constraints imposed by interactions with the fluid environment, it is necessary to develop
a computational model capable of capturing the interaction of the entire canopy of
hairs and the surrounding fluid. The results of a such a simulation can inform the
manufacture of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [41] intended to function
as air velocity sensors. Many researchers have modeled individual hairs [30, 63, 49]
and more recently the focus has shifted to modeling the reaction of multiple hairs
[6, 47, 15]. As a step toward modeling the entire cercus, Cummins et al. [15] introduced a model that accounts for fluid-mediated interactions in simulations of the
motion of a small group of filiform hairs. This model relies on a first-order approximation that introduces non-negligible error in the no-slip boundary conditions along
the cercus and filiform hairs. This paper introduces a method of iterative refinement
that leads to a better approximation of the air flow along the cercal structures, and
uses this refinement to improve predictions made by the original paper.
Summary of Cercal Model
Cummins et al. [15] model the fluid flow around the cercal system as a perturbed
boundary layer about a smooth cercus. The perturbation is caused by the presence of
filiform hairs that are assumed to move as inverted linear pendulums at low driving air
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velocities. This perturbed velocity field is used to calculate the angular momentum of
each filiform hair, taking into account the preferred plane of motion of the hair. The
result is a set of spatially discretized partial differential equations (ordinary differential
equations with respect to time) that describes the angular motion of a group of hairs
and includes the mutual viscous coupling. This set of equations is numerically solved
using a stiff solver that permits a non-constant mass matrix (ode15s in MATLAB).
The bulk of the calculation is the generation of the perturbed boundary layer at each
time step. Cummins et al. [15] simplified the full calculation in order to make the
problem amenable to solution, but the result does not satisfy the given boundary
conditions. A summary of the original model and of the proposed refinement is given
below.
The boundary layer about the cercus, ub (r, t), is calculated as the solution to the
Navier-Stokes equations in polar coordinates for incompressible periodic axial flow
along an infinite cylinder of diameter D [30, 49]
.
!
"/
∂uz ∂p
∂uz
1 ∂
ρ
+
=µ
r
∂t
∂z
r ∂r
∂r
D
uz ( , t) = 0
2

(48)

uz → U0 sin ωt as r → ∞
where the z-axis extends lengthwise through the center of the cylinder and uz is the
z-component of ub . Since the system is immersed in axial flow, the boundary layer
has the form

.

ub = 0 0 u z

/

(49)

The fluid (air in this case) has density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ. The ratio of
these two values is called the kinematic viscosity, ν = µ/ρ, and is approximately
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1.568 × 10−5 m2 /s for air at 27◦ C. The solution of (48) is found to be
0
0
) 2r * 11
K
λD
0
uz = U0 sin ωt + / ieiωt
K0 (λ)
where K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and λ =

D
2

2

(50)
iω
ν

[30].

Recently, Steinmann et al. [67] verified the predictions of the above theoretical
boundary layer using particle image velocimetry on sinusoidal flows around thin, long
cylinders. They obtained a good fit between their measurements and the function
0
1
sin(ωt − βy)e−βy
uz = U0 sin ωt −
(51)
(1 + 2y
)1/2
D
where β = (ω/2ν)1/2 and y is the vertical distance above the cylinder (y = r − D/2).
Equation (51) is an approximation to (50) that holds when ReSt = ω(D/2)2 /ν >> 1,
and is therefore a good match to (50) for air flows of frequencies greater than 40 Hz
about cylinders of diameter 500 µm.
The perturbed boundary layer
v = ub + u

(52)

is a sum of the boundary layer defined in equations (49) and (50) and the perturbation
velocities u caused by the presence of filiform hairs. Cummins et al. [15] approximate
the perturbation velocities by using the method of regularized Stokeslets developed
by Cortez [12, 13], which is based on the steady Stokes equations
µ∇2 u = ∇p − G

(53)

∇·u=0

(54)

where G is an applied force. These equations arise when the ratio of inertial forces to
viscous forces in the fluid is small, so that the inertial term of the full Navier-Stokes
equations may be neglected. This ratio is called the Reynolds number and has the
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form Re = U L/ν, where U and L are typical velocity and length scales respectively of
the system of interest. The method of regularized Stokeslets approximates an applied
point force at x0 ,
G = Fδ(|x0 − x|)

(55)

by symmetrically spreading all or most of the point force over a small sphere of radius
. using a radially symmetric cutoff function φ! . Thus (55) becomes
G = Fφ! (|x0 − x|)
where the point force F acts as the magnitude of the associated blob function φ! . This
regularization returns nonsingular solutions when point forces are distributed along
a curve in 3D space. Therefore the method is desirable for use in the cercal system,
where the filiform hairs approximate line segments projecting from a cylinder since
the hairs have diameters two orders of magnitude smaller than the cercal diameter
(5 µm versus 500 µm on average [49]).
Calculating the perturbation velocities using the steady Stokes equations is partially justified by the low Reynolds number of the air flow around filiform hairs (between 10−4 and 10−2 for freestream air speeds of 1 mm/s to 10 cm/s). However, this
method ignores the time dependent aspects of the oscillatory fluid flow. A more accurate approximation for oscillating air flow would be the unsteady Stokes equations,
which do account for time-dependent flow. However, within a viscous penetration
length of Lv = ν/ω, the solutions to the steady and unsteady Stokes equations are
approximately equal [55]. For points of interest that are separated by a distance s
greater than Lv , unsteady effects may be significant.
After solving for p in terms of Fφ! using the continuity equation (54), (53) may
be written as a matrix equation
U = MF

(56)
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where F is an m × 3 concatenation of point forces at a set of m points P and U
is an n × 3 concatenation of the resultant velocities at a set of n points Q. M is a
linear transformation between point forces and velocities (an n × m matrix) that is
constructed from the solution to the steady Stokes equations, the blob function φ! ,
and the pairwise distances between P and Q. Since the points of interest can move
between time steps, M is updated at each time step, along with the point forces F.
The matrix M simultaneously regularizes the point forces F and transforms them
into the desired velocity field. Provided that M is invertible, one can perform the
inverse operation to recover the point forces F needed at points P to produce the
velocity field U at points Q.
F = M −1 U

(57)

Using (56) and (57), Cummins et al. [15] calculate three perturbation forces that
occur due to the presence of hairs, FIRS , Fbc , and Fcon . FIRS are the dynamic resistive
forces induced by a linear pendulum model of hair movement. These are point forces
on the discretized hair that correspond to a resistive torque of I θ̈ + Rθ̇ + Sθ along the
solid hair, where θ denotes the angular position of the hair as a function of time and
input stimulus. Details of the calculation, including the determination of parameters
I, R, and S from hair length, are given in [15]. Fbc are the forces that ensure a no-slip
boundary condition at the surface of the cercus in the presence of hairs and Fcon are
the forces that ensure a no-slip condition at the hair surfaces. Fbc are calculated on a
discretized finite segment of cylinder of diameter D, length (, and angular extent or
“width” a. This saves significant computational time, while still considering the effect
of the cercal no-slip condition on the perturbed boundary layer. UIRS = M1 FIRS ,
Ubc = M2 Fbc , and Ucon = M1 Fcon are the corresponding induced velocities at the hair,
so that U = UIRS + Ubc + Ucon is the total perturbation velocity in concatenated form
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at some time t. (Note that M1 transforms applied forces located at the discretized
hairs into a velocity field at points of interest, and M2 transforms forces at the cercus
into a velocity field.) At a fixed time t and set of points P, (52) becomes
V = Ub + U = Ub + UIRS + Ubc + Ucon

(58)

where all of the terms are concatenations of velocity vectors at the points in P.
The perturbation velocities caused by the no-slip conditions along the cercus and
hairs are dependent on each other. The no-slip condition on the cercus is perfectly
fulfilled by considering all the non-zero velocities along its surface and imposing forces,
Fbc , along the cercus that negate these nonphysical velocities. These forces Fbc also
induce velocities Ubc at the hairs. But the nonzero velocities on the cercus are determined by the entire perturbed boundary layer near the cercus, which includes Ucon .
Ucon in turn is calculated from Fcon , which is also dependent on the entire perturbed
boundary layer near the hairs, and so is likewise dependent on Ubc . Let Pc be the set of
discretization points approximating the cercus and Ph the set of discretization points
approximating the filiform hairs. Then using (56) and (57), the mutual dependence
of Ubc and Ucon can be more succinctly written
Ubc = M2 Fbc = M2 M3−1 V (Pc )
#
$
(P )
(P )
(P )
(Pc )
⇒ Ubc = M2 M3−1 Ub c + UIRSc + Ubc c + Ucon

⇒ Ucon

(59)

)
*
Ucon = M1 Fcon = M1 M4−1 V (Ph ) − Ul
#
$
(P )
(P )
(P )
(Ph )
= M1 M4−1 Ub h + UIRSh + Ubc h + Ucon
− Ul

where Ul is a concatenation of the linear velocities along a filiform hair at time t, and
V (Pc ) and V (Ph ) are concatenations of the perturbed boundary layer at the cercus and
filiform hairs respectively, also at time t. M3 converts forces on the cercus to velocities
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Ub + UIRS

Fbc

Fcon

Ubc

Ucon

V = Ub + UIRS + Ubc + Ucon

Figure 15: Flowchart of the first order approximation of the perturbed boundary
layer. At each instant in time, both Fbc and Fcon are computed from Ub + UIRS (the
unperturbed boundary layer and the dynamic resistive velocities) alone. Fbc and Fcon
in turn independently give rise to Ubc and Ucon respectively, which are needed for the
calculation of the perturbed boundary layer, V.
on the cerus, and M4 transforms forces along each hair to velocities along the same
(k)

hair (i.e., each filiform hair can have a different M4 ). Additionally, Ucon := Ucon at
(j)

hair k is calculated from Fcon for j 1= k, otherwise hair k experiences no driving force
from the air.
Originally, Cummins et al. [15] resolved this interdependency by imposing the
first order assumption that Ubc and Ucon are functions solely of Ub + UIRS (see Fig.
15). However, this leads to significant error in the no-slip boundary conditions for
both the cercus and hairs. To visualize this error, consider the fluid parcels at evenlyspaced positions extending upward from the cercus in a straight line to a height of
2 mm, about the height of the very longest filiform hairs on the cercus. At each
time during one period of air motion, the unperturbed and perturbed boundary layer
velocities at these points can be calculated and the magnitudes of the velocities can
be graphed against vertical height (see Figs. 16 and 17). In the case of the perturbed
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Figure 16: The velocities that result from a freestream air flow of 5 cm/s and 50 hz
at time t = 7π. The x-axis is the velocity component along the cercus (horizontal
velocity component) in cm/s. The y-axis is the vertical position of the fluid parcel
above the origin, which is located on the surface of the cercus. Vertical velocity
components are scaled by 1/25 to fit on the graph. Open circles: the boundary layer
along the cercus in the absence of hairs. Open diamonds: the boundary layer in the
presence of a 700 µm hair rooted at the origin. Filled dots: the linear velocity of the
hair.
boundary layer, there can be vertical as well as horizontal velocity components, and
so it is useful to draw the velocity vector at each of the points stacked vertically
above the cercus and appropriately scaled to fit on the graph. In Figs. 16 and 17, the
unperturbed boundary layer caused by a freestream air velocity with U0 = 5 cm/s and
frequency 50 Hz is represented by open circles. The perturbed boundary layer caused
by the presence of a 700 µm hair in the same freestream air flow is represented by
line segments terminating in open diamonds that correspond to the velocity vectors
at the given vertical positions. The linear velocity of the moving hair is represented
by filled dots. The hair’s preferred plane of motion is aligned with the direction of
air flow; other hair parameters are calculated from hair length as in [15]. The hair is
centered on a section of cercus with D = 500 µm, ( = 200 µm, and a = π/2. The
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Figure 17: The velocities that result from a freestream air flow of 5 cm/s at 50 hz at
time t = 15π/2. See Fig. 16 for key.
cercus is discretized with a spacing of dc = 40 µm between points, and the hair is
discretized with a spacing of dh = 10 µm.
The no-slip condition along the hair requires that at time t = kπ, for k an integer,
the linear velocity of the hair and the perturbed boundary layer should coincide along
the length of the hair, because the hair is passing through its vertical position and
so is aligned with the fluid points where the perturbed boundary layer is measured.
In Fig. 16, t = 7π and there is a good match between the perturbed boundary layer
and the linear velocity of the hair. In Fig. 17, t = 15π/2. At that time, the no-slip
conditions only require that the perturbed boundary layer match the linear velocity
of the hair close to the base of the hair, where the hair is nearly coincident with the
vertical fluid parcels above the cercus, and that the velocity at the cercus is zero.
Both of these conditions fail to be satisfied in Fig. 17.
Model Refinement
To avoid the errors introduced by the first order approximation of independence,
we present a method of iterative refinement during the calculation of the perturbed
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Ub + UIRS

Fbc

Ubc

return Ubc

Fcon

Ucon

V = Ub + UIRS + Ubc + Ucon

Figure 18: Flowchart of the 0-iteration approximation of the perturbed boundary
layer. This is the new approximation for the model. The change from Fig. 15 is only
that Fcon is now dependent on Ubc .
(0)

boundary layer (see Figs. 18 and 19). We first impose that Ucon := Ucon depends
(0)

on Ubc := Ubc . This is the 0-th iteration of the method (Fig. 18). The procedure
is naturally extended by considering the error returned by the 0-th iteration, which
(0,cerc)

is in the form of a nonzero velocity field Ucon

(0)

= M5 Fcon on the cercus, where

M5 denotes the transformation of forces at the hairs into velocities at the cercus.
(1)

In the first iteration, this error is used to calculate the new forces Fbc that ensure
the no-slip boundary condition on the surface. Following the notation in (59), these
(1)

(1)

forces in turn induce a velocity Ubc = M2 Fbc along the hairs, which must be negated
(1)

in order to maintain the no-slip condition. So there is a correction velocity Ucon =
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Ub + UIRS

if i = 0

True

False

pass

(i)

Fbc

True

(i)

Ubc

True

(i)

return Ubc

(i)
Fcon

(i,cerc)
Ucon

(i)
Ucon

(i)
return Ucon

if i < n

False

V = Ub + UIRS +

!n

i=0

(i)

(i)
Ubc + Ucon

Figure 19: Flowchart of iterative refinement method for the perturbed boundary
layer. This figure is an extension of Fig. 18. At each of i = 0 ... n − 1 iterations, an
(i,cerc)
error term, Ucon , is generated. This error term is used to calculate 2 correction
(i+1)
(i+1)
terms Ubc
and Ucon . The sum of these correction terms is used in the calculation
of the perturbed boundary layer, V.
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Figure 20: Model performance over variable numbers of iterations: the maximal
velocity on the cercus over the course of 3 periods of air flow divided by the maximal
freestream velocity (5 cm/s) versus the number of correction iterations. Results for a
single hair of length 700 µm in an oscillating freestream air flow of various frequencies
(indicated in the legend). See text for discretization scheme.
(1)

(1)

(1,cerc)

M1 Fcon = M1 M4−1 Ubc , but also another error term, Ucon

(1)

= M5 Fcon . Subsequent
(i,cerc)

iterations take the resultant nonzero velocity field at the cercus, Ucon
(i+1)

adjustments to the perturbed boundary layer about the hairs, Ubc

, and add

(i+1)

+ Ucon , so that

the approximate velocity field after n iterations is
V = Ub + UIRS +
(see Fig. 19).

n #
&
i=0

(i)

(i)
Ubc + Ucon

$

Figures 20 and 21 track the performance of the method for a 700 µm hair aligned
with the air flow from 0 to 10 iterations. The hair is centered on a cylindrical section
with D = 500 µm, ( = 200 µm, a = π/2, dc = 25 µm, and dh = 10 µm. Other hair
parameters are calculated from hair length as in [15]. Figure 20 plots the maximum
nonzero velocity on the cercus divided by the maximum freestream velocity U0 against
the number of iterations. Because the hair response exhibits a transient when the
air motion first begins from rest, the initial 3 periods of a 6-period simulation were
discarded before recovering the maximum nonzero cercal velocity. If the transient is
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Figure 21: Model performance over variable numbers of iterations: the amplitude
of the sine wave response of the hair in degrees versus the number of correction
iterations. See Fig. 20 and text for parameters.
included, the largest change is at 50 Hz where the 0-iteration value is 0.03 higher than
shown, but the longer-term behavior is similar for all tested frequencies. The method
converges rapidly, with the maximum cercal velocities < 0.01 times the freestream
velocity for ≥ 3 iterations. Ideally this velocity is zero under all conditions, but rapid
convergence is the next best case.
A linear pendulum forced by a sine wave will respond as a sine wave with the same
frequency, although with a different amplitude and phase provided that the spring and
torsional resistance coefficients (S and R respectively) are nonzero. So the response
of a filiform hair to a particular stimulus can be fully characterized by two constants:
an amplitude and a phase. Figure 21 presents the effect of additional iterations on
the maximal hair excursion, or the amplitude of the sinusoidal hair response. Here
the rapid convergence is even more dramatic, with almost no change after only two or
three iterations. The relative error between the zero and first iterations is < 0.009 for
all shown frequencies. The same set of simulations was performed with two 300 µm
hairs (data not shown) separated by 40 µm on a 140 µm section of cercus. All other
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Figure 22: The velocities that result from a freestream air flow of 5 cm/s at 50 hz at
time 15π/2 using the 0-iteration method described in the text. See Fig. 16 for key.
parameters are the same as in the single hair simulation except those that depend on
hair length. In this case, the convergence of the method is slower and the difference
between the maximal hair excursion at different iterations is slightly higher, with a
relative error of ≤ 0.011 between the zero and first iterations for all frequencies.
The cost of this method is a linear increase in run-time with respect to iteration
number (data not shown). Since the eventual goal is to model the entire cercus,
we seek a compromise between precision and execution time. Given that the largest
effect on the hair amplitude occurs between the zero and first iterations and is of order
10−2 , we have chosen to implement the method with 0 iterations, hereafter known
as the 0-iteration method. Figure 22 shows the improved perturbed boundary layer
calculated by the zero iteration method at time t = 15π/2 using the same parameters
and symbols as in Figs. 16 and 17. The perturbed boundary layer acts as expected:
the cercal velocity is approximately zero, and the perturbed boundary layer matches
the linear velocity of the hair near the hair base. At time t = 7π (data not shown),
the no-slip condition along the hair is better satisfied than in Fig. 16 (the error is
ten times less at a position 20 µm above the cercus) in exchange for a higher nonzero
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cercal velocity (the error is nearly four times higher on the cercus). These simulations
indicate that hair motion is more profoundly affected by errors in the no-slip condition
along the hair than by nonzero velocities on the cercal surface.
Improved Predictions
The new approximation requires a second look at the simulations in Cummins
et al. [15] that predict the behavior of a small group of short hairs on the cercus.
Figures 13 and 14 correspond to Figures 7, 8.A, and 8.B from [15]. The simulation
consists of seven hairs with lengths from 100 to 400 µm arranged in a cluster with an
inter-hair distance of 40 µm (see Fig. 13) and stimulated by sinusoidal air currents
of amplitude U0 = 5 cm/s and frequencies from 2 to 200 Hz. The group of hairs
is centered on a section of cylinder with D = 500 µm, ( = 180 µm, a = 2π/3,
dc = 25 µm, and dh = 10 µm (other hair parameters are calculated from hair length
as in [15]). In order to quantify the difference between hair responses in solitary and
clustered situations, each hair was simulated alone under the same conditions as when
it was in the group. The results were analyzed using the measure κ introduced by
Bathellier et al. [6],
κ=

θref − θ
θref

(60)

where θref is the amplitude of the hair’s sinusoidal response under solitary conditions,
and θ is the hair response when in the cluster. κ = 1 implies that the presence of
other hairs causes the hair of interest to become stationary and κ = 0 implies that
the other hairs have no effect at all. Figure 14.A plots κ against frequency for each
of the hairs in the group. The hairs are identified in pairs that are roughly analogous
in position and length (see Fig. 13), and these pairs show parallel responses over the
frequency range. Figure 14.B plots the phase difference between the solitary response
and the group response for each hair. These original figures predict that hairs in a
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Figure 23: Change in hair response when individual hairs are simulated in a group: the
coupling coefficient κ introduced in equation (60) vs frequency using the 0-iteration
procedure described in the text. See text for simulation parameters.
closely-packed group can experience near standstill at low frequencies (Fig. 14.A),
and that phase shifts as large as π can occur (Fig. 14.B).
Figures 23 and 24 present the results of an identical simulation, except that the 0iteration method of calculating the perturbed boundary layer replaces the first-order
approximation. The results are quite different. Although the hairs are still profoundly
affected by their neighbors, no hairs experience near standstill conditions (Fig. 23),
and the phase differences do not exceed 20◦ (Fig. 24). As in [15], phase differences
of 4.5◦ are likely numerical artifacts, so the jaggedness in Fig. 24 should be ignored.
Interestingly, hairs that are analogously placed within the group and are of similar
length still show a roughly parallel response in amplitude, even though the absolute
responses changed for all hairs except for the 100 µm hair in the center of the group.
Future Directions
Although the iterative refinement presented in this paper is a significant improvement on the previously introduced model, we are currently implementing further
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Figure 24: Change in hair response when individual hairs are simulated in a group:
the difference in phase shift (degrees) between isolated and grouped hairs as a function
of frequency using the 0-iteration procedure described in the text. See text for the
simulation parameters.
modifications that will improve both the accuracy and transparency of this method.
First of all, the quasi-steady assumption that we invoke in order to calculate the
perturbation velocity field is only valid at low frequencies over short distances. With
the help of our collaborators, we are developing a method of regularized unsteady
Stokeslets that will account for the time-dependent effects of oscillatory flow, and
therefore expand the accurate range of our predictions. Additionally, the iterative refinement introduced in this paper was a necessary consequence of the circular nature
of our method, in which θ, θ̇, and θ̈ are used calculate the perturbation velocity field
that affects their own movement. This argument can be substantially simplified by
using (57) to directly calculate the torque on the hair given the background flow and
the linear velocities along the hairs. This modification, currently under development,
will reduce computation time and mathematical complexity.
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Conclusions
Modeling the viscous coupling between small filaments acting at low Reynolds
numbers is necessary to understand their function and mechanism of operation [10].
Such an understanding of biological systems can improve and inspire the design of
micro-sensors [41]. To forward this goal, it is imperative to create an accurate model of
the fluid-mediated interactions between small structures that is computationally efficient, so that it may be scaled up to simulate biologically accurate arrays of filaments.
Our work is a step toward the construction of a viable simulation of the mechanical
portion of the cercal system, which will enable the exploration of biological optimality
in the cricket’s near-field velocity sensor.
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REGULARIZED UNSTEADY STOKESLET MODEL

Regularized Unsteady Stokeslets

In order to overcome the limitations that are present in the first model, we decided
to extend the method of regularized Stokeslets to the unsteady case. The following
derivation was developed by Bree Cummins, Ricardo Cortez, and Douglas Varela, and
is based on the methods of steady and unsteady Stokeslets and regularized steady
Stokeslets introduced in Chapter 2.
Recall the form of the unsteady Stokes equations driven by a single point force
(19), which we rewrite here for clarity:
)

*
1
1
∆ − α2 I u = ∇p − Fδ(x − x0 ), ∇ · u = 0.
µ
µ

We introduce a blob function ψ! (to be distinguished from the steady blob φ! ) to
regularize the δ distribution. Taking the divergence of the equation and rewriting
pressure in terms of the forcing, we obtain
(∆ − α2 I)u =

1
F · (∇∇ − ∆I)G! ,
µ

where G! is the solution to the equation ∆G! = ψ! with a vanishing boundary condition at infinity. Substituting in the biharmonic function, (∆ − α2 I)B! = G! , we
obtain
u=

1
F · (∇∇ − ∆I) B!
µ

(61)

as in the regularized steady Stokeslets case (20). The only difference is in the choice
of ψ! and the solution method for B! .
For any α, given that B! is a radial function of r = |x − x0 | equation (61) reduces
to
u(x) =

1
(F H1 (r) + (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 ) H2 (r))
µ
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where the functions
H1 (r) = −

rB!'' + B!'
,
r

H2 (r) =

rB!'' − B!'
r3

contain the regularization. To see this, refer back to the derivatives in (17) and
calculate
∇B! = B!' ∇r = B!'

x − x0
.
r

Now we manipulate the first term in equation (61):
F · ∇∇B! = (F · ∇)∇B!

x − x0
r
x − x0 x − x0
'
B! (F · ∇)
+
(F · ∇)B!'
r
r
!
"
1
x − x0
x − x0
1
'
B! F ·
∇(x − x0 ) + (x − x0 )∇
+
F · B!''
r
r
r
r
!
"
T
B!''
1
(x − x0 )(x − x0 )
B!' F ·
I−
+
(F
·
(x
−
x
))(x
−
x
)
0
0
r
r3
r2
!
"
F (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 )
B!''
B!'
−
+
(F
·
(x
−
x
))(x
−
x
)
0
0
r
r3
r2
!
"
'
''
'
B
B!
B
F ! + (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 )
− 3!
2
r
r
r
'
''
B!
rB! − B!'
F
+ (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 )
r
r3

= (F · ∇)B!'
=
=
=
=
=
=

where the superscript T denotes transpose and xxT is a 3 × 3 matrix.
The second term in equation (61), −F∆B! , can be calculated using the Laplacian
in spherical coordinates
−F∆B! = −F

!

2 '
B! + B!''
r

"

−2B!' − rB!''
=F
.
r
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So altogether we have
1
((F · ∇)∇B! − F ∆B! )
µ
!
"
1
B!'
rB!'' − B!'
−2B!' − rB!''
=
F
+ (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 )
+F
µ
r
r3
r
!
"
''
'
''
'
1
−rB! − B!
rB − B
=
F
+ (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 ) ! 3 !
µ
r
r
1
=
(F H1 (r) + (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 ) H2 (r))
(62)
µ

u(x) =

as above.
The derivation of a regularized unsteady Stokeslet requires that we first select
a blob ψ! (r), then find the regularized Green’s function G! by solving ∆G! = ψ! ,
which is equivalent to rG''! + 2G'! = rψ! . Then we solve for the modified biharmonic
function B! and form the regularizing functions H1 (r) and H2 (r). Solving for G! is
straightforward, but solving for B! is tricky, and it is useful to know what constraints
are required on ψ! in order to ensure a closed form for B! . Therefore we explore the
equation (∆ − α2 )B! = G! before choosing a specific function ψ! .
Solving for B!
The radial symmetry of B! allows the modified biharmonic equation to be rewritten as an ordinary differential equation:
(∆ − α2 )B! =
=
=
=
=

1 d 2d
r
B! − α2 B!
2
r dr dr
1 d 2 '
r B! − α2 B!
r2 dr
2 '
B + B!'' − α2 B!
r !
1
(2B!' + rB!'' ) − α2 B!
r
1
(rB! )'' − α2 B!
r

= G! .

(63)
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By taking Y (r) = rB! , we rewrite (63) as
Y '' − α2 Y = rG! .
The homogeneous solution is YH (r) = A1 eαr + A2 e−αr , and the particular solution
can be found by defining Y (r) = V (r)eαr . Then
Y ' (r) = (V ' + αV )eαr ,

Y '' (r) = (V '' + 2αV ' + α2 V )eαr

and
Y '' − α2 Y = (V '' + 2αV ' )eαr = rG! ,
which may be rewritten as
(V ' e2αr )' = rG! eαr .
Using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus twice, we find
'

2αr

V (r)e

'

= V (0) +

%

r

x G! (x) eαx dx

0

and

% r
% z
1 − e−2αr
−2αz
V (r) − V (0) = V (0)
+
e
x G! (x) eαx dx dz.
2α
0
0
7z
Now we integrate by parts. Let u = 0 xG! (x)eαx dx and let dv = e−2αz dz. Then we
'

have

%
8z=r % r e−2αz
1 − e−2αr e−2αz z
8
αx
V (r) = V (0) + V (0)
−
xG! (x)e dx8
−
zG! (z)eαz dz
2α
2α 0
−2α
z=0
% 0r
−2αr
−2αr % r
1
−
e
e
1
= V (0) + V ' (0)
−
xG! (x)eαx dx +
xG! (x)e−αx dx,
2α
2α 0
2α 0
'
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where the dummy variable z was replaced by x in the second integral. The solution
of equation (63) is rB! = A1 eαr + A2 e−αr + V (r)eαr , so we have
rB! (r) = A1 eαr + A2 e−αr
!
"
1 − e−2αr
αr
'
+ e
V (0) + V (0)
2α
"
! −2αr % r
% r
1
e
αx
−αx
αr
x G! (x) e dx +
x G! (x) e
dx
− e
2α 0
2α 0
!
"
!
"
V ' (0) αr
V ' (0) −αr
=
A1 + V (0) +
e + A2 −
e
2α
2α
%
%
e−αr r
eαr r
αx
−
x G! (x) e dx +
x G! (x) e−αx dx.
2α 0
2α 0
Replacing the complicated constants in front of eαr and e−αr with C1 and C2 and
dividing by r, we obtain
eαr
e−αr e−αr
B! (r) = C1
+ C2
−
r
r
2αr

%

0

r
αx

x G! (x) e

eαr
dx +
2αr

%

r

x G! (x) e−αx dx. (64)

0

Notice that if G! has a negative exponential in r as a factor, G! (r) = B(r)e−Ar ,
then both integral terms will vanish as r → ∞. In that case, C1 eαr /r is the only
unbounded term as r → ∞, since α = iω/ν = (1 + i) ω/2ν; thus we set C1 = 0.
C2 is then chosen to ensure that B! is bounded as r → 0.
A Specific Blob Function
The required properties of ψ! (r) are that its total volume integral is 1, it is smooth,
and it decays sufficiently fast as r → ∞. Additionally, we would like an exponential
form for ease of computation of the integrals related to B! in (64), and we would like
the derivative of the blob function to be zero at r = 0. By considering the generic
form of a quadratic multiplied by a negative exponential,
ψ! (r) =

!

r
r2
a0 + a1 + a2 2
.
.

"

e−r/! ,
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and fitting the constants to meet the requirements above, we arrive at the function
ψ! (r) =

(r + 2.)2 −r/!
e
.
224π.5

(65)

To simplify the notation, we write z = r/. and
ψ! (z) =

(z + 2)2 −z
e .
224π.3

To find the regularized Green’s function, we solve
rG''! + 2G'! = rψ! (r)
which gives
(z + 4)(z 2 + 6z + 14)e−z − 56
G! (z) =
224π.z
using

TM

Maple

10

(Maplesoft,

a

division

of

Waterloo

Maple

Inc.,

http://www.maplesoft.com). Note that G! is regular at the origin since a series expansion about z = 0 yields
G! (z) = −

9
+ O(z 2 ).
112π.

The next step is to find B! by substituting the Green’s function into equation (64).
This gives
B! (z) =
−

1 (1 − e−z )
(σ 2 − 7)
(e−σz − e−z )
+
4πσα
z
28πσα(σ 2 − 1)4
z
9
σe−z
2(5σ 2 − 8)
2(19σ 4 − 55σ 2 + 48) :
2
z
+
z
+
224πα(σ 2 − 1)
(σ 2 − 1)
(σ 2 − 1)2
TM

where σ = α. and we again utilized Maple

to find this solution. Returning to the

coordinate r = .z and noting that σz = αr, we can write
) −αr
*
e
− e−r/!
1 (1 − e−r/! )
(α2 .2 − 7)
B! (r) =
+
4πα2
r
28πα2 (α2 .2 − 1)4
r
−

9 r2 2(5α2 .2 − 8) r 2(19α4 .4 − 55α2 .2 + 48) :
.e−r/!
+
+
224π(α2 .2 − 1) .2
(α2 .2 − 1) .
(α2 .2 − 1)2
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where one can see that for fixed α and r,
lim B! (r) =
!→0

1 − e−αr
,
4πα2 r

which is the result for an oscillating point force [54]. Although we don’t show the
limit, the function B! is also regular at r = 0.
Formulation for Multiple Point Forces
Using Maple

TM

, we calculate the functions H1 and H2 from the derivatives of B! (r)

(not shown) thus expressing the velocity due to the point force as in equation (62):
u(x)eiωt =

eiωt
(F H1 (r) + (F · (x − x0 ))(x − x0 ) H2 (r)).
µ

The right-hand side may be written as a matrix operation
u(x)eiωt =

eiωt
MF,
µ

(66)

where the unsteady Stokeslet matrix M acting on the forcing is given by


2

 H1 (r)+(x1 −x0,1 ) H2 (r)

M := 
(x2 −x0,2 )(x1 −x0,1 ) H2 (r)


(x3 −x0,3 )(x1 −x0,1 ) H2 (r)

(x1 −x0,1 )(x2 −x0,2 ) H2 (r)

(x1 −x0,1 )(x3 −x0,3 ) H2 (r)

H1 (r)+(x2 −x0,2 )2 H2 (r)

(x2 −x0,2 )(x3 −x0,3 )

(x3 −x0,3 )(x2 −x0,2 ) H2 (r)

H1 (r)+(x3 −x0,3 )2 H2 (r)




H2 (r)


(67)

where xk is the k-th component of x and x0,k is the k-th component of the pole x0 .
The matrix formulation is easily generalized to the case of n point forces Fn with
poles at xn . We first concatenate the point forces one on top of the other, then build
the multiple pole unsteady Stokeslet matrix M in

M B12 . . .
 1

 B21 M2 . . .

M :=  .
..
..
 .
.
.
 .

Bn1 Bn2 . . .

a block-wise manner:

B1n


B2n 

.. 

. 

Mn

(68)
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where Mp is the unsteady Stokeslet matrix associated with the force Fp at the pole
xp as defined in (67). The off-diagonal blocks Bpq capture the interaction between Fp
and Fq by

Bpq



(x1 −xp,1 )(x1 −xq,1 )

:= H2 (r) 
(x2 −xp,2 )(x1 −xq,1 )

(x3 −xp,3 )(x1 −xq,1 )

(x1 −xp,1 )(x2 −xq,2 )
(x2 −xp,2 )(x2 −xq,2 )
(x3 −xp,3 )(x2 −xq,2 )

where r = |x − xp | and I is the identity matrix.

(x1 −xp,1 )(x3 −xq,3 )






(x2 −xp,2 )(x3 −xq,3 ) + H1 (r)I

(x3 −xp,3 )(x3 −xq,3 )

We use this unsteady Stokeslet matrix to find an approximate solution to the
coupled system (13). In the process, we perform a train of transformations very
similar to that shown in the derivation of regularized unsteady Stokeslets, suitably
modified to accommodate line integrals.
Regularized Coupled Equations of Hair and Air Motion

We replace the Dirac-δ distribution in (13) with the blob function ψ! in (65) to
write the final system of equations that we will solve in the next two sections:
Ik θ̈k (t) + Rk θ̇k (t) + Sk θk (t) = −
ρ

∂v
∂t

%

Lk

(srk × f (srk + bk , t)) · nk ds

0

= µ∆v − ∇pv
N % Lk
&
+
f (srk + bk , t)ψ! (|x − srk − bk |) ds
k=1

0

∇·v = 0

v(srk + bk , t) = sθ̇k (t)hk − ub (srk + bk , t)
v(x, t) → 0 as |x| →∞
v(x, t) = 0 on the cylinder.

(69)
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Because we have a linear system driven by a sinusoidal stimulus, we assume sinusoidal
solutions of the same frequency {v(x, t) = v(x)eiωt , θk (t) = Ak eiωt }, where Ak are
complex numbers encoding the magnitude and phase response of hair motion. The
torque equation in (69) then implies that the forcing in the unsteady Stokes equations
is ω-periodic as well:
% Lk
−
(srk × f (srk + bk , t)) · nk ds = Ik θ̈k (t) + Rk θ̇k (t) + Sk θk (t)
0
)
*
= Ak −ω 2 Ik + iωRk + Sk eiωt
⇒ f (srk + bk , t) ≡ f (srk + bk )eiωt .

We substitute these ω-periodic functions into our system of equations and employ the
method of regularized unsteady Stokeslets derived in the previous section to solve for
the velocity field. This approach leads to a consistent solution set provided we solve
a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind.
It is more convenient to replace the zero boundary condition on the cylinder for
the perturbation field v by a set of constraints. To do this we define a set of new forces
that enforce the no-slip boundary condition. Let C be the domain consisting of all
7
the points on the cylinder’s surface. Let { R3 f (x, t)δ(|x − c|)dx : c ∈ C} denote the

set of forces on the cylindrical cercus that enforce the zero boundary condition. These
unknown forces constitute an extension of the force distribution already acting on the
fluid due to the presence of the hairs. Computing this extended force distribution
will be an intermediate step on the way to finding a solution to (69). The new forces
are incorporated into the velocity equation as follows:
%
N % Lk
&
∂v
= µ∆v−∇pv +
f (srk +bk , t)ψ! (|x−srk −bk |) ds+ f (c, t)δ(|x−c|) dc.
ρ
∂t
0
C
k=1
(70)
We perform the same regularization as before by replacing δ(|x − c|) with ψ! (|x − c|)
and we postulate that these new forces are also ω-periodic. Then inserting functions of
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the form v(x, t) = v(x)eiωt , θk (t) = Ak eiωt , and f (x, t) = f (x)eiωt into the combination
of (69) and (70), we have
)

2

*

iωt

%

Lk

(srk × f (srk + bk )eiωt ) · nk ds
0
%
iωt
iωt
ρiωe v(x) = µe ∆v(x) − ∇pv +
f (c)eiωt ψ! (|x − c|) dc

Ak −ω Ik + iωRk + Sk e

= −

N % Lk
&

+

k=1

iωt

∇ · v(x)e

0

C

f (srk + bk )eiωt ψ! (|x − srk − bk |) ds

= 0

v(srk + bk )eiωt = iωsAk eiωt hk − ub (srk + bk )eiωt
v(c)eiωt = 0, c ∈ C
v(x)eiωt → 0 as |x| →∞ .

(71)

At this point, it would be convenient to have a more compact representation of
the second equation in (71). Let D be the finite domain consisting of the hairs and
the cylinder substrate:
D :=

N
A

k=1

{x = srk + bk | s ∈ [0, Lk ]} ∪{ x ∈ C}.

Extend each function f (srk + bk ) to be 0 on {D\hair k} and extend f (c) to be 0 in
D \ C. Then we may write the second equation in (71) as
%
iωt
iωt
iωt
ρiωe v(x) = µe ∆v(x) − ∇pv + e
f (z)ψ! (|x − z|) dz.

(72)

D

The only function in (72) that is not already assumed to be ω-periodic is the
pressure pv . However, it turns out that the pressure must also be ω-periodic, since it
is a specific function of the forcing term. To see this, we follow the same steps that
we did in the method of Stokeslets in Chapter 2. We start by taking the divergence
of (72) with respect to x:
iωt

∆pv = e

%

D

f (z) · ∇ψ! (|x − z|) dz,

(73)
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where we used the continuity equation, which is the third equation in (71). We now
make a short argument to justify passing the divergence operator under the integral
in (73) before proceeding with the main derivation. Equation (73) is only valid if f ψ!
and f · ∇ψ! are integrable over their respective finite limits of integration. A sufficient
condition for this to occur is that f , ψ! , and ∇ψ! are square integrable over D. From
(65), we see that ψ! and its derivatives are continuous and bounded (the bound will
vary between the function and its derivatives), so that ψ! and its derivatives are
square integrable over any finite domain in R3 . So if we seek only square-integrable
force distributions, f (z) ∈ L2 (D), then we may freely exchange integral signs and
derivative operators for any product of forces and derivatives of the blob function.
This assumption of square-integrability is physically motivated. The torque equation in (69) ensures that the product sf (srk + bk ) is integrable on [0, Lk ], implying
that the only possible singularity of f (srk + bk ) occurs as s → 0. However the forcing
on the hair comes from the driving flow ub , which is zero at the cylinder. There will
be some scattering of energy off of the hairs, but it should not be enough for either
f (srk + bk ) or f (c) to increase without bound. Thus it is reasonable to assume that
the force distributions are square integrable over D.
We now continue with our main derivation. By allowing G! to be the radially
symmetric solution to ∆G! = ψ! that was calculated in the previous section, we may
write (73) as
iωt

pv = e

%

D

f (z) · ∇G! (|x − z|) dz,

(74)

where we used the smoothness of ψ! to exchange derivatives. Equation (74) shows
that the pressure gradient in the unsteady Stokes equations is also ω-periodic. We
substitute (74) into (72), divide both sides of the equation by eiωt , and rearrange
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terms to find
!

iω
∆−
ν

"

1
v(x) =
µ

!

∇

%

D

f (z) · ∇G! (|x − z|) dz −

%

D

"
f (z)ψ! (|x − z|) dz ,

which may be written yet more compactly as
!

iω
∆−
ν

"

"
!%
%
1
(f (z) · ∇) ∇G! (|x − z|) dz −
f (z)∆G! (|x − z|) dz
v(x) =
µ
D
D
%
1
=
(∇∇ − ∆I) G! (|x − z|)f (z) dz,
µ D

where I is the appropriately sized identity matrix. The operator ∇∇ − ∆I is the
Hessian matrix less the diagonal, so (∇∇ − ∆I) G! (|x − x0 |) is a matrix operator that
acts on f (x0 ), returning a vector-valued function.
We now insert the biharmonic function B! calculated in the previous section to
obtain
1
v(x) =
µ

%

D

(∇∇ − ∆I) B! (|x − z|)f (z) dz.

(75)

Combining (75) with the other equations in (71) divided by eiωt , we obtain the
following constrained system of equations:
)

2

Ak −ω Ik + iωRk + Sk

*

= −

v(x) =

1
µ

%

Lk

%0

D

(srk × f (srk + bk )) · nk ds
(∇∇ − ∆I) B! (|x − z|)f (z) dz

v(srk + bk ) = iωsAk hk − ub (srk + bk )
v(c) = 0, c ∈ C
v(x) → 0 as |x| →∞ ,

(76)

where the divergence equation has been removed since it was explicitly used to calculate the pressure. We also used the fact that ub (x, t) is ω-periodic (see equation
(8)). Equations (76) are a complete system that allow us to solve for Ak and v(x).
In fact given a set {f (z) | z ∈ D}, the second equation in (76) provides an explicit,
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unique, divergence-free solution v(x) for every x ∈ R3 . Additionally, v(x) will vanish
as |x| →∞ because the hairs and cylinder comprise a finite domain. To see this,
note that B! (|x − z|) → 0 as |x − z| →∞ implies that the derivatives of B! also have
a zero limit at infinity. Thus the forces f (z) are given smaller and smaller weights as
x travels farther from the cercus, leading to a smaller and smaller velocity v(x).
In order to find the hair motion solutions Ak and the intermediary force distributions f (srk +bk ) and f (c) consistent with the velocity constraints and torque equation
in (76), we combine the second, third, and fourth equations in (76). Together with
the torque equation, we have the set of equations that will allow us to solve for the
hair motion:
)

2

Ak −ω Ik + iωRk + Sk

*

= −

1
iωsAk hk − ub (srk + bk ) =
µ

%

Lk

0

%

D

(srk × f (srk + bk )) · nk ds
(∇∇ − ∆I) B! (|srk + bk − z|)f (z) dz,

∀ k = 1, . . . , N, s ∈ [0, Lk ]
%
1
0 =
(∇∇ − ∆I) B! (|c − z|)f (z) dz, ∀ c ∈ C. (77)
µ D
This is a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind with a convolution-type kernel.
In the next section, we present our numerical approach to this problem.
Numerical Solution Method

The numerical implementation of (77) follows immediately from discretizing in s
and c. Let {sj } denote the set of points representing the discretized length [0, L] and
let {cj } be the set of points representing the discretized cylinder. Additionally, let the
number of points representing the k-th hair be nk and the number of cercal points be
6
nc , so that the total number of points in the discretized domain is ntot := k nk + nc .
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Then equation (75) becomes a matrix equation,
v=

1
Mf
µ

(78)

similar to (66), where v and f are length 3ntot vectors representing the concatenation
of the velocities and forces respectively at each point in the domain, {sj rk + bk | k =
1, . . . , N } ∪{ cj }. The factor of 3 occurs because the force vector at each point in the
domain has three components. In order to express the unsteady Stokeslet matrix M
in equations (68) and (78) in convenient two dimensional format, we write each point
force as a column vector (of 3 elements) and then concatenate the forces into a single
long column vector. This causes the length dimensions of all the associated matrices
and vectors to be 3 times the number of points. So the unsteady Stokeslet matrix (or
discretized Fredholm kernel) M in (78) is a 3ntot × 3ntot matrix.
Using (78) we write the second and third equations in (77) as
iω Âw − ub =

1
Mf,
µ

(79)

where Â is a diagonal matrix containing Ak repeated 3nk times and 0 repeated 3nc
times. The quantity w is a vector with 3ntot elements consisting of sj hk for each hair
k followed by 3nc zeros. The vector ub ≡ ub (sj rk + bk ) is the same size as w and is
the discretized version of the boundary layer at each of the hair points, again followed
by zeros at the cercal points.
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Let wk be the block of w corresponding to the k-th hair; i.e.


 0 
 . 
 .. 






 0 




 s1 hk 


 . 

.
wk :=  . 
,




snk hk 




 0 


 . 
 .. 




0

where each element sj hk represents a column vector of length 3 since hk has three
components. Then (79) can be rewritten as
M f = iωµ

N
&
k=1

Ak wk − µub .

(80)

Now we return to the torque equation, the first equation in (77):
% L
) 2
*
Aj −ω Ij + iωRj + Sj = −
(srj × f (srj + bj )) · nj ds
0
% L
= −
s(nj × rj ) · f (srj + bj ) ds
0
% L
= −
shj · f (srj + bj ) ds.
0

The second line is simply a vector identity and the third line uses the fact that
hk = nk × rk as introduced in Chapter 2. After discretizing the integral, the righthand side becomes a dot product:
*
)
Aj −ω 2 Ij + iωRj + Sj = −wj · f .

(81)

We may solve the joint system (80) and (81) in two ways: we may either eliminate
f and solve for Ak , or we may eliminate Ak , solve for f , and then back-solve for Ak .
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We will use whichever method has the faster numerical implementation. We derive
both methods below, starting by eliminating f .
We denote pk and q to be the solutions to the following equations
M pk = wk
M q = ub ,

(82)

provided that M is nonsingular, and rewrite (80) as
f = iωµ

N
&
k=1

Ak pk − µq.

(83)

Now plug (83) into (81):
)

2

Aj −ω Ij + iωRj + Sj

*

= −iωµ

⇒ BA = b,

N
&
k=1

Ak wj · pk + µwj · q
(84)

where B is an N × N matrix with diagonal elements Bjj = −ω 2 Ij + iωRj + Sj +
iωµwj · pj and off-diagonal elements Bjk = iωµwj · pk , A is an N × 1 vector with Ak
as the k-th component, and b is an N × 1 vector with the k-th element as µwk · q.
This matrix equation may be solved using any standard method.
Suppose instead we wish to eliminate Ak . From equation (81), we write
Ak =

−wk · f
−ω 2 Ik + iωRk + Sk

and substitute it into (80):
N

&
1
−wk · f
M f + ub = iω
wk
2
µ
−ω Ik + iωRk + Sk
k=1
= −iω
= −iω

N
&
k=1
N
&
k=1

wk wkT
f
−ω 2 Ik + iωRk + Sk

Wk f ,

(85)
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where Wk is the 3ntot × 3ntot matrix wk wkT /(−ω 2 Ik + iωRk + Sk ) and the superscript
6
T denotes transpose. If we then let W := N
k=1 Wk , we have
!

1
M + iωW
µ

"

f = −ub ,

(86)

which may be solved using any standard method. Using these forces, the Ak may be
recovered from (85).
Although the first method where f is eliminated makes more intuitive sense, the algorithm is more costly since it requires the solution of N 3ntot ×3ntot matrix equations.
So instead we use the second method and explicitly calculate the force distribution
along each hair. This completes the solution of (69). The force distribution along the
hairs and cercus is determined from (86), and then the hair motion Ak is calculated
from f using (85). After finding Ak , the hair motion as a function of time is given
by either the real or imaginary part of Ak eiωt . The corresponding real or imaginary
part of the velocity field is recovered using the force distribution f . The total velocity
field is found by the summation u(x, t) = v(x)eiωt + ub (x, t), where the perturbation
velocity field v(x) is calculated from (78) and the boundary layer velocity ub (x, t) is
given in equation (8).
Limitations of the Model

There are at least three limitations of this solution method. First, we have implicitly assumed throughout the above derivation that the hairs are sufficiently separated
on the cercus to prevent overlap during their full range of motion. There is nothing
in the model to prevent non-physical overlap – two hair points existing at the same
point in space – and so the user must check for such situations when employing this
method.
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Additionally, the method of regularized unsteady Stokeslets requires that the
forces affecting the air flow must occur at fixed locations in space. We have chosen these points to occur at the resting position of the hair, since that is the average
position in sinusoidal flow. However the hairs actually move through space, and so
the true locations of the forces may be different from the chosen fixed locations used
in the computations. The differences will be most dramatic near the tip of long hairs,
and may be the largest source of inaccuracies in this technique.
Lastly, there is no expected limit as . → 0 for the regularized Stokeslet method.
The velocity field generated by forces along a line segment in R3 is singular [12, 54],
and so the solution v(x) is not expected to converge. That means we cannot expect
convergence for either the force distributions or the hair motion as . → 0. Under these
circumstances, it is necessary to fix a value of . and fit the mechanical parameters of
the socket, Rk and Sk , to hair motion data with this specific value of .. In fact, it is
necessary to perform mechanical parameter fitting with all of the numerical parameters chosen, since different parameter sets can effect hair response (see Chapter 5),
and to use this same set whenever modeling hairs of Acheta domesticus. As a result,
we cannot claim that our fits for Rk and Sk represent strictly mechanical properties
of the hair socket; they are also dependent on somewhat arbitrary parameter choices.
However there are some reasonable justifications for particular parameter choices and
we discuss these along with the fitting scheme for Rk and Sk at the beginning of
Chapter 6.
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HAIR MOTION EXPERIMENTS

Many different studies have included the collection of moving filiform hair data
in an attempt to characterize the dynamic properties of the hairs using a variety of
experimental techniques [4, 35, 49, 61, 42, 71]. In general, these studies have found
that longer hairs tend to reach their maximum values earlier than short hairs, that
the gain curves of the hairs of all lengths have broad maxima that do not show sharp
peaks, and that the hairs have a phase lead at low frequencies. We measured the
response of 19 filiform hairs using cutting edge techniques in laser sheet visualization
and high-frame-rate video capture, and found results in general agreement with the
trends mentioned above.
Experimental Methods

The following experimental protocol was developed by John Miller. Data collection was performed by Bree Cummins and an undergraduate student Andrew Larson.
All biological specimens were newly molted adult female Acheta domesticus. Females have obvious ovipositors (see Figure 1) and newly molted adults have a lightcolored cuticle and white wings. The crickets were anesthetized using ice, and then
the head, legs, wings, and wing-cases were removed under a dissecting scope. The
abdomen was injected with chloroform to suppress spontaneous cercal motion. The
thorax was then sometimes sealed with vaseline to prevent drying that might affect
hair motion. On crickets where vaseline was not applied, data was collected for a
shorter period of time. The specimen was mounted on a microscope slide, either
pinned to a blob of cooled hot-melt glue or affixed with paraffin wax. Sometimes
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the tip of the cercus was stuck to a fixed pin with wax in order to ensure that the
orientation of the cercus did not drift.
The slide with mounted specimen was then inserted into a small wind tunnel
built on the stage of an inverted microscope. The wind tunnel consists of a block of
aluminum with a channel of rectangular cross-section about one inch wide machined
down the center. The channel serves as a chamber in which the hair is forced back
and forth by driving air flow. The top of the channel is covered by a glass plate
that can be removed completely to insert a slide, and the glass has been coated with
a thin film of metal to avoid static electricity. One end of the aluminum block is
left open and the other is attached to a tube that runs to a speaker head. The hair
stimulus consists of the voltage output from a computer that drives the motion of
the speaker head, which causes a bulk air flow within the wind tunnel. The air velocity causing the hair motion is measured by a Microflown (Microflown Technologies,
http://www.microflown.com) mounted in the side of the wind tunnel about halfway
between the specimen and the wall. The Microflown measures convective heat transfer
by recording the temperature difference between two thin parallel platinum wires in
an output voltage trace. Because there are two wires, the device records not only the
amplitude of the air flow like other hot-wire anemometers, but also whether the air
is flowing in a positive or negative direction along the normal direction to the wires.
Hair motion within the bulk flow is visualized with a bright green laser sheet. A
laser is projected down into a funnel with a slit in the bottom that can be adjusted
to affect the thickness of the laser sheet and its orientation. Beneath the funnel is
a prism that directs the laser sheet toward the specimen (see Figure 25). A hair is
focused in the middle of the microscope lens and then the position of the laser is
adjusted until the tip of the hair is brightly illuminated. Since the laser sheet runs
the length of the wind tunnel, the full range of hair motion can be captured as long as
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the hair is not very oblique to the sheet. In practice, the hairs are often slightly skew
to the sheet and as a result the position of the bright spot on the hair shifts slightly
up and down the shaft as the hair moves through its full excursion. Additionally, the
luminosity of the spot often changes as the hair moves.

laser

funnel

cercus

prism
inverted scope

Figure 25: A cartoon schematic of the laser sheet illuminating a filiform hair for data
collection. Technically the hair should be pictured to the side of the cercus, where it
can be seen by the inverted scope.
The light from the inverted microscope can be directed to a Nikon digital camera
that takes high-resolution color stills, or to a high speed AOS video camera that can
capture images at up to 4000 frames per second. The Nikon camera stills were used
to record information about hair length and position at 4x and 1.25x magnifications.
The AOS camera was used to take 8-bit gray-scale video images at 1000 frames per
second of the tips of filiform hairs at 20x magnification moving in air frequencies up
to 200 Hz. Examples of the types of images recorded by these cameras are shown in
Figures 26 and 27.
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Figure 26: A Nikon image of a laser-illuminated hair at 4x magnification. The hair
is about 1072 µm long, and its nearest neighbors are out of the plane of focus.

Figure 27: Three AOS frames at 5 ms intervals showing the maximal excursion of a
930 µm long hair stimulated by sinusoidal air velocity of 50 Hz and 4.8 cm/s. The
laser-illuminated hair tip is at 20x magnification and the length of the bright spot is
about 19 µm. The hair fulcrum lies below the frames. Whether the fulcrum is above
or below the frame depends on whether the hair is located on the inside or outside of
the left or right cercus. These frames were originally 400x300 pixels, but have been
cropped to show only the data.
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The AOS camera software and the custom software DataStreamer (written in
TM

NI LabWindows

, National Instruments, http://www.ni.com) recording the voltage

output from the Microflown were set up to begin recording data simultaneously when
signaled by a manual trigger. In order to test that synchronous recording actually
occurs, we placed an LED light in front of the AOS camera and set the camera to
capture images at 4000 frames per second. We powered the LED with 0.1 millisecond
LED pulses at 400 Hz using a stimulus generator and recorded the output voltage
from the generator with DataStreamer at sampling rate of 10 kHz, one sample every
0.1 ms. With this sampling rate, the voltage triggering the LED is a single sample
blip on the output recording from DataStreamer. The camera shutter is open for 0.25
ms, so the luminance from an LED spike is spread over one or two camera frames.
Based on analysis of this data, DataStreamer starts recording no more than 0.25 ms
prior to the camera start. The average lead is 0.09 ms with a standard deviation of
0.09 ms, and no leads greater than 0.25 ms were observed in eleven recordings. It is
quite possible that the start time is even more accurate than 0.25 ms, but we have
no way to test that since we are at the upper limit of the camera’s performance. One
long data set of six seconds was recorded to ensure that the camera clock and the
DataStreamer clock do not slip with respect to each other – i.e., that 1 ms in clock
time is the same as 1 ms in computer time. Zero clock-slip was observed over the six
second recording. Our longest recordings are 19 seconds, so we believe no significant
clock-slip will accrue during our data collection.
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Data Processing
Camera Images
Information from the Nikon camera images was obtained using the measuring tool
in MIEN’s Image Viewer (http://mien.msu.montana.edu) combined with the number
of pixels per micron for a given magnification. The number of pixels per micron, also
called the camera calibration, is obtained by photographing an optical micrometer
(a ruler with very small divisions) at different magnifications. Since the distance
between divisions on the micrometer is known, the number of pixels per division can
be counted to obtain the camera calibration. Then a distance measured in a pixels in
a photograph of a known magnification can be transformed into microns or meters.
Using the Nikon pictures, we measured hair length, cercal diameter at the base
of the hair, cercal length, the position of the hair on the cercus, and the position
and approximate length of near neighbors. We also measured the distance to the
illuminated point on the hair, which is needed to transform the video data into angular
position as a function of time.
The AOS video data of hair tip motion was transformed into a time trace using
an extension of the software package MIEN written by Graham Cummins. The video
data was automatically rotated so that the hair tip was vertically aligned in the frame,
and then the location of the brightest column was identified by finding the maximum
column sum over short window (about 5 columns wide). This method projects hair
motion into one linear dimension; i.e. it uses a small angle approximation. The
resulting time series is then converted into approximate angular motion by multiplication with the distance to the bright spot from the hair fulcrum and a conversion
factor from the camera calibrations. Figure 28 shows an extracted time trace of the
tip of a hair stimulated first by a superposition of 50 and 60 Hz sine waves, then 0.2
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seconds of silence followed by a superposition of 50 and 100 Hz sine waves. Although
we recorded some paired sines data (as is Figure 28) and some band-limited white
noise data (not shown) to double-check the linearity of hair response, the core of the
data collection was composed of single sine waves at lower amplitudes.

Figure 28: An example of hair tip motion extracted from AOS video data for a 517 µm
hair stimulated by two different superpositions of sine waves, 50 Hz with 60 then 100
Hz. The abscissa is time and extends for 0.8 seconds. The maximum excursion of the
hair is nearly 6 degrees. This hair is being driven twice as hard as in the single sine
stimuli used to collect data. Note that the hair does not seem to be hitting the edge
of the socket at this excursion.

Microflown Voltage
We need to know the air velocity in order to construct a relationship between
input air stimulus and output hair response. The output voltage trace from the
Microflown can be transformed into air velocity provided that we have a calibration
curve relating the two. In general it is a nontrivial task to construct a calibration
curve; one needs to have a way of measuring air velocity in order to calibrate an
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instrument to measure air velocity! So we rely on a boot-strapping process, where
we make use of the (hopefully reliable) calibrations performed on other hardware. In
this case, we used an accelerometer.
To calibrate the Microflown, we mounted it through a slit in the top of a small
plastic box that had an accelerometer attached to the back. The box was affixed
to a speaker, and the Microflown was mounted to avoid touching the edges of the
box or the speaker. The idea is that if the box is small enough and the frequency of
speaker motion is low enough, then the air inside the box will move along with the box
throughout the speaker excursion. Then the accelerometer will effectively measure
the acceleration of the air surrounding the Microflown. We sent to the speaker a series
of sine waves from 5 to 500 Hz, several sets of two simultaneous sine waves, and a long
segment of band-limited (500 Hz) white noise, and recorded the voltage traces from
the Microflown and the accelerometer at 25 kHz. The accelerometer voltage trace
was converted into the acceleration trace for the air using the calibration constant for
the accelerometer.
Using the voltage traces, we can construct a transfer function from the data. By
a transfer function, we mean that at every frequency we find the amplitude change
and phase shift necessary to transform the Microflown voltage into the associated
air velocity. A transfer function is only a good representation of the response of a
system if the system is linear; that is, if the response of the system to two superposed
oscillatory signals is the same as the sum of the responses to the independent signals.
The linearity of a system can be tested by recording multiple sine waves or white noise
and seeing if the transfer functions recovered in those cases match those calculated
using single sine waves. We used the process described below to calculate transfer
functions for both sine wave and white noise data to verify that the Microflown is
indeed a linear system (data not shown).
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To construct a transfer function, we start by taking the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of the acceleration trace, which decomposes a time series into its frequency
components (called Fourier coefficients). These coefficients are complex numbers that
encode both an amplitude and a phase. We integrate the acceleration trace in the
frequency domain by dividing its Fourier coefficients by i2πf at each frequency f .
This gives us the DFT of air velocity. Taking the DFT of the Microflown trace
then allows us to calculate the transfer function between air velocity and Microflown
voltage in terms of gain G(f ) = Av (f )/Am (f ) and phase shift φ(f ) = φv (f ) − φm (f )
at each frequency f up to 500 Hz. We use A∗ (f ) and phi∗ (f ) to denote the amplitude
and phase of the complex Fourier coefficient for the air velocity (∗ = v) and the
Microflown voltage (∗ = m).

Figure 29: Transfer function of the Microflown. The abscissa is frequency out to 850
Hz on the right. The red trace is gain in (m/s) / volt and the blue trace is phase
in radians. The transfer function was calculated using extensions to the software
package MIEN (http://mien.msu.montana.edu) written by Graham Cummins.
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The transfer function that we just calculated is a calibration between Microflown
voltage and air velocity (see Figure 29). To use it on another Microflown voltage
trace, we take the discrete Fourier transform of the voltage, point-wise multiply by
the gain, and add the phase (or multiply by the complex number representing the
phase). This returns the DFT of the air velocity. Sometimes we would rather work
with the air velocity in the time domain rather than the frequency domain. In that
case, we construct the impulse response function (IRF) of the Microflown, which is
roughly the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the transfer function. The
Microflown IRF convolved with a Microflown voltage trace will return air velocity
provided that the device was aligned in its forward direction within the plane of the
air flow.
A true IRF is the response of a system to a Dirac-δ pulse. Since the Fourier
transform of a δ distribution has equal power in all frequencies, the IRF cannot
be exactly measured for any system. This is because we can only measure a finite
frequency range at finite resolution. However, real physical systems tend to have
frequency ranges where they respond strongly and other regions where response is
negligible, so the IRF may be approximated using an appropriate set of frequencies.
The Microflown responds strongly up to frequencies of tens of kHz, so we do not
accurately capture its IRF. However, the filiform hairs are low pass filters due to
their moment of inertia [63], so the approximation to the Microflown IRF should be
adequate for our purposes.
Constructing the IRF from a transfer function is another nontrivial task. To
ensure that the output from the IDFT is real-valued, we take the complex conjugate
of the vector of Fourier coefficients less the first value (the coefficient at zero frequency
or dc, which should itself be zero) and reverse its order. We then concatenate the
original coefficients with a zero and then the reverse conjugate vector. This gives us a
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vector that is conjugate symmetric about the Nyquist frequency, except for the extra
term at dc. The Nyquist frequency is f s/2, where f s is the sampling rate in Hz in
the time domain. So for the Microflown recordings here, the Nyquist frequency is 25
kHz / 2 = 12.5 kHz. The Nyquist frequency is the highest frequency that we can have
any information about given the sampling rate of our data collection, since we must
have a minimum of two sample points per cycle to identify a frequency component.
To ensure that the IRF is causal, we take the last half of the time trace resulting
from the IDFT, shift it to the front, and remove the first point. The Microflown IRF
resulting from this procedure is pictured in Figure 30, and an example of a filtered
Microflown trace is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 30: Impulse response function of the Microflown. The ordinate axis is gain
in (m/s) / volt and the abscissa is time in seconds. The IRF was calculated using
extensions to the software package MIEN (http://mien.msu.montana.edu) written by
Graham Cummins.
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Figure 31: An example of a filtered Microflown trace showing the stimulus supplied
to the 517 µm hair in Figure 28. The red trace is raw Microflown voltage and the
blue trace is the filtered voltage, showing air velocity in meters/second. The peak air
velocity is about 27 cm/s. This stimulus is about twice that supplied in the single
sine wave experiments. Notice that the stimulus phase in this figure and the response
phase in Figure 28 are offset by approximately π. We believe this to be an artifact
due to the relative camera/microflown orientation and correct the data phase by π.
See the next section for more detail.
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Results

We recorded the stimulus-response properties of 19 hairs that ranged from 319 to
1072 microns in length using sinusoidal air stimuli from 5 to 200 Hz. The hairs were
located mostly on the distal half of the cerci where the hairs are sparse and always
located on the lateral sides of the cerci, where the preferred direction of motion of
the hairs is aligned with the long axis of the cercus.
The air-to-hair transfer function consists of the hair gain response and the hair
phase shift at each frequency. The gain is the ratio of maximum hair motion in radians
divided by maximum air velocity and the phase shift is the difference between the
hair phase and air phase. These quantities can be calculated from the AOS-extracted
time traces of hair motion and from the filtered Microflown voltage, by fitting a sine
wave to each trace and recording the amplitude and phase. This can be accomplished
either by an explicit sine wave fit, or by taking the discrete Fourier transform of the
trace. If the DFT is used, then the Microflown transfer function may be used on the
DFT of the Microflown voltage, instead of filtering with the impulse response function
in the time domain. In either case, we end up with a set of hair and air amplitudes
and phases that are used to construct the gain and phase curves of the air-to-hair
transfer function. As in the case for the Microflown, we used pair sine waves and
white noise data to confirm that the hairs are linear systems.
The gain and phase transfer functions for each of the 19 hairs we measured are
plotted in Figure 32. The hairs have been divided into two length classes; Figures 32.A
and B show hairs less than 750 microns in length and Figures 32.C and D show hairs
greater than 750 microns in length. Previous studies have used the characteristics
“best frequency” and “best sensitivity” to describe the gain curves of filiform hairs.
Best frequency is the frequency at which the gain curve attains its maximum value,
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and best sensitivity is that maximum value. Given the very broad peaks visible in
Figures 32.A and C, best frequency is probably not a good criterion for describing
the curve shape. For the purpose of comparing our results with those of previous
researchers, we will discuss our results in terms of best frequency, noting that in our
case the best frequency is the middle of a bandwidth in which the hair responds the
most vigorously. In general, the best frequency of the short hair family of curves is
higher than that of the long hair family, but there is no obvious trend with respect to
best sensitivity. Also, within length classes there is no ordering with regard to hair
length in either best frequency or best sensitivity.
Figures 32.B and D show the phase responses of short and long hairs respectively.
Previous researchers have not used statistics to describe the phase response; they
have merely displayed the phase curves and noted magnitudes and the location of
phase leads and phase lags. In our data, the shorter hairs have a fairly flat phase
response across frequency, while the longer hairs have a linearly decreasing phase
response until about 100 Hz. We use the convention that if phase shift is positive,
then the response is leading the stimulus. Therefore the shorter hairs always have a
phase lead and the longer hairs start with a phase lead and decline into a phase lag
by 100 Hz. The long hair phase response after 100 Hz has no specific trend. As in
the gain curves, there is no ordering with respect to hair length within length classes.
While analyzing this data we noticed a consistent π phase shift between the data
collected in 2008 and the data collected in 2009. We suspect this occurred because
the orientation between the camera and the Microflown was rotated, and we believe
based on watching the video data that the 2008 orientation is correct. So about
half the phase data shown in Figures 32.B and D has been shifted by a factor of π.
Additionally, there were originally 23 hairs in our data set, but four were omitted due
to strong outlying behavior that suggested the hairs were damaged.
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Figure 32: A. Plot of the gain response of short hairs (< 750 microns) as a function
of frequency, gain in radians/(meter/second). The legend contains the hair lengths
in microns. B. Plot of the short hair phase response in degrees against frequency.
Positive phases denote leads; negative phases denote lags. C. and D. The same plots
for long hairs (> 750 microns).
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Analysis of Experimental Protocol

Our data exhibits a large amount of variation, including the fact that hairs of
nearly identical length can have very different transfer functions. It is perhaps worthwhile to examine the data to try and identify controllable sources of variation that
are due to the experimental protocol. We know of two mechanisms that can depress
hair motion during an experiment: the socket can dry out and stiffen as the cricket
preparation desiccates, and the socket compliance can also decrease from the chloroform injection used to prevent cercal motion. We discovered (after the data was
collected) that injecting the cricket with chloroform can affect hair motion in the
lower half of the cercus, with the largest effects occurring at the proximal end of the
cercus (Andrew Larson, personal communication). Under a more invasive protocol
than we used (only the terminal part of the abdomen was left attached to the cerci)
it took half an hour for the socket to stiffen, presumably due to desiccation although
chloroform may have been used as well (Sep Mulder-Rosi, personal communication).
Additional sources of variability can include the number of neighboring hairs around
the target hair, the performance of the experimentalist, and natural variability within
the population.
We looked for trends in the data that would indicate which, if any, of the above
mechanisms might be increasing the variability of our data. To evaluate the effect of
the amount of time taken for the experiment, we plotted the best sensitivity of the
hairs versus the time in minutes from the end of the biological preparation to the end
of the data collection in Figure 33.A. The same plot for the time from the beginning
of the preparation to the end of the data collection is not significantly different (data
not shown). There turns out to be no trend with respect to time, so we cannot say if
any of our specimens are drying out.
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Figure 33: A. Plot of the best sensitivity of the hairs versus the time in minutes
between the end of the cricket dissection and the end of data collection. The black is
the best linear fit, which shows that there is no relationship between best sensitivity
and the length of the experiment. B. Plot of best sensitivity versus the order in
absolute time in which the experiment took place. The black symbols represent data
taken in 2008 by Bree Cummins, where the black line is the best linear fit. The blue
symbols and blue line are the same for the data taken in 2009 by Andrew Larson.
There is some variability in the data introduced by having different experimentalists. Figure 33.B shows that as experimentalists become more experienced, the best
sensitivity of the recordings increases. Since the time taken to perform an experiment
does not affect the best sensitivity, it seems that other factors may cause the increase,
perhaps such as the quality of the biological preparation. The linear fits in Figure
33.B are characterized by r2 values of 0.13 and 0.59, neither of which are close enough
to 1 to indicate a significant trend.
To evaluate the effect of neighboring hairs, we came up with a scalar measure
that hopefully characterizes the local environment of a hair. We measured all of the
neighboring hairs over 200 µm in length within about 800 µm on either side of the
target hair. For each neighboring hair, we divided the hair length by its distance
from the hair and then multiplied by 0.5 if the hair was out of focus. The rationale
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behind this scalar measure is that hairs that are longer, closer, or axially aligned
should have more effect on the target hair than those that are shorter, farther away,
or rotated around the cercus. The best sensitivity of each hair is plotted against this
“neighbor index” in Figure 34.A, along with a linear fit in black. As we might expect,
hair motion is increasingly damped with a larger neighbor index, but surprisingly
this trend is very slight. This may be due to the fact that the hairs we selected were
relatively isolated. Also somewhat surprisingly, there was no significant relationship
between neighbor index and position on the cercus (see Figure 34.B). The slight trend
is negative, indicating decreasing hair density with distance from the proximal end of
the cercus as previously reported by Osborne [49].
The black line in Figure 35 is the best linear fit between hair motion and distance
from the proximal end of the cercus. It shows that hair motion is slightly damped
as the hairs approach the cricket body. Although this trend is not significant (r2 =
0.215), it could still be the result of the chloroform injection in the cricket abdomen.
To find out if this is the case, we predicted the relationship between best sensitivity
and distance along the cercus based on both neighbor index (blue line in Figure 35)
and cercal diameter (magenta line in Figure 35). These predictions were calculated
using the linear fits of neighbor index (Figure 34.A and B) or cercal diameter (Figure
34.C and D) to both best sensitivity and distance along the cercus. Neighbor index
only accounted for 12.2% of the slope of the black line in Figure 35, while cercal
diameter accounted for 40%. The larger effect of cercal diameter is most likely due
to the very tight relationship between cercal diameter and distance along the cercus,
which indicates that the cercus is approximately cone-shaped with a diameter that
decreases 36 µm for every millimeter of cercus. Combining the two effects accounts
for 50% of the variation in best sensitivity versus distance along the cercus. The
remaining 50% could be due to the chloroform injection, but could also be due to
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Figure 34: A. Plot of the best sensitivity of the hairs versus neighbor index. B. Plot
of the neighbor index of the hairs versus the distance from the proximal end of the
cercus. C. Best sensitivity versus the cercal diameter at the base of the hair. D.
Cercal diameter versus distance along the cercus. The black lines in all of the plots
are the best linear fits, with the line equation and squared correlation coefficient r2
indicated in the legends.
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the increasing curvature of the cercus with distance from the cricket body. As the
diameter of the cercus diminishes, hairs that are transversely separated by the same
arc length have increasingly distant tips, since the tips are rotated away from each
other with increasing curvature. This means that a given neighbor index at the
proximal end of the cercus versus at the distal end of the cercus may indicate a
higher total level of interaction. We cannot directly test for this effect from our
data, but it is likely to be relevant. Hence chloroform probably does not account for
very much of the variation seen in the data set, < 50% of a linear relationship with
r2 = 0.215. The hair most likely to be effected by chloroform in this study is the
361 µm hair which is within 2.5 mm of the proximal end of the cercus and shows a
markedly damped response.
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Figure 35: Plot of the best sensitivity versus distance from the proximal end of the
cercus. The black line is the best linear fit to the data, the blue line is the predicted
relationship from neighbor index, and the magenta line is the predicted relationship
from cercal diameter. The proportions 0.122 and 0.40 in the legend indicate how
much of the slope of the black line is accounted for from each prediction.
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It seems that having experienced experimentalists may make the most difference
in reducing the variability of the data collection, assuming that hairs with high best
sensitivities are healthier hairs, which has not been verified. In future experiments,
we can see when the best sensitivity recorded by the experimentalist levels off and use
data only after that point. Additionally, recording from isolated hairs and choosing
hairs the same distance from the proximal end of the cercus might reduce some of
the variability in our data set. We can try taking data only from the last quarter of
the cerci where hairs are very sparse, or we can try plucking neighbors from around a
target hair. Plucking will be a trade-off since the cercus will have longer to dry out,
but given that we saw no trend in best sensitivity with the length of the experiment,
this may not be an issue. Also, when we take data from hairs in the dense proximal
patch, we should avoid the use of chloroform.
None of the trends discussed above are significant, so it is likely that most of the
variation is inherent to the cricket population. The most likely source of biological
variation is in the properties of the hair socket, since these cannot easily be measured.
The hair sockets grow along with their associated filiform hairs and could change
compliance with size. If socket size is tightly coupled to hair length, then none of
the variation we see here would be due to socket size. However, if there is a lot of
variation in the relationship between socket diameter and hair length, then this may
explain some of the variation in our data set. Additionally, recently molted crickets
may have higher variability in socket compliance as well, since the cuticle is in the
process of hardening for hours after the molt. So we may want to use different animals
for the hair mobility experiments. It may make more sense to choose adults with an
obviously hardened cuticle; we could capture recently molted crickets, then set them
aside for 12 hours in isolation until the cuticle has hardened, ensuring that we have
relatively young adults of approximately the same age after molting.
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Comparison to Previous Results

There are three studies known to us in which large samples of cricket filiform
hair mobility data were collected: Kumagai et al. [42], Osborne [49], and Kamper
and Kleindienst [35]. All three of the groups found that the resonant frequency of
a filiform hair decreases with increasing hair length and that there is a fair amount
of variability within this trend. Additionally, all three groups found that the hairs
begin with a leading phase at low frequencies that eventually increases (or decreases,
depending on the sign convention) into a phase lag at high frequencies. Shorter hairs
start with higher phase leads at low frequencies and take longer to shift into phase
lags than longer hairs. Trends relating to the best sensitivity (the gain at the best
frequency) are either flat or increasing with hair length. We briefly summarize the
results from each data set in order to compare our current findings.
In 1990, Kamper and Kleindienst measured 28 Acheta domesticus hairs and 10
Gryllus bimaculatus hairs of length 250 to 1875 µm. Best frequencies ranged from
about 80 Hz for the shorter hairs to 50 or 60 for the longer hairs. The data show a
clear decreasing trend with hair length, but the data are highly variable. The best
sensitivity of the hairs was flat with respect to hair length (see Figure 37, black line)
and also exhibited high variability. The average sensitivity was about 0.5 degrees per
5 mm/s, or 1.75 in rad/(m/s). Kamper and Kleindienst show only two examples of
phase response curves: one for a 1050 µm hair and one for a 1325 µm hair, see Figure
36.A. The shorter hair starts out with a phase lead of 20 to 30 degrees, crosses zero
at about 40 Hz, and finishes off with a phase lag of 60 degrees at 200 Hz. The longer
hair starts out with a lead of less than 10 degrees, immediately crosses zero, and ends
with phase lag of 120 degrees.
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Figure 36: A. Phase response versus frequency for a 1050 µm Gryllus hair measured
at two places along its length (upper curves) and for a 1325 µm Gryllus hair (lower
curve), modified from Kamper and Kleindienst [35]. B. Phase response for Acheta
hairs, modified from Osborne [49]. Darker curves denote shorter hair groups, with the
bars indicating standard deviations within the length classes. Positive phases denote
leads; negative phases denote lags. C. and D. Phase response for short (C.) and long
(D.) Gryllus hairs against frequency, modified from Kumagai et al. [42]. Kumagai et
al. use a negative phase lead convention, so their graphs should be reflected about
the x-axis to be compared to the other figures.
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Figure 37: Comparison between our best sensitivity and the results of other researchers. The blue dots are our data, and the blue line is the linear best fit to
the data. The red line is the best sensitivity fit versus hair length in microns from
Kumagai et al. [42] multiplied by 103 mm/s to put the gain in rad / (m/s). The
magenta line is Osborne’s fit [49] scaled by π/1.8 to change deg / (cm/s) to rad /
(m/s). The black line is the best sensitivity fit from Kamper and Kleindienst [35].
Since the analytic fit was not provided in their paper, we overlaid the section of their
fit from 250 − 1200 µm onto our graph, adjusting the vertical height to 1.75 rad /
(m/s), which is equivalent to 0.5 degrees at 5 mm/s.
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In 1996, Osborne measured 32 Acheta domesticus filiform hairs of length 300 to
1500 mum and divided them into three length classes: under 500 µm (short), 500 to
1000 µm (medium), and over 1000 µm (long). She found that the long hairs had a
well-defined sharp peak at around 30 to 45 Hz, the medium hairs were less well-defined
and peaked at about 40 to 60 Hz, and the short hairs had a long flat response from
50 to well over 100 Hz. Unlike Kamper and Kleindienst, Osborne found that best
sensitivity increased with hair length, from about 1.5 degrees / (cm/s) to 3.5 degrees
/ (cm/s), or 2.6 to 6.1 rad/(m/s) for the hair lengths that she measured (see Figure
37, magenta line, for a reproduction of her best sensitivity fit). The phase response
of the hairs starts by leading between 40 and 140 degrees, with longer hairs starting
at lower phase leads, and ending in a phase lag between 75 and 375 degrees at about
400 Hz (see Figure 36.B). Longer hairs cross zero first, and it looks as though all hairs
have comparable magnitude phase lags at high frequencies.
In 1998, Kumagai et al. measured 31 Gryllus bimaculatus filiform hairs from 160
to 1500 µm in length. They split the hairs into four length classes, less than 400 µm,
400 to 700 µm, 700 to 1000 µm, and over 1000 µm. Hairs of length 160 to 700 µm
had best frequencies in the 100 to 200 Hz range, with shorter hairs clustering closer
to 200 Hz and longer hairs closer to 100 Hz. The 700 to 1000 µm hairs peaked at
50 to 80 Hz and the longest hairs peaked at 30 to 60 Hz. A power law fit with
all hair lengths shows a roughly linear relationship between best frequency and hair
length. Best sensitivity increases proportional to the square root of hair length, from
0.0006 to 0.002 rad/(mm/s) or 0.6 to 2 rad/(m/s) over the range of their measured
hair lengths. The red line in Figure 37 reproduces their fit for hairs up to 1100 µm.
Depending on hair length, the phase response of the hairs starts out leading by about
9 to 72 degrees at 2 Hz and then increases to phase lag of about 45 to 110 degrees
by 500 Hz (see Figures 36.C and D). Longer hairs cross zero sooner, and end up with
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higher magnitude phase lags at 500 Hz. Unlike Osborne, Kamper and Kleindienst,
and the new data presented here, Kumagai et al. use the convention that a phase
lead is a negative phase, and so their phase plots need to rotated about the abscissa
before being compared with the other data.
Because of the wide variability within and among these data sets, we can only
expect to match the broad trends introduced in the first paragraph of this section, and
it turns out that our data are mostly consistent with these previous findings. Referring
back to the transfer functions in Figure 32, we see a decrease in best frequency with
hair length that lies between the results of Kamper and Kleindienst and Kumagai et
al. Hairs in our shorter length class (< 750 µm) peak near 125 Hz, which actually
encompasses the range 100 and 150 Hz given the coarseness of the frequency sampling.
The longer length class peaks between 70 and 125 Hz, with most of the best frequencies
occurring in the 70 to 90 Hz range. There is no strong trend with hair length, just
this general difference between length classes. The lack of very low resonance peaks
in our data may be due to our hair sample, which includes no hairs over 1100 µm.
All three of the other data sets contained hairs longer than 1100 µm.
Figure 37 shows best sensitivity with respect to hair length, fit with a linear
regression (slope = 1.38 × 10−4 ). Our results show a flat trend (squared correlation
coefficient r2 = 0.03) similar to that of Kamper and Kleindienst (black line), although
with magnitudes that are closer to Kumagai et al. (red line). The average value of our
best sensitivity is 1.2 rad/(m/s), which is somewhat similar to the average value of
1.75 in Kamper and Kleindienst, and within the range of 0.6 to 2 found by Kumagai
et al.
Our findings for the phase responses of the hairs (Figure 32.B and D) share some
similarities with previous data, but also show some noticeable differences to previous
findings. At low frequencies, our phase responses are leads in the range of the other
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studies, and short hairs tend to start with higher phase leads than longer hairs,
although not as high as those seen by Kumagai et al. (Figure 36.C) and Osborne
(Figure 36.B). However, we do not always see the appearance of lags at higher frequencies. In particular, the short hairs have a flat response up to 200 Hz which is
not seen in any of the other three data sets. The short hair group from Kumagai et
al. (Figure 36.C) comes closest to matching this trend, but by 200 Hz, most of these
short hairs are crossing 0 into a phase lag. Furthermore, the long hair responses,
although initially decreasing to a lag, level off or even increase after 100 Hz and
thus do not show the rather large phase lags present in the other data sets at high
frequencies Figure 36.A, B, and D). Even if we account for the fact that the stimulus
recording may lead the hair recording by 0.25 milliseconds, this only amounts to a
phase change of −2.5 × 10−4 ω, or −18 degrees at 200 Hz. This is not enough to
explain the difference between the previous studies and our current work. At this
time, we have no hypothesis for the difference in the data.
In conclusion, the new hair data that we have collected using cutting edge experimental techniques supports previous findings with a few intriguing differences. A
larger data set collected with a more optimized protocol would allow us to comprehensively characterize the variability within the mechanical layer of the sensory system.
As it stands, the data we have is more than adequate for fitting numerical parameters
to our model and predicting the behavior of filiform hairs in various arrangements.
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NUMERICS

In this chapter, we simulate filiform hair motion under various conditions, focusing
specifically on the level of interaction between neighboring hairs. Before performing
these simulations, we fit the socket parameters R and S to our numerical model using
the transfer functions for the hairs shown in Figure 32.
Numerical Parameter Choice

As discussed at the end of Chapter 4, any fitting scheme that we use to find
appropriate values for R and S is dependent on the numerical parameters required for
solving the system of equations. These parameters are the discretization parameter,
the parameter . that determines the spread of the blob function, and the extent of the
simulated cercus. In our first model, we took the advice of Ricardo Cortez (personal
communication) and assigned the discretization parameter to be the same as the blob
parameter. To allow larger extents of the cercus to be modeled, we often discretized
the cercus more coarsely than the hairs, which means that a broader spread function
was associated with the cercus than with the hairs. A plot of the steady blob function
φ! (r) (21) is shown in Figure 38.A. It is easily seen that for a choice of blob parameter
in the 10 to 20 µm range, most of the mass of the blob function is within . of the
pole. Thus it makes sense to choose the discretization parameter to be .. We most
commonly used . = 10 µm for the hairs, which has the advantage of being on the
order of the hair diameter where it inserts into its socket.
The unsteady case is a little different. One of the reasons for developing the
unsteady Stokeslet model was that the coupling between hairs is overestimated at
large distances and high frequencies in the steady Stokeslet model. So it is important
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to use a spread function with similar characteristics to the one which we employed
in our first model, to avoid overestimating coupling for an entirely different reason.
Figure 38 plots both the steady blob function φ! (r) (21) and the unsteady blob
function ψ! (r) (65) side-by-side for several different values of the parameter ..
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Figure 38: A. Plot of the steady blob function φ! against the spherical radial coordinate r for several values of the spread parameter .. B. Plot of the unsteady blob
function ψ! against r.
As mentioned above, the most common discretization parameter chosen for the
hairs in the steady model was 10 µm, with 15 or 20 µm for the cercal discretization.
Notice that to achieve similar spreads in the unsteady case we must chose smaller blob
parameters, . = 2 to 4 µm. Such a small discretization is not too problematical for
the hairs, but it is crippling when considering the discretization of the cercus. On the
other hand, an . of 2 µm results in the bulk of the blob function still occurring within
10 µm of the pole, an . of 3 µm within 15 µm, and an . of 4 µm within 20 µm. Thus in
the unsteady case we can assign the blob parameters for hair and cercus to be different
from the associated discretization parameters. We achieve the greatest similarity to
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our previous work when we choose .hair = 2 µm, .cerc = 3 or 4 µm, dhair = 10 µm, and
dcerc = 15 or 20 µm, where d now denotes a discretization parameter.
It remains to be decided how much of the cercus should be modeled in the numerical simulations. The point of modeling the cercus explicitly is that forces located at
the cercal points can counteract velocities that violate the no-slip condition caused
by air scattering off of the hairs. This scattering should be relatively slight, since the
largest perturbations will occur at the tips of the hairs far from the cercal surface.
The main effect of the cercus, the formation of the boundary layer, is accounted for
even when no cercal points are explicitly modeled at all.
To figure out how much cercus to simulate, we explored the robustness of the predicted hair excursion under different sets of cercal numerical parameters. We varied
the length of the simulated cercus, the angular extent of the cercus, and the cercal
discretization parameter for frequencies up to 100 Hz at 1 cm/s magnitude air flow for
hairs of length 200, 500, and 1000 µm using the values of R and S from the regression
fit in Shimozawa et al. [63]. We also varied the hair discretization parameters to
compare the variability in the result due to hair versus cercal parameters. Following
Figure 38.B, we looked at the pairs (.hair = 1 µm, dhair = 5 µm), (.hair = 2 µm,
dhair = 10 µm), (.hair = 3 µm, dhair = 15 µm), and (.hair = 4 µm, dhair = 20 µm). The
cercal discretization parameter and cercal blob parameter were likewise varied, except
that we ignored the first pair above, and added (.cerc = 5 µm, dcerc = 25 µm). We
simulated 37, 49, and 52 distinct cercal parameter sets for the 200, 500, and 1000µm
hairs respectively at each frequency, including the case where no cercal points are
modeled at all. The mean predicted hair excursion for these parameter sets for
the 200 and 1000µm hairs is plotted versus frequency in Figure 39.A and C, and
the range of predicted responses (maximum less minimum excursion) is plotted in
Figure 39.B and D. The results for the 500µm hair are intermediate between these
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graphs (not shown). The legends show the hair discretization parameter of the (blob,
discretization) pairs listed above.
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Figure 39: A. Plot of the mean predicted hair excursion for a 200 µm hair for various
hair discretization parameters listed in the legend. Each point on the plot averages
37 different parameter sets, including the case where no cercus at all is modeled. B.
The same except that the range (maximum less minimum excursion in the 37 runs) is
plotted. C. and D. show the same figures for a 1000 µm hair with 52 cercal parameter
sets at each point.
It is clear from these plots that our choice of (.hair , dhair ) results in greater variation
in hair response than any set of cercal parameters. For both hairs, the mean hair
excursion (Figure 39.A and C) varies by tenths of a degree across hair discretization
parameters. On the other hand, Figure 39.B and D show that with any fixed hair
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parameter pair, the variation due to all of the other numerical parameters combined
does not exceed 0.03 degrees, an order of magnitude lower. Although not shown, the
effect of hair and cercal parameters on the hair phase response is even more negligible.
All pairs of hair parameters result in qualitatively similar curves, with the response
being damped as the discretization becomes finer. Thus there is no particular reason
to choose any other hair parameter pair over (2 µm, 10 µm).
Given the negligible effect of the cercal parameters on hair motion, we choose to
model no cercal points at all when fitting parameters in order to increase the speed of
the computations. In making this choice, we have not considered the effect of these
parameter choices on the velocity field surrounding the hair. On occasions when the
velocity field is explicitly sought, it would make sense to revisit the issue of how much
cercus to simulate and at what resolution to discretize the cercus. However the hair
parameter pair should remain fixed at (2 µm, 10 µm) in all simulations that use the
results of our parameter fit below.
Parameter Fitting Methods and Results

Shimozawa et al. [63], Osborne [49], and Humphrey et al. [30] were all able to
fit R and S values for hairs that are independent of frequency. Although Osborne
and Humphrey et al. fit only one or two hairs each, Shimozawa et al. fit all 31 hairs
in the data set from Kumagai et al. [42] and extrapolated a power law relationship
between socket parameters and hair length. However, Tautz [71] saw some evidence
for frequency dependence in the socket parameters. He calculated the magnitude of
the complex modulus for a hair at 100 and 300 Hz, and discovered that complex
modulus increased at the higher frequency. The complex modulus depends on both
R and S, so the frequency dependence might lie in R, S, or both. We attempted to
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find constant parameters R and S to fit our data, but ultimately discovered that we
needed frequency dependence in S to find good matches to our data.
Constant R and S Fits
Since the simplest case would be to have a single R and S parameter for each hair
independent of frequency, we first attempted to fit such constants. The constants can
be found using an error minimization method based on equation (84) in Chapter 4,
which is rewritten here in a slightly rearranged form:
iωRA + SA + iωµAw · p − µw · q − ω 2 IA = 0.
We have dropped the subscript indicating hair identity since we are dealing with only
one hair at a time during parameter fitting. A is the complex number taken from the
data at angular frequency ω, and the vectors w, p, and q are independent of R and
S. If we let C(ω) = iωµAw · p − µw · q − ω 2 IA, then we may define a squared error
function
&
ω

|E(ω)|2 =

&
ω

|iωRA + SA + C(ω)|2

that depends the frequencies at which data was collected: ω = 2πf . We excluded
data less than 15 Hz because the Microflown calibration is not reliable below that
range due to the performance of the calibration speaker at low frequencies.
By taking the partial derivatives with respect to R and S and setting them equal
to zero, we find the R and S values that minimize the error between the data and
the model prediction over all frequencies. Although the predicted S values were quite
acceptable in that they were similar to the results from Shimozawa et al., the R values
ended up being negative, which is a non-physical situation. A negative value of R
means that as the hair moves faster, the socket proportionally pushes on the hair
to increase its motion. Additionally, the negative values of R did not provide very
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good fits to the data, suggesting that constant parameters are not appropriate to this
problem. The best fit was obtained for the 966 µm hair and the results are pictured in
Figure 40; the blue line is the hair transfer function calculated from the data and the
red line is the predicted response based on the R and S values obtained from error
minimization. Although the phase fit is not bad, the gain is only poorly matched,
and this is the best result that we found.
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Figure 40: A. Plot of the measured (blue line) and predicted (red line) gain of the
966 µm hair. The data is the same as in Figure 32, and the prediction is made
based on R and S values from an error minimization procedure described in the text,
excluding data below 15 Hz due to uncertainty in the Microflown filter. B. Plot of
measured and predicted phase shift for the same hair.
To double check that a constant R and S do not work, we tried various constrained
searches to bound R away from zero, and tried fitting I as well as R and S. None of
these resulted in satisfactory matches for individual hairs. At this point, we moved
on to explore possible frequency dependence in the parameters R and S.
Frequency-dependent R and S Fits
We used a local gradient search with R constrained to be positive, initializing
S at the previously calculated optimal value and initializing R at the value given
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by Shimozawa et al. [63]. The parameter values at each frequency were found by
fitting R and S to three frequencies at a time: the frequency of interest and its two
flanking neighbors. This was done in an attempt to minimize the effect of noise in the
data and keep the R and S curves fairly continuous in frequency. At each frequency
the parameter values were only allowed to travel a limited distance from their initial
condition, so this search does not fulfill global optimality criteria. In fact, R always
ended up at the minimum allowed value at each frequency, since its global optimum is
negative. Nonetheless, we were able to get reasonable fits to the gain data, although
the phase data was almost always underestimated, especially for short hairs and low
frequencies. This seems to be a consequence of imposing a positive R value, since
the negative R values found in the error minimization procedure had greatly varying
phase curve shapes (data not shown). An example of the frequency dependent fits
we found is shown in Figure 41 for the 966 µm hair (the same hair as in Figure 40).
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Figure 41: A. Plot of the measured (blue line) and predicted (red and black lines)
gain of the 966 µm hair. The data is the same as in Figure 32, and the prediction
is made based on frequency dependent R and S values using a local gradient search
and constraining R to be positive. B. Plot of measured and predicted phase shift for
the same hair.
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Figure 42: A. Plot of the frequency dependent R values for Fits 1 and 2 in Figure 41.
B. Plot of the frequency dependent S values for the same hair.
The red and black curves show two different fits for the same data set. In the first
fit (red curve), R was constrained only to be positive. Not surprisingly, the optimal
values of R tended toward zero, as one would expect for an optimal negative value on
a fairly smooth search space (see Figure 42.A, red curve; notice the log scale on the
ordinate axis). What is surprising is that if the R value is constrained to remain near
its starting point, then the fit is nearly as good and R can be taken to be a constant
(black curves in Figures 41 and 42). This suggests that the system is rather robust
with respect to the R parameter. Since we constrain the R value to remain near the
value discovered by Shimozawa et al., the constant R has a regression relationship
with the same power of hair length, L2.77 , as in the Shimozawa et al. study (see
Figure 43 for our fit). Since the system appears to be insensitive to positive values
of R, there is no physical interpretation for this exponent. The lack of variability in
the fit is due to the fact that R tended to drop to the lowest allowed value, which we
prescribed to be an order of magnitude lower than the value given by Shimozawa et
al. We may as well have chosen the same values that Shimozawa et al. found since
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the increase in error would have been small, but our data does indicate that lower R
values return slightly better fits.
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Figure 43: Plot of constant R values versus hair length overlaid by a fit with respect
to hair length.
In contrast to the result for R, the S parameter is quite important and both fits
for the 966 µm hair returned similar S curves (Figure 42.B). Although the data is not
shown, the same result held true for all of the hairs: constraining R to be near the
initial point resulted in a nearly constant R and the S curves were very similar to the
case in which R was allowed to decrease to nearly zero. All of the fits to the data show
S as a concave up curve with respect to frequency. Figure 44 shows the frequency
dependent S values for each hair length as markers, with solid line fits through the
markers. The function that showed the best fit characteristics across all hair lengths
was a quadratic in the natural log of the frequency:
S(f ) = a2 (ln(f ))2 + a1 ln(f ) + a0 .

(87)
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We performed regression fits for each of the free parameters ak against hair length,
and discovered that all of the constants depend roughly on the square of hair length,
with exponents varying from 1.88 to 2.10 (see Figure 45). For some of the data sets
that did not include the highest frequencies, the fits started to diverge wildly at higher
frequencies. In these cases (hairs of length 361, 517, and 694 µm), we extrapolated
the hair response at higher frequencies from data with similar curve shapes.
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Figure 44: A. Plot of the frequency dependent R values for Fits 1 and 2 in Figure 41.
B. Plot of the frequency dependent S values for the same hair.
Figure 46 shows the prediction of hair motion using the power law relationships
in hair length for R and the S function parameters. Despite showing gain curves
well within the bounds of our recorded data, we are unable to reproduce the flat
phase responses of the short hairs, and instead predict phase curves closer to the
long hair data. Also, we lose much of the dynamic range of the hair response by
using the S parameter fits to hair length in Figure 45. This is because these power
law relationships represent the mean behavior of the hairs without accounting for the
variability in the system. Although some of the variability may be due to controllable
variation in the experimental protocol as discussed previously, much of it is likely due
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Figure 45: A. Plot of the constant term a0 versus hair length. a0 is the constant
term from the quadratic function modeling S against ln(frequency). The points are
overlaid by a fit with respect to hair length. B. Same thing for the linear term a1 . C.
Same for the quadratic term a2 .
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Figure 46: A. Plot of the predicted gain for shorter hairs using the power law fits from
Figures 43 and 45. The markers denote the data, and the lines denote the predictions.
B. Predicted phase shift for shorter hairs. C. and D. The same plots for longer hairs.
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to biological variability in the population that is caused by, for example, variation in
socket diameter. This variation in response may benefit the cricket, since having a
variety of best sensitivities in a given best frequency range will increase the dynamic
response of the hair population. As the more compliant hairs are arrested by the
socket cup, the stiffer hairs will still be responding in their linear regime. Any model
that predicts the motion of the hair canopy needs to account for this variation.
Figure 47 shows predictions of hair motion that include some variation in the
socket parameter S. From Figure 45, we can calculate a running standard deviation
of the quadratic, linear, and constant terms used to calculate S with respect to hair
length. In particular, for each hair we calculated the standard deviation in a0 , a1 , and
a2 for all of the hairs within 100 µm of the target length. In the short hair group, we
altered each of the ak by ±1% of the standard deviation for that hair and recovered
the full range of the hair sensitivity. In the long hair group, we needed ±2.5% of the
standard deviation to achieve the same results. In neither case were we able to obtain
the full range of the phase response.
Using the regression relationships in Figures 43 and 45 and the calculation for
moment of inertia in Chapter 2, each hair may be fully characterized by its length
Lk , position on the cercus bk , and resting position rk , and by the preferred direction
of motion nk which may be inferred from hair position on the cercus. We implicitly
assume that hairs of the same length with different directions of motion have the
same damping and restoring constants, Rk and Sk . We also assume that the effects
of position on the cercus are negligible except for the cercal diameter at the point of
hair insertion, which helps determine the boundary layer profile at the hair position.
We now use these facts to predict properties of hair interaction.
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Figure 47: A. Plot of the predicted gain for shorter hairs using the power law fits from
Figures 43 and 45, including variations in S as described in the text. The markers
denote the data, and the lines denote the predictions. B. Predicted phase shift for
shorter hairs. C. and D. The same plots for longer hairs.
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Numerical Simulations

As discussed in Chapter 1, a major issue still to be resolved in modeling the motion
of filiform hairs is quantifying the amount of viscosity-mediated coupling in the cricket
cercal system. To this end, we repeat simulations previously performed by Bathellier
et al. [6] and by ourselves with the steady Stokeslet model, using our new model and
parameter fits to assess the similarities and differences between the studies. We also
quantify coupling within a simulated neighborhood of filiform hairs spaced according
to the placement of sockets located near the proximal end of a representative cercus.
Lastly, we address the issue of using realistic stimuli to assess cercal performance and
hair interaction.
Fluid-mediated Coupling
As in Chapter 3, we make use of the coupling coefficient κ introduced by Bathellier
et al. [6] to quantify the effect of neighors on a filiform hair:
κ=

θref − θ
.
θref

Recall that θref is the maximum hair excursion in radians without neighbors and θ is
the excursion with neighbors. κ is a dimensionless ratio that predicts whether there
is no change due to the presence of neighbors (κ = 0), whether there is damping in
the presence of neighbors (κ > 0), or whether there is synergistic coupling in the
presence of neighbors (κ < 0). Bathellier et al. simulated the motion of a long
spider trichobothria (length unknown) with one neighbor of identical length located
at various distances from the target hair. The neighbor was either permitted to freely
move, was mechanically driven, or was fixed in place. Bathellier et al. found that
the freely moving neighbor had a negligible effect on the target hair at all distances
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from the target hair at the three frequencies tested: 50, 100, and 200 Hz (see Figure
48). On the other hand, at short distances from the target hair the fixed neighbor
caused a decrease of over 40% in the target hair’s motion. This change in response
decreases rapidly within increasing distance, and the rate of decrease is steeper with
increasing frequency. Bathellier et al. plotted κ against spacing between the hairs
normalized by hair diameter. At a normalized spacing of 35, the effect of the fixed
hair had decreased to 10% or less at all frequencies tested.

A

B

C
Figure 48: A. Plot of the coupling coefficient κ at 50 Hz for a long hair with an
identical neighbor against normalized spacing (the spacing between the hairs divided
by hair diameter). Either both hairs are free to move in the air flow, or the neighbor
is fixed in place while the target freely moves. B. Same for 100 Hz. C. Same for 200
Hz. These figures are modified from Bathellier et al. [6].
In Chapter 3 (or Cummins et al. [15]), we repeated the simulations for hairs
of length 700 and 1400 µm with one free or fixed identically-sized neighbor using
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the steady model (see Figure 12). The free hair has a longitudinal plane of motion
(axially-aligned) and the fixed hair has a transverse plane of motion. Since the torque
acting on the hair is projected onto the normal to the plane of motion, a transverse
preferred direction in axial air flow fixes the hair in place. Our results were similar
to those of Bathellier et al. in that fixed neighbors have more of an effect than free
neighbors, and fixed neighbors have a 40 − 50% damping effect near the target hair.
The results were different in that we found higher rates of coupling across all scenarios,
particularly in the case of a moving neighbor, we found shallower rates of decline with
distance, and we did not see any coupling effect below 10% out to normalized distances
of nearly 50. We suspected at the time that we were overestimating coupling at large
distances, but that Bathellier et al. was likely to be underestimating the effect of a
moving hair.
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Figure 49: A. Plot of the coupling coefficient κ for a 700 µm hair influenced by either a
moving (blue lines) or a stationary (red lines) identical 700 µm hair against normalized
spacing. B. The same for a 1400 µm hair. Compare these results to Figure 12.
Figure 49 shows the same simulations using the unsteady Stokeslet model developed in Chapter 4 and the parameter fits in Chapter 5. These simulations share
the same two common trends as the steady model: fixed neighbors have more of an
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effect than moving neighbors at the same frequency, and the fixed long hair (1400 µm)
starts out with a 40 − 45% damping effect. However, the 1400 µm simulation shares
additional trends with the Bathellier et al. study: the curves descend steeply with
distance, so that most of them have 10% or less damping by a normalized distance of
35. Additionally, the steepness of the curves increases dramatically with frequency,
as seen in Bathellier et al. , but not in our steady model. Lastly, we see a slightly
synergistic response with a moving neighbor at 200 Hz, which is also seen in the
simulations of Bathellier et al. at all three frequencies.
Despite these similarities, there are notable differences. There is much less separation in these figures between the effect of a moving versus a fixed neighbor than seen
in either Bathellier et al. or our simulations using the steady model. Additionally,
we still predict a lot of interaction between moving hairs. In fact, we predict more
interaction when the neighbor is close to the target hair than we did even with the
steady model, although the effect falls off much more rapidly with distance. We also
see a larger difference in coupling behavior between medium and long pairs of hairs
than we did in the previous steady model.
Most of the differences that we see between our steady and unsteady models are
expected given that the steady model is operating outside its known regime. But
what could be causing the differences between our unsteady model and the work
of Bathellier et al. [6]? There are two possibilities: the mechanical parameters of
the hairs and the boundary layer. The spider trichobothria on Cupiennius salei are
morphologically distinct from cricket filiform hairs. They are elaborately feathered
structures that are very light for their volume and have about five to seven times the
maximum excursion of cricket filiform hairs before arresting at the socket cup [4]. If
trichobothria are more compliant than cricket hairs, which seems likely from their
morphology, then they will offer less resistance to the air and so affect their neighbors
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less strongly when in motion. This may explain the large deviation between still and
moving neighbors that Bathellier et al. find both numerically and experimentally.
Aside from the possible differences in hair properties, Bathellier et al. neglected the
presence of a boundary layer when predicting viscosity-mediated coupling, whereas
our model does not. This means that in our model, there is a slower fluid environment around the bulk of the hair shaft than in the Bathellier et al. study. This is
particularly true for shorter hairs and for lower frequencies, since in either of these
situations more of the hair will be embedded within the boundary layer. And, indeed,
the greatest departures between the models occur under these circumstances.
We can distinguish between the differences caused by morphological traits and the
lack of a boundary layer by repeating a simulation on cricket hairs done by Bathellier
et al. This comparison is shown in Figure 50, with the results from Bathellier et al.
shown in panel A. Five cricket hairs with alternating lengths of 300 µm and 1000 µm
are arrayed in a line with a separation of 150 µm between each hair. The target hair
is the short middle hair, and it was simulated in isolation as well as in the group in
order to calculate the percent damping (100κ) due to the presence of the long and
short neighbors. Presumably, Bathellier et al. used R and S values from crickets
for this simulation, although that is not explicitly stated. The most likely values
used are those provided in Shimozawa et al. [63], which is cited throughout the
discussion in Bathellier et al. We repeated this simulation using our model with R
and S from Shimozawa et al. (Figure 50.B) and with the R and S values we found
in the parameter fitting process described earlier in the chapter (Figure 50.C).
Although the hair response using the constant R and S values from Shimozawa
et al. show noticeably different gain and phase behavior from the hair response
associated with our frequency-dependent S (data not shown), we nonetheless find
that the coupling behavior is extraordinarily similar between the simulations. That
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Figure 50: A. Reproduction of a cricket hair simulation, modified from Bathellier et
al. [6]. The schematic shows five hairs of alternating 300 µm and 1000 µm length.
The graph shows the percent damping (100κ) and phase response of the short middle
hair compared to the case where it is in isolation. The abscissa is frequency in Hz,
the left ordinate is 100κ, and the right ordinate is phase change in degrees, order of
subtraction unknown. B. & C. Repetition of the simulation in A. using our model
with either B.: the R and S values from Shimozawa et al. [63] or C.: the R and S
values calculated from Figures 43 and 45. Right ordinate is phase with neighbors less
phase without.
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is, the model predicts that the hairs will be affected by their neighbors in a similar
manner, regardless of the difference in biomechanical parameters used to describe
hair motion. However, both of these simulations show far more damping and phase
change than that predicted by Bathellier et al., 45 − 70% versus 30 − 40% in damping
and 10 − 18 degrees versus < 7 degrees. This suggests that neglecting the boundary
layer strongly affects the accuracy of hair interaction predictions, while biomechanical
parameters have less of an effect. Although we cannot perform a test at this point in
time, we suspect that the method of Bathellier et al. overestimates the coupling in a
transverse boundary layer, since the air flow will be moving faster than free stream
near the cercus.

A

B

Figure 51: A. Layout of three hairs of equal length arrayed axially along the cercus.
B. The same for transversely arranged hairs.
We now explore the effect of two flanking hairs on a target hair of the same length.
Figure 51 shows the two arrangements that we simulated: hairs that are axially
aligned and hairs that are transversely aligned. All the hairs have a longitudinal
plane of motion; i.e. their preferred direction of motion is aligned with the air flow
along the cercus. In Figure 52, the coupling coefficient κ of the middle hair is plotted
against the spacing between hairs in microns. For the axially-aligned hairs in Figure
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52.A, the abscissa represents distance along the long axis of the cercus and for the
transversely-aligned hairs in Figure 52.B the abscissa is arc length in microns. The
amount of rotation about the cercus that this arc length represents depends on the
diameter of the cercus, which is 500 µm in this simulation.
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Figure 52: A. Plot of the coupling coefficient κ for the middle of three 1000 µm hairs
arranged axially on a cercus of diameter 500 µm. The abscissa is distance in microns
between each pair of adjacent hairs. B. The same for transversely arranged hairs.
In both A and B, the solid horizontal line denotes no coupling between the hairs.
Negative values of κ (below the solid line) denote synergistic coupling. The dashed
horizontal line shows 50% damping.
In both the axial and transverse cases, κ asymptotes to zero as the distance
between the hairs increases, which means that the interaction between hairs fades
with increasing spacing. This limiting process is slower for lower frequencies, since
the boundary layers that form around the hairs have longer to interact at lower
frequencies. Also in both cases, damping increases as the hair spacing goes to zero.
Presumably, the limit as the three hairs approach each other is the behavior of a single
hair with three times the inertia, which should exhibit strong damping compared to
the isolated hair. Interestingly, we see evidence for at least mild synergistic coupling in
closely-packed, transversely-aligned hairs stimulated at high frequencies. The family
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of curves in Figure 52.B shows that there exists a range of hair spacings for each
frequency in which κ < 0, or the coupling is synergistic. With increasing frequency,
the magnitude of the synergistic coupling increases and the hair spacing at which the
maximum occurs decreases. At low frequencies, the predicted synergistic coupling
is so slight that it likely could not be seen during an experiment with our current
technology.
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Figure 53: A. Plot of the coupling coefficient κ for the middle of three 1000 µm hairs
arranged transversely on a cercus of diameter 250 µm. The abscissa is arc length in
microns between each pair of adjacent hairs. B. The same for a cercus of diameter
1000 µm. As in Figure 52, the dashed line shows 50% damping, the solid line denotes
zero coupling, and negative values of κ denote synergistic coupling.
Not surprisingly, the synergistic coupling is dependent on the curvature of cercus.
Figure 53 shows the κ curve for the middle hair in Figure 51.B for cercal diameters
of 250 and 1000 µm. Comparing these to the results for a cercal diameter of 500 µm
in Figure 52.B, we see two trends with increasing diameter. First, the magnitude
of the viscosity-mediated coupling increases with increasing diameter, whether the
coupling causes damped or synergistic motion. Increasing the diameter of the cercus
is equivalent to decreasing its curvature, which means that the tips of the hairs are
closer together for a given arc length at a larger diameter and cause an increase in the
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total hair interaction. This includes stronger damping at short distances and stronger
synergy at intermediate distances. The second trend is that the hair spacing at which
the maximum synergistic coupling occurs increases with cercal diameter. The limiting
case as the diameter approaches infinity is a flat substrate, so the hair spacing that
results in the maximal synergistic coupling at a given frequency should approach a
finite value. This value may be related to the work previously done by Cheer and
Koehl [10], but they did not include the effect of a substrate boundary layer in their
study. Therefore if we extrapolate Cheer and Koehl’s results up to the length scale
and viscosity of our system, we may well see the same systematic differences with
their work as we did with Bathellier et al.
The actual hair spacings between long hairs at the proximal end of a cricket cercus
that have an axially-aligned preferred plane of motion can be recovered by examining
the socket arrangement on the cercus. John Miller and Holly Munson from the Center
for Computational Biology at MSU developed a method of treating the cuticle of the
cercus so that it can be laid flat after being ventrally slit. During the process, all of the
filiform hairs are removed by plucking. An estimate of hair length and preferred plane
of motion can then be made by examining the size and orientation of the filiform hair
sockets. One example of the proximal end of a treated cercus from an adult Acheta
domesticus (Figure 54) shows a minimal axial separation between long hairs with a
longitudinal plane of motion of about 300 µm and a minimal transverse separation
of approximately 100 µm. In the area where these distances are observed, the cercal
diameter ranges between 515 and 575 µm. If we take 1000 µm to be a reasonable
length long hair in this region, then Figure 52.A shows that the middle hair of three
axially aligned hairs separated by 300 µm will exhibit a negligible effect of coupling
at high frequencies and significant damping at low frequencies. By Figure 52.B, the
middle hair in a transverse arrangement with 100 µm between hairs will exhibit small
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amounts of synergistic coupling ( 10%) at moderate frequencies (75 − 100 Hz), small
amounts of damping at low frequencies (25 Hz), and near-negligible effects elsewhere.
These simple three-hair arrangements do not exist in isolation on the cercus. To
evaluate the difference between independent and coupled motion for a realistic hair
configuration, we take the eight numbered socket positions in Figure 54.A. These hairs
have all been verified to have a longitudinal plane of motion. From Figure 54, we
can calculate the placement of each hair on the cercus, but we can’t measure the hair
lengths. Instead, we approximate the hair lengths using the socket diameter, which
can be measured. The smallest socket on the cercus is about 15 µm in diameter and
the largest is about 44 µm. We assume that this socket diameter range corresponds to
the bulk of the range of hair length, 150−1600 µm. This gives us a linear equation for
hair length in microns L versus socket diameter ds : L = 50ds − 600. We measured the
diameters of the eight numbered sockets in Figure 54.A and estimated the associated
hair length using the equation for L. The range of hair lengths we found vary from
850 to 1400 µm and the full set of results are tabulated in Table 1. We take the cercal
diameter to be 550 µm and assume that all the hairs are radial to the surface in their
resting positions.
The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 54.B. All the hairs are significantly damped at very low frequency and show nearly negligible coupling at high
frequencies. All of the hairs show synergistic coupling at some point in their frequency
range, although only hairs 2, 3, and 7 show synergistic coupling of at least 5%. An
interesting fact is that the small functional groups shown in Figure 51 are still visible
within this larger conglomeration. In particular, hairs 2, 3, and 4 and hairs 6, 7,
and 8 are three hair lateral “combs” similar in configuration to Figure 51.B with an
approximate hair spacing of 100 µm, although the hairs are of different lengths and
are axially offset. And hairs 1, 4, and 7 form a row similar to Figure 51.A with an
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Table 1: Socket diameter and estimated hair length for a group of eight proximal
filiform hairs.
Hair Number
1
Socket Diameter (µm)
35
Est. Hair Length (µm) 1150

2
38
1300

3
32
1000

4
40
1400

5
29
850

6
38
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7
29
850

0.7
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Figure 54: A. Merged photographs of the proximal end of a cercus treated so that it
lays flat. The filiform hairs have been plucked and the cercus ventrally slit through
the clavate hair patch (the club-shaped clavate hairs are visible on both sides of the
cut). The scale bar indicates 500 µm or half a millimeter. The circled medium to
large sockets are all oriented so that their filiform hairs would have had an axiallyaligned preferred direction of motion. B. Plot of κ versus frequency in Hz for the
eight hairs with lengths as in Table 1 and arrangement as in Figure 54.A. Solid and
dashed horizontal lines show 0 and 50% coupling respectively.
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approximate hair spacing of 300 − 350 µm, although the hairs are of different lengths.
We discuss these groupings in the following paragraphs.
Hairs 2 and 3 show synergistic coupling in the intermediate frequency range at a
low magnitude that might still be strong enough to be observed experimentally. Hair
2 shows 7.5 to 8.5% synergistic coupling between 50 and 100 Hz and hair 3 shows
the same except shifted to a higher frequency range by about 25 Hz. Ignoring this
axial offset, hairs 2 and 3 are transversely separated by 90 µm and hairs 2 and 4
are transversely separated by 110 µm, forming a three hair comb. Referring back to
Figure 52.B, we see that the magnitude of synergistic coupling expected for a comb of
1000 µm hairs separated by 100 µm is approximately 9 to 10% at 75 to 100 Hz. Hair
2 shows less coupling than this, possibly because hair 2 is 1300 µm long and is flanked
by a shorter hair on one side – the 1000 µm hair 3. Hair 3 is at the outer edge of the
comb. We did not show κ results for an outer hair, but the trends are qualitatively
similar to Figure 52.B with decreased amplitude in the coupling. At 90 µm spacing
and 75 to 100 Hz, an outer hair is predicted to show about 7% synergistic coupling.
Hair 3 actually shows more coupling than this, likely because its nearest neighbor is
taller than it, rather than the same length. Hair 4 at the other end of the comb and
at the middle of the whole group shows no synergistic coupling at all. Instead, its
pattern of behavior is closer to that of the middle hair in Figure 51.A with κ results
in Figure 52.A, although the damping is lower magnitude than predicted by Figure
52.A. This is likely because hair 4 is 1400 µm, one of the tallest hairs in the group.
The only other hair of that length is offset by 370 µm axially and 65 µm transversely
to hair 4. Since hair 4 is surrounded mostly by shorter hairs, its predicted damping
is less than if the hairs were of the same length. Although hair 5 may be part of
the comb, no characteristic synergistic coupling is observed in hair 5 either. Hair 5
shows almost an identical κ curve to hair 4, possibly because although it has fewer
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neighbors, it is one of the shortest hairs and therefore is more strongly influenced by
its neighbors than hair 4.
There is another three hair comb in the group, made up of hairs 6, 7, and 8,
where hairs 6 and 7 are separated by 124 µm and hairs 7 and 8 by 65 µm transversely,
again ignoring axial offset. The middle hair, 7, shows synergistic coupling of 6% at
frequencies near 200 Hz, which matches the results of Figure 52.B for a hair spacings
of 100 µm. Hair 8 shows about 5% synergistic coupling around 150 Hz, but hair
6 shows no significant amount of the synergistic coupling predicted for outer hairs
as discussed in the previous paragraph. The difference between the two outer hairs
is likely due to a combination of the height distance between the outer hairs and
the middle hair (1300 and 1400 µm opposed to 850 µm) and the differential spacing
between the hairs. Hair 8, although 550 µm taller than Hair 7, is located only 65 µm
away transversely and axially (a total distance of 92 µm), so that their interaction is
much stronger than that between hairs 6 and 7, which are separated by a transverse
distance of 124 µm and height difference of 450 µm.
Aside from the combs, there is a three hair row made up of 1, 4, and 7, similar
to Figure 52.A. We have already seen that hair 4 has “row-like” instead of “comblike” behavior and that hair 7 has comb-like behavior at high frequencies. At low
frequencies, hair 7 is much more highly damped than expected for a row separated by
300 µm, probably due to the proximity of the tall hair 8. Hair 1 is also more highly
damped than expected, although its curve is qualitatively similar to a row κ curve
with 300 µm separation in that it smoothly sweeps to zero with frequency. The higher
damping is probably because of the additional lateral hairs in the group. This three
hair row is the least convincing functional group. It is much more likely that instead
of actually operating as a group, the individual hairs are more strongly affected by
their closest one or two neighbors than the functional grouping of the row.
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In conclusion we note that in a biologically realistic arrangement, filiform hairs
can exhibit complex changes in motion due to the presence of near neighbors. The
hairs seem to be most strongly affected by the functional groupings composed of their
nearest neighbors, which are almost always transversely offset, forming combs that
predict small amounts of synergistic coupling in the presence of axially oscillating air
flow of frequencies higher than about 40 Hz. At low frequencies, hairs in a group
are strongly damped, providing an effective amplitude boost to higher frequencies
in addition to the synergistic coupling. Perhaps there is some functional reason
for higher amplitude amplification, or perhaps it is the unavoidable consequence of
packing hairs densely for some other task.
Biological Stimuli
Most of the numerical modeling of filiform hairs and a fair amount of the experimental work has concentrated almost exclusively on steady state pure tone oscillatory
signals or band-limited white noise. Except in rare cases, this stimulus regime does
not mimic natural conditions. In general, the cercal system is required to operate in a
noisy environment and to capture complex signals that may have transient or spatially
rich components that indicate the presence of predators or mates. One of the next
significant challenges in filiform hair modeling is to increase the range of stimuli from
which we can make predictions of hair response. Modeling spatially complex stimuli
remains a challenge, although recently Kant and Humphrey [40] have enjoyed some
success in that endeavor. Using a different method, they modeled the hair response
to very short, abrupt accelerations of an object that induce air flow pulses mimicking
the beginning of an attack lunge of a spider. The model that we have presented is
so far limited to bulk flow conditions. However, our model can predict hair motion
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stimulated by temporally complex bulk flows using the modeling framework presented
in Chapter 4.
We extend the predictive capability of our model by calculating an approximate
impulse response function of a hair. As discussed in Chapter 5, an impulse response
function (IRF) is the response of a system to a Dirac-δ pulse. When convolved with
an arbitrary signal, it returns the output response of the system that it represents.
The IRF can be calculated by taking the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of the
transfer function of the system, where the transfer function is a complex number
at each frequency that encodes the gain and phase response of the system at that
frequency. Since a true IRF encodes the system response to all frequencies, it is never
exactly recovered by any finite number of frequency measurements. Nonetheless, we
may approximate the IRF of a given filiform hair by simulating the hair’s response
at each frequency until the hair response becomes small and then taking the IFT of
the sequence.
With the hair’s approximate IRF in hand, we may then convolve it with an arbitrary signal to predict the hair’s response to the stimulus. Since the hair’s transfer
function was built by calculating the hair’s response to a sinusoidal boundary layer,
the output from the convolution step could have been obtained by taking the Fourier
transform of the signal, calculating the resultant boundary layer over the cercus for
each frequency component less than or equal to the highest measured frequency in
the hair’s transfer function, simulating the hair response to each frequency input, and
finally summing all of the inputs together. The approximate IRF method is much
faster for evaluating multiple signals.
We demonstrate this method using the transfer functions for the eight hair group
in Figure 54. Figures 55.A and B show the gain and phase responses for all eight hairs
up to 600 Hz in the insets, with the majority of the figure comprising the region of
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Figure 55: A. Close-up of the most interesting section of the gain response versus
frequency for the eight hairs arranged as in Figure 54 with lengths given in Table 1.
The inset represents the gain response out to 600 Hz. B. The same for the phase
response in degrees. C. and D. Plot of the gain and phase responses versus frequency
for the reference hairs. Reference hairs share all characteristics with the numbered
hairs in A and B except that they lack neighboring hairs.
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Figure 56: Plot of the impulse response function in rad / (m/s) against time in
seconds for hair 1 (1150 µm in length). The blue line is the IRF for the hair without
neighbors and the red line is the IRF for the hair placed a group as in Figure 54.
the largest gain response. For comparative purposes, we also calculated the gain and
phase curves for the same length hairs in isolation, which are shown in Figures 55.C
and D. From these curves we calculated the approximate IRFs for all eight hairs both
with and without neighbors. The IRFs for hair 1 in isolation and in the group are
shown in Figure 56. The difference in IRFs seen in this figure is the largest exhibited
over all eight hairs. We used the IRFs to filter the voltage recording of a 54 second
Acheta domesticus courtship song. The cricket song was recorded in millivolts at 44.1
kHz using an uncalibrated microphone. Because the microphone was not calibrated
to air velocity, we cannot predict the response of the hairs in radians. Instead we
predict hair response in mV · rad/(m/s), and examine the qualitative differences in
the curves.
Instead of showing results for all eight hairs, we show only the filtered stimulus for
the four hairs with the greatest coupling response in Figure 54.B: hairs 1 and 7 have
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the largest magnitude damped coupling, and hairs 2 and 3 have the largest magnitude
synergistic coupling. The filtered stimulus for each of these hairs in isolation and in
the group is shown in Figure 57, with black lines denoting stimulus, blue lines denoting
isolated hairs, and red lines denoting hairs interacting with the group. The stimulus
shown is a 0.16 s segment of the 54 s trace that has been down-sampled to 1200 Hz
from 44.1 kHz. It contains three chirps or bursts of song. The first stimulus chirp
in the figure looks to have a strong low frequency component. This is an artifact
of the down-sampling procedure, but it demonstrates that noticeable damping (i.e.,
the blue curve is more positive or more negative than the red curve) can occur at
low frequencies; see Figures 57.A and B, where the predicted behavior of the most
strongly damped hairs is graphed. Neither of the strongly synergistic hairs shows
much damping in this first chirp, likely because hairs 2 and 3 have much smaller
damping in the low frequencies. All four of the hairs exhibit exaggerated recovery
curves at the end of the bursts that are slightly synergistic (i.e., the red curve is more
positive or more negative than the blue curve). Since these curves are only slightly
different between isolated and grouped hairs and because the difference is not any
more pronounced in hairs 2 and 3 than in hairs 1 and 7, we do not take these curves as
evidence of synergistic motion in the group of hairs. Indeed, it seems that except for
a down-sampling artifact, the coupling effects visible in Figure 54.B have a negligible
effect on the response to this temporally complex signal.
Before the voltage trace was down-sampled, it was composed of sets of 2 or 3 chirps
occurring at about 20 Hz with breaks of about 0.25 s between sets. Each chirp consisted of an amplitude modulated sinusoid at 5000 Hz, far above the frequency where
the hairs respond. The signal down-sampling procedure was necessary to convolve the
hair’s impulse response function with the cricket song, but one of the most consistent
characteristics of the stimulus, the 5000 Hz stridulation, was lost in the process. This
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Figure 57: Plot of the predicted hair responses in mV·rad/(m/s) to a 0.11 s segment of
a voltage trace of a cricket courtship song. The black line is the stimulus voltage trace
in mV, the blue line is the isolated hair response, and the red line is hair response in
the group. The blue line often coincides with the red line. A. & B. The predictions
for the most strongly damped hairs, 1 and 7 in Figure 54. C. & D. The same for the
most strongly synergistic hairs, 2 and 3.
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is actually reasonable, since the down-sampling is analogous to the hair’s lowpass
filtering function, and so the black voltage trace in Figure 57 is an example of what
filiform hairs might sense of a high frequency signal. Crickets actually hear cricket
song with their tympani, and only bring the cercal system into play when the stridulating cricket is near enough for the filiform hairs to directionalize the sound. Since
by that time the source of the stimulus has been identified as a cricket, it is possible
that the cercal system is not needed to make a fine discrimination of the stimulus.
It would be informative to locate a lower frequency temporally complex biological
signal to check for the effects of coupling, or perhaps to locate a low-frequency-biased
natural noise source. If coupling effects are absent in all natural, temporally complex
signals, then there is no further need to model the phenomenon.
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CONCLUSIONS

Mathematics and Numerics

The search for a model of filiform hair motion can be cast in terms of seeking the
mechanical impedance that transduces air velocity into forces along a hair [63]:
f (ω) = Z(ω)v(ω).

(88)

Shimozawa and Kanou [61] first calculated the mechanical impedance of an isolated
hair in oscillating flow assuming a quasi-steady Oseen approximation for a cylinder in
steady flow. Humphrey et al. [30] and Shimozawa et al. [63] used Stokes’ mechanical
impedance for an infinite cylinder oscillating in infinite flow, also applicable only for
an isolated hair. Equation (75) in this study can be thought of as an equation in
terms of mechanical admittance or mobility:
v(ω) = M (ω)f (ω),
where the mechanical admittance operator M (ω) represents convolution with the regularized Stokeslet kernel. Although for an independent hair with various geometrical
and fluid flow simplifications, M −1 (ω) = Z(ω) exists analytically as in [61, 30, 63],
a closed form solution does not necessarily exist for a hair with near neighbors. The
solution of (86) for the force distributions along the hairs is our estimate of the
impedance equation (88) in the case where the perturbation to the flow fluid caused
by nearby hairs is non-negligible.
The numerical solution to equations (86) and (85) predicts hair motion under the
influence of fluid-mediated coupling due to an arbitrary collection of filiform hairs.
The work presented here and the penalty immersed boundary method implemented by
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Jeff Heys et al. [27] are the only models currently capable of this feat, and our model
has the advantage of computational speed. The code execution time is a fraction
R
of a second for a single hair with no cercal points using MATLAB!
R2009a on a

Macintosh G5 tower with 2 GB RAM. The execution time scales as N 2 , where N
is the number of hairs. This speed advantage allows us to approximate the impulse
response function for a hair under various conditions, which in turn allows us to
estimate the hair response to complex biological signals. The primary reason for the
computational swiftness that we achieve is the novel regularization method underlying
our work, the regularized unsteady Stokeslet method introduced in Chapter 4. It is
in the general class of boundary integral methods that require the calculation of
the fluid velocity only at the boundaries instead of throughout the whole space,
resulting in significantly faster computation. The method is a generalized technique
that smoothes one-dimensional boundaries undergoing small oscillatory motion in a
three-dimensional domain, and is likely applicable to modeling scenarios other than
that of filiform hairs.
Our numerical simulations show that under certain circumstances, biological arrangements of filiform hairs on Acheta domesticus result in hair motion that is significantly different in the group than in isolation. In particular, for hair spacings like
those found near the proximal end of the cerci, near neighbors have a strong damping
effect on each other at low frequencies. At higher frequencies, the damping decreases
and small amounts of synergistic coupling appear. Both of these effects amplify
higher frequency signals with respect to low frequency signals. One hypothesis of the
function of the dense region of hairs at the proximal end of the cercus is to act as
a noise cancellation device by damping out the largest frequency components in the
noise profile. To truly test this hypothesis, we would need to know the noise spectrum
in the vicinity of the hairs. If it has large components below 50 Hz, then the dense
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group of hairs may very well serve a noise reduction purpose. Common noise profiles
that decrease rapidly with frequency, like pink noise (also called 1/f noise where f is
frequency) and brown noise (characteristic of Brownian motion), represent common
spectra that the hairs may be exposed to and may counteract. Additionally, Barth [3]
reports that the nocturnal wind spectrum in the South American habitat where the
wandering spider Cupiennius salei is found is very narrow bandwidth, with almost
all the frequency components below 10 Hz. If the wind spectrum is similar in cricket
habitat, then the purpose of the dense patch of hairs could be to function as a steady
stimulus subtraction device. The presence of heavy damping at the proximal end of
the cercus could alert the terminal abdominal ganglion or other processing structures
to a steady wind source that can be ignored. Perhaps the neural processing could
even subtract this steady signal from afferent signals originating at the distal end of
the cercus. In this scenario, the noise being cancelled is a low frequency ambient wind
flow, rather than the high frequency jitter always present in a fluid.
Given that we have not yet located a natural stimulus that shows significant
coupling effects nor have we have proved that the dense patch of hairs filters low
frequency noise, it remains to be seen if the mechanical coupling that we predict
significantly affects the neural and behavioral response of the cricket. Dangles et al.
[17] assessed the total canopy response for the wood cricket Nemobius sylvestris using
a model introduced in Magal et al. [47]. Magal et al.’s model is the first attempt that
we know of to characterize the neurological response of the filiform hair array as a
whole. It assumes that hairs do not experience fluid-mediated coupling and that the
relevant characteristic of the neural response of the afferent is spiking rate, which is
proportional to maximum hair deflection. If we were to substitute our hair motion
model into this system, we would see a decrease in canopy response at low frequencies
due to decreased hair deflections, and perhaps a slight increase in hair motion at
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higher frequencies. However, it may not be a significant change in either case if the
proportionality constant describing the spiking rate of the underlying afferent is low.
Since the threshold hair deflections for afferent stimulation are very slight, 0.001◦ to
0.03◦ in Gryllus bimaculatus [42], even hairs significantly damped by coupling may
still have deflections large enough to induce spiking and may not differ that much
from more energetically moving hairs if the proportionality constant is low enough.
Before repeating this estimation of canopy response with our model of filiform
hair interaction, it would make sense to develop a more complex model of hair-toafferent transduction using the data reported by Roddey and Jacobs [58] (see also the
discussion in Osborne [49]). Roddey and Jacobs calculate an approximation of the
transfer function from air flow to afferent spiking rate, and find that the gain of an
afferent varies with frequency of the driving flow. Furthermore, afferent gain varies
with air frequency differently than does filiform hair gain [49], suggesting a complex
two-layer amplification of environmental signals at the sensory epithelium.
Supposing that we are able to see significant differences in the afferent response
using a combination of our model and Roddey and Jacob’s work, there are more layers
of neural processing before the cricket makes any behavioral decisions. It would be
interesting to couple this afferent canopy response model to an interneuron response
model to see if the effect of the mechanical coupling propagates far up the nervous
system. If it does not, then there is likely no functional reason for the cricket to
have coupled hairs and the coupling we see could be an unavoidable side effect of
attempting to maximize hair density at the proximal end of the cercus. A dense
patch of hairs there could function as an effective escape response since the latency
of the neural response is low, rather than functioning as a noise cancellation filter as
we hypothesize above.
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Data

The data set that we gathered shows both similarities and differences with previous
filiform hair experiments, which we discussed in detail in Chapter 5. We confirm the
general trend that longer hairs tend to reach their maxima earlier in frequency than
shorter hairs do, and that these maxima are broad rather than sharply peaked. We
also confirm that at low frequencies the hairs have a phase lead with respect to the
stimulus. There are mixed results in the data about the value of the maxima, with
reports of best sensitivity either increasing with hair length or remaining flat. Our
work supports either a very slight increase or no relationship between best sensitivity
and hair length. The shape of our phase curves with respect to frequency are different
from previously reported, in that short hairs have a generally flat phase response and
long hairs do not obtain as much of a phase lag as the other studies.
Although our experimental results show these differing phase trends, after fitting
numerical parameters to our model we predict phase curves like those recorded in
previous data sets (see Figure 46.B and D). In order to obtain phase curves closer
to our data, we had to choose torsional resistance parameters R that were negative,
which is a non-physical value. For this reason, we limited our fits in R to be constants
about an order of magnitude lower than those found by Shimozawa et al. [63], which
resulted in a regression relationship to hair length with the same exponent (2.77) as
found by Shimozawa et al.
There are two important results from our parameter fits. The first is that the
hair-air model is relatively insensitive to the value of R (see Figure 42.A) and the
second is that the spring constant S is dependent on frequency (see Figure 42.B).
The relative insensitivity to variation in R is surprising because Humphrey et al. [30]
reported a large sensitivity to R in the analytical calculation of hair response, as
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did we ourselves in [15] using the steady model. These reports of sensitivity were
found under the assumption that R and S are constants, and the results showed
that if R is varied while S is fixed, then appreciable changes in the curve shape
of the response occur. However in this study, while we were searching for frequency
dependent parameters that returned the best fit to the data, we found that R changed
the relative error in the fit by only a few percent, even when it was allowed to
vary over 15 orders of magnitude (between 10−30 and 10−15 ) in the frequency range.
This suggests that although numerical models of air motion are sensitive to R, the
particular transfer functions that we measured from the Acheta domesticus hairs take
their shape primarily from the parameter S.
The frequency dependence in S is unexpected given that many researchers [6,
30, 49, 63] have been able to find satisfactory parameter fits without resorting to
frequency dependence. However, Tautz [71] measured the mechanical impedance of a
caterpillar hair at 100 Hz and at 300 Hz and found that it increased with frequency.
Although we only have fits in S up to 200 Hz, S increases from 100 to 200 Hz for
all 19 of the hairs in our data set. An increasing S is associated with an increasing
mechanical impedance, so our results are qualitatively in agreement with Tautz.
We were able to fit quadratic functions in the natural log of frequency to our plots
of S fits versus frequency (see Figure 44). When we plotted the three parameters
in these functions versus hair length L, we found strong power law relationships
with the exponents of L ranging from 1.88 to 2.1, somewhat similar to the exponent
1.67 that Shimozawa et al. found in their non-frequency-dependent S fit to hair
length. Shimozawa et al. [63] state that a bandpass filter designed to cover a wide
frequency range should have a best frequency response that varies sensitively with
respect to some parameter, while at the same time the best sensitivity should not be
strongly affected by the parameter. They further claim that if the spring constant
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S is proportional to L2 , then this condition will be achieved with hair length as the
parameter in question. This conclusion would suggest that the flat best sensitivity
response that we find in our data (see Figure 37) is due to the L2 dependence in the
socket parameter S. It also provides evidence that the primary function of the cercal
system is that of a bandpass filter, damping environmental signals outside the range
of biologically relevant air flows.
Future Directions

There are many possibilities for extending this work. The easiest remaining analysis is to assess biological arrangements of hairs with varying planes of motion. Such
an exploration may aid in confirming the function of the dense region of hairs at the
proximal end of the cercus. Also well within reach would be to identify and analyze a
suite of temporally complex natural signals for various groups of hairs on the cercus
to assess optimal responses and the degree of coupling under these stimuli. Farther
out in the future is extending the model to non-axial stimuli. Our model will work
with any boundary layer that can be expressed as w(x)eiωt , so if there exist cross
flows in this form, we can decompose air flow at any angle of incidence into axial and
cross flow components. Humphrey et al. [30] provides an analytical expression for a
boundary layer formed from oscillatory flow perpendicular to the cercal axis, but it
would require some work to see if it can be transformed into the appropriate form.
And yet farther out is accommodating the nonlinearity in the hair socket that occurs
as the hair excursion gets large and approaches the edge of the socket cup.
There is also the need for more data collection, to more completely characterize
the variability in the filiform hair population, and to ascertain why we see frequency
dependence in the socket spring parameter S. Additionally, the predictions we make
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about the amount of coupling in sinusoidal air flows can be verified by experiments in
which data is collected from a hair in a group and then again after all the neighboring
hairs have been removed.
The work presented here provides a tractable framework for assessing the interaction of filamentous structures in fluid flow, and introduces a general mathematical
technique applicable to other modeling problems. It adds to the growing body of
literature on the functional significance of the cricket cercal system and provides a
sound basis and clear direction for further investigation. By studying the mechanical
transduction of air motion to filiform hair response we have simultaneously helped
broaden understanding of the neural pathway from environmental stimulus to animal
behavior, set the scene for addressing questions about evolutionary optimality, and
provided a tool for the control and interpretation of engineering sensors.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATING MOMENT OF INERTIA

193
We start by manipulating I =

7L
0

s2 dM , where the subscript k denoting hair iden-

tity has been dropped for clarity, dM = ρc πr2 (s) ds, and r(s) = (d0 /2) (1 − s/Lk )1/m .
% L
I =
s2 ρπr2 (s) ds
0
0
12
% L
1
d0 #
s $m
2
=
s ρπ
1−
ds
2
L
0
%
2
s $m
d20 L 2 #
s 1−
ds
= ρπ
4 0
L
Now let

which implies that

)
s * m1
z = 1−
L
)
*
s = L 1 − zm

ds = −Lmz m−1 dz.
When s = 0, z = 1 and when s = L, z = 0, so the integral becomes
%
)
*
d20 0
I = ρπ
(L(1 − z m ))2 z 2 −Lmz m−1 dz
4 1
%
3
L ρπd20 m 1
=
(1 − 2z m + z 2m )z m+1 dz
4
%0
L3 ρπd20 m 1 m+1
=
z
− 2z 2m+1 + z 3m+1 dz
4
0
! 3m+2
" 81
3
2
L ρπd0 m z
z 2m+2
z m+2 88
=
−2
+
4
3m + 2
2m + 2 m + 2 80
!
"
L3 ρπd20 m
1
1
1
=
−
+
4
3m + 2 m + 1 m + 2
!
"
L3 ρπd20 m (m + 1)(m + 2) − (3m + 2)(m + 2) + (3m + 2)(m + 1)
=
4
(3m + 2)(m + 2)(m + 1)
! 2
"
3
2
L ρπd0 m m + 3m + 2 − 3m2 − 8m − 4 + 3m2 + 5m + 2
=
4
(3m + 2)(m + 2)(m + 1)
3
2
3
L ρπd0
m
=
,
4 (3m + 2)(m + 2)(m + 1)
as desired.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVING THE BOUNDARY LAYER
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The boundary layer that forms in parallel sinusoidal flow over an infinite cylinder of diameter D may described as the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations
in cylindrical coordinates (r, Θ, z) with a sinusoidal boundary condition at infinity, lim u(r, Θ, z, t) = [0, 0, U0 eiωt ], and a no-slip condition along the cylinder,
r→∞

u(D/2, Θ, z, t) = [0, 0, 0]. We assume a radially symmetric solution of the form
u(r, t) = [0, 0, uz (r, t)],

(89)

so that there are no angular or radial components to the fluid flow, only an axial
component, and this component varies only with time and with distance from the
cylinder. This flow is automatically divergence-free and it is easily seen that the
convection terms in the Navier-Stokes equations vanish. Substituting (89) into the
N.S. equations in cylindrical coordinates produces the following simplified system:
!
"
∂uz
1 ∂p
1 ∂
∂uz
= −
+ν
r
∂t
ρ ∂z
r ∂r
∂r
∂p
= 0
∂r
1 ∂p
= 0
r ∂Θ
lim uz (r, t) = U0 eiωt

r→∞

uz (D/2, t) = 0.

(90)

From the second and third equations in (90), the pressure p(z, t) is a function only
of time and of axial distance along the cylinder. From the first equation we see that
∂p
∂z

= f (r, t) for some function f , which must actually be

∂p
∂z

= f (t) to be consistent

with the second equation. We will now assume that we know the general form of uz
and p and show that a consistent solution arises. We first assume that
uz (r, t) = U0 eiωt + u(r)eiωt .

(91)

That is, we assume the cylinder provides a separable perturbation of the parallel flow,
u(r)eiωt , that vanishes as r → ∞ and cancels out the bulk flow at the surface of the
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cylinder. Then equations (90) become
ν
1 ∂p
iωu(r)eiωt − u' (r)eiωt − νu'' (r)eiωt = −iωU0 eiωt −
r
ρ ∂z
lim u(r) = 0

r→∞

u(D/2) = −U0 .

(92)

Further suppose that
∂p
= −iωρU0 eiωt
∂z
to cancel the right-hand side of the first equation in (92). The pressure field p(z, t) is
the quantity that ensures u(r, t) is a divergence-free flow. As long as our choice for the
pressure field results in a flow of the form (89), which is automatically divergence-free,
then it is a pressure field consistent with the solution.
After making the pressure substitution and dividing by eiωt , (92) becomes
1
iω
u'' (r) + u' (r) − u(r) = 0
r
ν
lim u(r) = 0

r→∞

u(D/2) = −U0
Let s :=
du(r)
dr

=

dv(s)
dr

2

=

iω
r
ν

ds dv
dr ds

(93)

#2 $
iω
and define v(s) = v
r := u(r). Then by the chain rule
ν
= iω/ν dv
so that (93) becomes
ds
1
v '' + v ' − v = 0
s

lim v(s) = 0
03
1
iω D
v
= −U0
ν 2
|s|→∞

(94)

The solution is found by recognizing that (94) can be rewritten as a modified Bessel
differential equation, s2 v '' (s) + sv ' (s) − s2 v(s) = 0. This equation has solutions of the
form v(s) = AI0 (s) + BK0 (s), where I0 and K0 are modified Bessel functions of the
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first and second kind respectively. Modified Bessel functions of the first kind have an
infinite limit at infinity while those of the second kind go to zero. Thus the infinite
boundary condition in (94) implies A = 0 and the second boundary condition gives
us the constant B
B=−

K0

U0
#2

which provides the final solution using (91)

iω D
ν 2

$

U0 K0 (s)
#2
$
iωD
K0
2ν
#2 $
iω
U0 K0
r
ν
⇒ u(r) = −
#2
$
iω D
K0
ν 2

#2 $ 
iω
K0
r 
ν
iωt 
⇒ uz (r, t) = U0 e 1 −
#2
$ .
iω D
K0
ν 2
v(s) = −
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APPENDIX C

SCALING
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In this appendix, we rescale the system of equations in Section 3. Let T be a time
x and r̂ by
scale and L be a length scale. Define the dimensionless variables t̂, x̂
t̂ =

1
t,
T

x=
x̂

1
x,
L

r̂ =

1
r.
L

Recall that t is time, x is position and r is the magnitude of x . These choices for
scaling terms define a velocity scale given by U = L/T such that a dimensionless
)
*
velocity is û = T /L u. For convenience define dimensionless pressure and force as
p̂ =

1
p,
P

F̂ =

1
F
F

We choose T = 1/f = 2π/ω so that the dimensionless period of oscillation of
the hair and the far-field flow is 1. We select the length scale L to be the length of
the longest hair. We set the pressure scale to be P = µ/T and choose F = Is /T 2 ,
(i) (i)

where Is := maxi,j (mj rj ) is the maximum of the inertial factors over all positions
on all hairs. These choices for scaling terms lead to a natural scaling for mass,
L
I
L
m =
m, for inertia, Iˆ =
, and for the inertial force constants,
m̂ =
2
FT
Is
Is L
mr
m̂r̂ =
.
Is
With these choices the equation for the resistive forces has the form
"
/
.!
S (i) T 2 (i)
R(i) T '(i)
(i)
(i) (i)
(i)
'(i)
2 (i)
''(i)
F̂IRS,j = −m̂j r̂j
.
θ (t̂) + (i) θ (t̂) + (i) θ (t̂) h + |θ (t̂)| r
I
I
The boundary layer equation in dimensionless form is given by
ûb =

T
2π
x) =
x),
U0 Bc (T t̂, Lx̂
U0 Bc (2π t̂/ω, Lx̂
L
Lω

and the total scaled velocity is the sum of the scaled perturbation velocities and the
scaled boundary layer, v̂ = û + ûb , where the scaled version of u is derived below.
We scale the Stokes equation, where
F :=

N
&
i=1

(i)
FIRS

+

N
&
j=1
j&=i

(P)

F(i)
con + Fbc .
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Note that the Laplacian is scaled by 1/L2 , the gradient by 1/L, and φδ̂ = L3 φδ ,
because our particular choice of φδ has units (length)−3 . Therefore the first equation
has the form
∆û =

PT
FT
∇p̂ − 2 F̂φδ̂ = ∇p̂ − CF F̂φδ̂
µ
Lµ

(95)

Is ω
FT
=
. Repeating the calculations in Section 3 with
2
Lµ
2πL2 µ
expression (95) and using ∇ · û = 0, we observe that the constant CF factors out of
where we set CF :=

the matrix equation:
û = CF M F̂.
Thus, the scaled inverse problem is
F̂ =

1
M −1 û.
CF

And the angular velocity equation scales to be
θ

'(i)

(t̂) =

6ni

(i)
k=1 (x̂k

(i) (i)

× m̂k v̂k ) · n(i)
Iˆ(i)

Therefore, the our scaled equations are as follows:
∆û = ∇p̂ − CF F̂φδ̂
∇ · û = 0
ûb =
θ'(i) (t̂) =
(i)

F̂IRS,j
F̂(i)
con
(P)

F̂bc

2π
x)
U0 Bc (2π t̂/ω, Lx̂
Lω #
$
6ni
(i)
(i) (i)
· n(i)
k=1 x̂k × m̂k v̂k

(96)

ˆ(i)
.! I
"
/
R(i) T '(i)
S (i) T 2 (i)
(i) (i)
''(i)
(i)
'(i)
2 (i)
= −m̂j r̂j
θ (t̂) + (i) θ (t̂) + (i) θ (t̂) h + |θ (t̂)| r
I
I
1
(i)
= − (M (i,i) )−1 (v̂(i) − θ̇(i) (t̂)r̂h )
(97)
CF
1
= − (M (P) )−1 (û(P) ).
(98)
CF
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SOLVING FOR ANGULAR ACCELERATION
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In this appendix, we solve the system of equations in Section 3 for θ̈(j) j = 1, . . . , N .
Using (46) we write (45) as
6ni
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
k=1 (xk × mk (uIRS,k + ucon,k + ubc,k + ub,k )) · n
(i)
,
θ̇ =
I (i)

i = 1, . . . , N.

(99)

Observe that
N
N
N
N
$ &
#
$ &
#
&
&
(j)
(i)
(i,j)
(j) (j)
(i,j) (j)
(j)
(i,j) (j)
uIRS =
M
θ̈ CI +
M F rest =
θ̈
M CI +
M (i,j)F rest ,
j=1

j=1

j=1

(j)

j=1

(j) (j)

where CI is a concatenation of the terms −m, r, for all the points ( along hair j
(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

and Frest = FR + FS + Fcent (these force terms are also concatenations along hair
j).
(i)

The velocity ucon , caused by the collection of forces Fcon , is
N
&
(i)
ucon =
M (i,l) F(l)
con .
j=1
j&=i

(l)

(l)

Since by (41) Fcon = −(M (l,l) )−1 (v(l) − θ̇(l) rh ) we obtain
u(i)
con

=−

N
&
l=1

(l)

M (i,l) (M (l,l) )−1 (v(l) − θ̇(l) rh ).

(100)

(i)

Using the simplifying assumptions in Section 3, the velocity ucon will be given by
N
#
$
&
(l)
(l)
(l)
(i)
ucon = −
M (i,l) (M (l,l) )−1 uIRS + ub − θ̇(l) rh
l=1
l&=i

= −

N
&

M (i,l) (M (l,l) )−1

j=1

l=1
l&=i

= −

N
&

−

N
&

= −

N
&

M (i,l) (M (l,l) )−1

0 N
&

#

(j)

θ̈(j) M (l,j) CI

(j)

M (i,l) (M (l,l) )−1

0 N
&
j=1

l=1
l&=i

θ̈

(j)

N
&
l=1
l&=i

$

+

N
&
j=1

1

(j)

(j)
M (l,j) Frest

+

(l)
ub

−

(l)
θ̇(l) rh

#
$
(j)
M (i,l) (M (l,l) )−1 M (l,j) CI − f (i)

(l)

(l)

M (l,j) Frest + ub − θ̇(l) rh

θ̈(j) (M (l,j) CI )

j=1

l=1
l&=i

j=1

0 N
&

1

1
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where we defined
N
&

f (i) :=

M (i,l) (M (l,l) )−1

0 N
&
j=1

l=1
l&=i

(j)

(l)

(l)

M (l,j) Frest + ub − θ̇(l) rh

1

.

(i)

Again using the simplifying assumptions in Section 3, we compute ubc
(i)
ubc

= M

(i,P)

(M

(P,P) −1

)

= M (i,P) (M (P,P) )−1

=

N
&
j=1

#

(P)
−uIRS

0

−

N
&

$
θ̈(j)

j=1

#

(j)
M (P,j) CI

$

−

N
&

(j)
M (P,j) Frest

j=1

#
$
(j)
θ̈(j) M (i,P) (M (P,P) )−1 −M (P,j) CI + g (i)

where we defined
g (i) := M (i,P) (M (P,P) )−1

0

−

N
&
j=1

(j)
M (P,j) Frest

1

.

To simplify, let
(k)

a(i,k) := M (i,k) CI
N
#
$
&
(i,k)
(i,l)
(l,l) −1
(l,k) (k)
b
:=
M (M )
M CI
c(i) :=

l=1
N
&
j=1

(j)

(i)

M (i,j) Frest − f (i) + g (i) + u b

Then,
(i)
(i)
(i)
v(i) = u IRS + u (i)
con + u bc + u b
N
&
)
*
=
θ̈(j) a(i,j) − b (i,j) − M (i,P) (M (P,P) )−1a (P,j) + c (i) .
j=1

1
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Substituting into the original equation (99) we are left with
#
$
) (i,j)
*
6ni (i)
(i) 6N
(j)
(i,j)
(i,P)
(P,P) −1 (P,j)
(i)
x
×
m
θ̈
a
−
b
−
M
(M
)
a
+
c
k
k=1 k
j=1
θ̇(i) =
· n (i)
(i)
I
1
0 6n
*
(i)
(i) ) (i,j)
N
i
(i,j)
(i,P)
(P,P) −1 (P,j)
&
x
×
m
a
−
b
−
M
(M
)
a
k
k=1 k
· n (i)
=
θ̈(j)
(i)
I
j=1
6ni (i)
(i) (i)
k=1 x k × mk c
+
· n (i)
(i)
I
N
&
=:
Aij θ̈(j) + Bi
j=1

where Aij and Bi are defined as follows
1
0 6n
*
(i)
(i) ) (i,j)
i
(i,j)
(i,P)
(P,P) −1 (P,j)
x
×
m
a
−
b
−
M
(M
)
a
k
k
k=1
· n (i)
Aij :=
I (i)
and
Bi :=

6ni

(i)
k=1 x k ×
I (i)

(i)
mk c (i)

· n (i) .

Let A be a matrix with elements Aij and b a vector with elements θ̇(i) − Bi . Then
(99) can be written as a system
Aθ̈ = b .

